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INSIDE:

Probe focusing
on contributors

First-day friends

The Louisville
Orchestra's Sept.
30 performance will
be the Murray Civic
Music Association's first offering
of its upcoming
season. Page 5

The Atlanta Braves
moved to a season
high 6/2 games in
front of Cincinnati
with a victory over
Montreal as Tom
Glavine pitched up
his 19th win. Page
10

August 20
LONDON — The United States
already has enough aircraft in
the region to shoot down any
Iraqi warplane that might attack
Shiite Muslim rebels, and probably to conduct a brief air war if
necessary. Page 3

STATE
CANDY MAYHEMS/Ledger & Times photo

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The number
of Americans filing first-time
claims for unemployment benefits soared 71,000 in early
August, the largest weekly
increase in more than 10 years.
Page 2

FORECAST
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low 60
to 65. Light wind. Friday: Partly
sunny. High 80 to 85.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
357.0, 0.0; below 301.1, +1.9
BARKLEY LAKE
356.8, 0.0; below 309.1, +1.2

INDEX
One Section — 18 Pages
5
Arts/Entertainment
14-16
Classifieds
17
Comics
17
Crosswords
17
Dear Abby
13
Horoscope
6-8
Murray Today
18
Obituaries
4
Perspective
10, 11
Sports
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
••••
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular oMce hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

The last two meetings of the
governor's Commission on Health
Care Reform have been canceled.
The first was called off because
three lawmakers couldn't attend
and another scheduled for Wednesday was canceled because Jones is
recovering from injuries suffered
when his helicopter crashed Aug.
7.
The commission, which Jones
wants to draft the legislation for
the session, has met twice but has
yet to deal with any specific issues.
Jones was scheduled to unveil his

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones still plans to
reconvene state lawmakers in
November to revamp Kentucky's
health-care system, despite worries
by some that the timing could complicate efforts to pass the package.
"It looks to me like November
is going to be a little difficult,"
said Sen. Mike Moloney, chairman
of the Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
The chief concerns are the
decreasing amount of time left to
develop and reform plan for consideration and election-year
politics.

WORLD

HOUSTON — Associated Press
columnist Walter R. Mears says
today that President Bush will
have to convince dubious voters
that he can deliver both the
change they want and the experience they can trust — and that
Democrat Bill Clinton cannot.
Page 4

(Coned on page 2)

-Governor still plans to call
special session in November

THURSDAY

PERSPECTIVE

He did say the letter would
explain the campaign-finance laws
in effect during the 1991 election
and ask recipients if the lags may
have been broken in connection
with their contribution.
The names and addresses of
donors will come from Lhe
campaign-finance reports filed by
the candidates with the Kentucky
Registry of Election Finance.
The letter is the first comprehensive effort by special prosecutors in
a nearly 18-month investigation to
gather information from the biggest
contributors in the 1991 election.
So far, six corporations and nine

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An
investigation into campaign-finance
law violations is focusing now on
big contributors to the 1991 governor's race.
Special prosecutor Carl Such Jr.
said the donors will be receiving
letters asking for more information
about their donations.
He said the letters are pan of an
investigation of suspected widespread laundering of excessive contributions to various gubernatorial
campaigns in the names of people
who didn't actually give.
The wording of the letter is not
yet final, Stich said Tuesday during
an interview with The CourierJournal.

SPORTS*

FORT CAMPBELL — About
70 soldiers stationed at Fort
Campbell will head to Africa to
aid relief efforts in Somalia.
Page 2
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school teacher,
Celsi Broughton, 5, is hesitant as her mother Mary Ann takes her to meet her primary
School.
Elementary
Robertson
Rebecca Cunningham, Thursday morning at Luther

(Coned on page 2)

EDC plans aggressive marketing to attract businesses
terday to plan a more aggressive
marketing approach to attract new
industry to Murray and Calloway
County.
According to Steve Zea, director
of the Chamber of Commerce,
members will be going on recruit-

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Hoping to take advantage of the
current economic climate as well as
lower interest rates, the Economic
Development Corporation met yes-

locations if they are going to supply our industries with goods," Zea
explained.
In other business, Buddy Buckingham was re-elected president of
the Board of Directors dtring the
group's breakfast meeting. This

ing trips to Canada as well as
attending conferences with TeleCommunications Company.
"Canada is a viable market right
now due to the Free Trade Agreement and the taxing structure.
Canadian companies also need U.S.

will be Buckingham's seventh term
as board president.
Also elected were Joe Dick, vice
president; Harold Glen Doran,
vice president and Dr. Jim Byrn,
(Cont'd on page 2)

First to
second

Coup II?
Some Russians
believe Yeltsin
could face coup

Kentucky
endorses
nomination

By ALAN COOPERMAN
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW — With prices skyrocketing and unemployment looming, some Russians believe President Boris Yeltsin could soon face
another coup — this time with
broad public support.
"It's inevitable," retired Col.
Victor Allcsnis, one of the bestknown hard-line Communists
remaining in the former Soviet
Union, said Wednesday.
"Lenin long ago said the 1905
Revolution was a rehearsal for the
1917 Revolution. I think the putsch
of 1991 will turn out to have been
just a rehearsal for some new
events against the current powers,"
he said.
But others disagree.
"There won't be a second coup.
1 personally guarantee it," said
Army Capt. Valery Gaidyai, 41,
flexing his bleep under the blue
striped T-shirt of a Soviet
paratrooper.
Gaidyai went to the Russian parliament building on Wednesday to
commemorate its defense on Aug.
19-21, 1991, by tens of thousands
of Russians opposing the coup by
hard-liners in the Communist Party, KGB and army.
Gaidyai and others said the
desire of Russians for freedom has
not waned in the past year, despite
the country's economic difficulties.
"We are ready to go to the barricades again, 100 percent," he said.
Yeltsin argued in a television
address on Wednesday that his economic reforms were slowly moving
forward, despite some stumbling.
"Hard as it is, the majority of
people realize that there is no
return. Under no circumstance.
Russia will simply not survive
another Communist era," he said.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

HOUSTON — When it came
time to second the nomination of
President Bush, Kentucky was first.
Sen. Mitch McConnell credited
Bush with the fall of international
communism and promised equally
climactic events in this nation if
only Bush is given another four
years as president.
"In the next four years, George
Bush will lead another revolution
— of free trade and free enterprise
— and the fruits of that revolution
will be prosperity, in America
first," McConnell said Wednesday
evening.
McConnell's speech was given
passing attention by the packed
Associated Press photo
Astrodome, but it signified someParty's
candidate in thing of his political influence with
presidential
Republican
the
the
as
accept
nomination
will
Bush
President George
tonight's conclusion to the GOP Convention in Houston.
the administration.
Back in 1988, when most GOP
senators were lining up behind Sen.
Robert Dole's presidential candidaMcConnell was among Bush's
cy,
and
politics
between
"There's a great similarity
endorsers. He has been
earliest
this,
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
like
speech
political
a
for
athletics,
competitive
rewarded since, includAssociated Press Writer
politically
and its the adrenalin factor, 1 call it," he said.
appearance at an event
Bush's
ing
mean."
I
what
know
both
"Those who have done
HOUSTON — President Bush tried out the concut in his that raised $I million in one night
tax
a
was
there
if
asked
reporter
a
When
vention podium today and said he'll offer the nation
re-election
speech, Bush pretended to leaf through a loose-leaf for McConnell's 1990
"a lot of ideas that haven't been tried" in his speech
campaign.
here
in
be
must
"It
quipped,
binder and
asking the American people to give him four more
McConnell's seconding speech
somewhere."
years .
barely five minutes, but it
lasted
anything
was
there
To the question of whether
Bush appeared relaxed.
after the nomiimmediately
came
been
haven't
that
ideas
of
lot
"A
replied,
new, he
"One, two, three, four," he said testing the sound
Secretary
Labor
by
speech
nating
tried — that makes them new."
system. "Will the Florida delegation please come to
Martin.
Lynn
night,
Wednesday
speech
Bush's
As for Barbara
order."
McConnell's role at the convensaid, "I thought it was first class."
he
were
the
podium,
below
convention
floor,
On the
has not been limited to the
tion
watchfirst
The president was up late Wednesday,
Florida delegates kb Bush, the president's son, and
podium.
National
Republican
the
at
backstage
ing television
Van Poole, delegation chairman.
He was a member of one of the
Convention while his wife and grandson spoke, then
Was he nervous about the speech that he and his
aides are depending on to shift the momentum of a
(Coned on page 3)
campaign in which he trails Democrat Bill Clinton? (Coned on page 3)

Bush has 'a lot of ideas' to offer
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HOUSTON — Kentucky delegates to the Republican National
Convention say they're sensitive to
the problems of the poor but
believe the nation's economic troubles are largely a figment of journalists' imagination.
Mike Duncan, chairman of the
lnez Deposit Bank, said eastern
Kentucky's economy is suffering
because of the mechanization of
the coal industry, not because of a
poor national economy. Nevertheless, he said he has an appreciation
for people with economic
problems.
"My dad has a country grocery
store in McCreary County. 1 know
what people, when they come into
the store, talk about. We've got all
kinds in this party." he said.
Even though Humana Inc. just
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UPS Pick-Up

(Coned from page h

secretary.
It was announced that Ryan Milk
Company will be the featured
industry during the Pcnnyrile Area
Doelopment District's dinner on
Sept. 3.
The board also reviewed a resolution on the Rural Electric Administration loan. Zea said the REA
loan for $100,000 for improvements to the industrial park has
already been approved.
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Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

783-0489

13th & Main

NORTHWOOD STORAGE
HAS EXPANDED
(Now Available 36 Unit
With Electricity and Ventilatio_n_

3 Sizes To Choose From:
10'x20'
10'x12'
6'x20'
(Behind Joe Smith Carpet)

MURRAY MAN ARRESTED AT LOCAL MARKET

A Murray man was arrested Wednesday night following an incident at
Owen's Food Market. According to reports, Ismael Mercado, 31, 1322 Sycamore St., was charged with fourth degree assault (spouse abuse) and violation of a protective order after he allegedly threatened his wife with a
wrench.

Due to expansion plans. Swift
Roofing will purchase 3.6 acres
from the EDC industrial park property. The acreage adjoins property
currently owned by the company.
The board reviewed a plan to
improve the lighting at the South
Eastern Book Company building,
and discussed Fisher Price's use of
an EDC spec building at the industrial park. The company has
expanded some manufacturing
operations there as well as leasing
storage space.

MAN CHARGED AFTER WEDNESDAY WRECK

A Murray man was charged with DUI and cited for having no insurance by
the Calloway County Sheriffs Department following a one-car accident on
Ky. 280, nine miles south of Murray Wednesday at 3:15 p.m. According to
the accident report, Larry G. McCarty, 44, Rt. 5 Box 1076, was northbound
on Ky. 280 in a 1973 Chevrolet pickup when he apparently lost control of his
vehicle in a curve and traveled 195 feet before hitting a tree. According to
the report. McCarty told Deputy Kenny Collins that he had been drinking
beer and several beer cans and an empty whiskey bottle were found in the
vehicle. McCarty was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
was admitted for head injuries. Firemen from the Murray Fire Department
had to extricate McCarty with the Jaws of Life.

Truck fire destroyed 79 schools' test materials

Ross Insurance
Agency

1308 Hillwood Dr.

ple think ... because that's all they
hear about on TV, that we're in a
recession."
Basham said she understands the
economic problems of others and
said it is unfair to characterize
Republicans as rich people who
take advantage of the poor.
"What Republicans want to do
is make it so their son or their
daughter can go out and make it,"
Basham said. "They can't do that
with regulations, regulations,
regulations."
Janie Catron, a nurse who works
on the staff of U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell. said her upbringing on
a farm in Pulaski County with outdoor plumbing and dirt floors gives
her an appreciation for the poor.
"1 was taught if 1 would work
hard enough I could do it," Catron
said. "We need parents who will
teach that, not what dole to get
on..,

EDC plans...

our Con% enience Nov. Otters

ship 1%ee1.1

announced layoffs of 400 people in
Louisville, Betty Holmes, director
of government affairs for the
health-care company. said the economy's problems are overblown.
"I think you hear about it so
much that you naturally think about
it," she said. "As far as personally
... I haven't felt that impact. I still
think there are jobs out there.
They're not always what people
want."
She said Republicans can relate
to others' economic problems "if
not in their work, (then) as volunteers in their community efforts."
"All Republicans aren't rich
anymore than Democrats. I resent
the stereotype." she said.
Pat Basham. a Russellville city
council member, said her local economy is booming.
"Local industry arc advertising
for employment," she said. "Pco-

Local News Roundup

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

• gi

WASHINGTON (AP) — The number of Americans filing first-time
claims for unemployment benefits soared by 71,000 in early August,
the largest weekly increase in more than 10 years, the government said
today.
The report reflected the second round of filings after General
Motors' two-week, company-wide shutdown in late July.
The Labor Department said new applications for jobless benefits totaled 474,000 during the week ended Aug. 8, up from 403,000 a week
earlier. It was the highest number since 479,000 were filed during the
week ended Dec. 7, 1991.
Jobless claims went on a roller-coaster ride after GM closed all of
its plants for two weeks beginning July 17.
The first round of reporting new claims from the GM layoff
occurred during the week ended July 25 and resulted in a 69,000 surge
to 469,000. That was the largest one-week jump since 83,000 claims
were filed during the week ended Jan. 23, 1982, during the previous
recession.
Claims fell back to 403,000 the following week.
But the claims filed during the week ended July 25 did not include
applications from Michigan, which had switched to a mail-in filing
system. Those claims were reflected in today's report.
The new claims pushed the four-week moving average to 436.500,
the highest level since they reached 438,000 during the period ended
last April 4.
In addition to Michigan, 34 other states and territories had increased
applications during the latest reporting period and 29 had decreases.
Michigan reported 74.221 new claims. Other states with large
increases were California, 5.340; Mississippi, 2,777; Texas, 1,973; and
North Carolina. 1.626.

Kentucky GOP delegates say economy's not that bad

ALICE ROUSE

For

Jobless claims soar by 71,000 in first week of
August for largest weekly increase in a decade

'I think there arejobs out there'

Miir ray Ledger & Times
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky's new program for assessing the
effectiveness of its schools suffered
an unexpected setback — the loss
of 79 schools' test materials in a
fire on. a Federal Express truck.
Department of Education officials said Wednesday the accident's implications for the assessment program were not yet known.
But the handling of the case following the fire seemed clearly to
be a fiasco.

Probefocusing..•

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

(Cont'd from page 1)
of their officials have been indicted
for allegedly illegal contributions.
The indictments allege violations
of laws that prohibit contributions
in the names of third parties, prohibit corporate contributions and prohibit any contribution over a total
of $4,000 per candidate per
election.
Such and fellow special prosecutor Joseph Conley Jr. have been
looking into specific instances of

753-2905
PicK 3
9-4-5

Lotto

MORTGAGE RATES ARE DOWN

Federal Express "never
The fire, near Clintonville, Pa.,
occurred May 1. The New Hamp- informed us and never would have
shire company that was hired to informed us if we had not discovscore the materials didn't tell the ered it ourselves," Hill said in a
department until Aug. 10, officials telephone interview.
Spokesmen for Federal Express
said. The extent of the loss wasn't
said Hill's company waited too
confirmed until Wednesday.
Federal Express and the testing long to inquire about missing parcompany, Advanced Systems in cels, making confirmation of the
Measurement -and Evaluation Inc. loss more difficult.
The lost material was the work
of Dover, N.H., blamed each other.
Advanced Systems President of fourth and eighth graders in 35
Richard Hill said his company of Kentucky's 176 school districts.
learned of the loss "purely through It included results of multipleaccident" a month after it choice and essay questions as well
as "performance events" in which
happened.

6-8-14-32-37-48

unusual patterns of contributions.
That effort is continuing, but
Such said he and Conley decided
that all of the biggest donors
should be asked for additional
information about their
contributions.
All people listed as giving the
maximum $4,000 in the 1991 governor's race will get the letter,
Stich said, and some people who
gave smaller sums also may get
one.

still...at an Aug. 5 commission
Governor
saying
page 1)

So call Republic,
but don't wait—
who knows
when today's
history making
rates will become
history!

(Cont'd from
own proposals at the two canceled
meetings.
Jones has repeatedly stuck with
the plan for a November session,

Read the classifieds!

r

C

ltv

meeting that health care was such a
tough issue, many would "want to
put it off until the next day."
Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable
said the governor's plan should be
presented in about a week and that
the delays are not enough to push
back the special session.

1
F.

Dixieland
Center

(416
ot&'
ev

CLARIFICATION
A story on the Calloway County
Fiscal Court meeting Aug. 12
reported that Peggy Williams,
executive director of the Work
Activities Training Center for the
Handicapped, was asking that a tax
of 10 cents per $100 assessed valuation be levied to help the center.
The actual amount the center is
seeking is 1 cent per $100.

753-MEAT
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M.-F. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
• Long term fixed rate loans
• Local servicing even after closing
• Finance or refinance

•

Sally Hopkins— Chief Operating Officer
(open Saturdays 9- noon)
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Fresh Small Three In Down

Spare Ribs
Pork Tenderloins
Quick & Easy Cordon Blue

Chicken Breast

REPUBLIC

Platter Style

Savings Bank

Bacon

I DIC
12th &Main

1.98
3.69
2.99 ...
1.19

,olripentre,
AfX/Pated WWI the .tatewrde PrresNK romp hurt,fm,1 otora,r, Nil ...rpm.
Lexington
Basclad•Rentim•Birwlartg Caren•FItrabethtirwn•F fen kfort•
Mayforid•Murray•Owerwbom•rad ucah *Shelbyville
IAAZEIN

Ham & Cheese Loaf

2.99

Fort Campbell
soldiers ship
out to Somalia
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)
— About 70 soldiers stationed
at Fort Campbell will head to
Africa to aid relief efforts to
Somalia, an Army spokesman
said.
Members of the 2nd Battalion,
of the 5th Special Forces will
ship out no later than this afternoon, Bill Harralson said
Wednesday.
The troops will likely provide
security for planes carrying
relief supplies to the country,
Harralson said. Somalia is
located on the eastern horn of
Africa, bordering Ethiopia and
Kenya.
Civil war and drought have
combined to deadly effect in the
country, and an estimated onefifth of its roughly 8 million
people face imminent starvation.
Some 4.5 million more are suffering from malnutrition.
Harralson said the assignment
— handling security in an area
where English is not spoken —
is a routine one for the 5th Special Forces.
Somali and Arabic are the
primary languages in Somalia.
Harralson said it is not known
how long the soldiers will be
away.

(Disciples of Christ)
N. 5th St.

753-3824

FALL SCHEDULE

FROM THE DELI
cir 'qua'
iinumm
I ender

The new system was one of the
changes wrought by the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act, and
the state school board in July 1991
selected Advanced Systems to
design it.

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH

Nterrther

Murray, Kentucky
759-1630

pupils demonstrate various
abilities.
The testing took place between
January and May with 140,000 students in grades four, eight and 12.
It was the beginning of a new
approach to judging Kentucky
schools, a break with traditional
achievement tests.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 10:45 a.m.
Starting Sunday, August 23, 1992
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Bush has 'a lot ofideas'...

News of thc World
THE GREAT STATE OF SOMNOLENCE

HOUSTON — The first time around, the great state of New Hampshire,
"where fresh air and clean water produce Olympians," passed. Then by
almost 1 a.m. today, the day after George Bush was supposed to have been
nominated for the presidency, New Hampshire seemed to have, well,
passed out. "New Hampshire, 23 votes," the secretary of the Republican
National Convention called, struggling to complete the roll call of states long
after the television networks had signed off. No response from New Hampshire. One man was slumped in his seat, legs heaped over the chair in front.
A few others sat. The "Live Free or Die" state — showed no sign of life. No
one voted.

HOW GOOD WERE THE GOOD OLD DAYS?

WASHINGTON — With family values in the campaign spotlight, many politicians are looking back longingly on the 1950s. But were they really the good
old days? "Many stereotypes of the 1950s don't stand up to rigorous examination, although all of them contain a kernel of truth," Diane Crispell wrote
in the August issue of American Demographics magazine. For example, the
publication, which focuses on population and economic statistics, -pointed
out that in the 1950s smoking was fashionable and abortion was illegal.
Separate-but-equal treatment of blacks was not considered discrimination,
and women, minorities, older Americans and homosexuals had no employment protection rights.

5

(Coned from page I)
returning to his hotel to watch the suspenscless
balloting.
Bush's speech has been ballyhooed as one in
which he would redefine himself to the country. Perhaps because of that, the president sought to reduce
the hopes Republicans had for it.
Asked if expectations were too high, he said:
"Lower them, will you? Lower the high bar a little
bit. It'll be a good speech."
His press secretary, Marlin Fitzwater, would not
discuss specifics.

First to...

r=

Most of the speech, Fitzwater said, "will focus on
where he's taking the country, what his ideas are for
the next four years." He said its tone will be
positive.
"He'll have a lot of interesting ideas in it and it
will be meaty, substantive. It'll be rousing," Fitzwater said.
Asked who the principal author was, Fitzwater
said it was Bush.
The president spent a long pre-convention
weekend at Camp David, Md., tapping out the speech
on a computer.

EARN
6.50%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrender
charges apply.
($5,000 minimum)

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

4/0

UglyDuckling

Same Rate Available On
I.R.A. MO minimum)
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)"

'DAILY
'WEEKLY
.MONTHLY

RENT-A-CAR
(Coned from page 1)

more high-powered pep squads of
GOP officials who led cheers at
various state delegation meetings,
'AIR UMBRELLA' MAY NOT BE ENOUGH IN IRAQ
LONDON — The United States already has enough aircraft in the region fo
including New York. McConnell's
shoot down any Iraqi warplanes that might attack Shiite Muslim rebels, and
group included Dole, Health and
probably to conduct a brief air war if necessary, military experts say. But the
Human Services Secretary Dr.
experts warn that ultimate protection of the Shiite rebels, who have taken
Louis Sullivan and the president's
refuge in the marshes of southern Iraq against attack by Saddam Hussein's
Britand
U.S.
to
son,
George W. Bush.
According
umbrella.
air
an
than
more
forces, could require
ish estimates, Iraq has only 150 combat-ready planes compared to about
McConnell has been warming up
200 U.S. warplanes already in the area and hundreds more on call, said
the Kentucky delegation with the
Paul Beaver, publisher of Jane's Defense Weekly. The Bush administration
zinger lines from his seconding
confirmed Wednesday that Britain, France and the United States allies have
speech.
agreed to impose a "no-fly" zone in Iraq south of the 32nd parallel to prevent Iraqi warplanes from attacking the Shiites.
"Bill Clinton is just Jimmy Carwith a saxophone," McConnell
ter
'YOU FLY. YOU DIE' TO BE ENFORCED
said.
WASHINGTON — U.S. combat pilots will be able to draw on their Gulf War
The line drew howls of appreciaexperience in enforcing a "no-fly" zone over southern Iraq to protect its
tion from the Kentucky corner of
minority Shiite population from Iraqi warplanes. Iraqi pilots who defied allied
"you fly, you die" orders were detected and shot down within short order in
the Astrodome, but little response
the weeks following the end of the war. In March 1991, U.S. F-15C fighter
elsewhere.
jets downed two Iraqi SU-22 attack planes for violating the provisional
McConnell's address emphasized
cease-fire agreement against putting warplanes in the air. The allies had
for Bush in foreign
successes
numvast
the
to
protect
primarily
aircraft,
combat
deploy
to
not
warned Iraq
affairs and vague promises of
bers of allied forces that remained in the region after the gulf conflict.
things to come.
MORBID MORNINGS IN SOMALIA
"By bringing the Cold War to a
BAIDOA, Somalia — When the American medical team arrives at Baidoa's
peaceful
end, George Bush has
hospital each morning, it is greeted by bodies scattered across the rocky
that we can direct
sure
made
not.
have
Many
night.
the
courtyard. Some of the new arrivals have survived
and resources to
efforts
America's
best
the
—
death
one
only
and
bodies
few
a
just
On Tuesday there were
rather than
needs
and
ago
domestic
weeks
three
arrived
team
day since the International Medical Corps
defense," McConnell said.
reopened the hospital in this desert town devastated by war, famine and
drought. The hospital, the only one serving vast southwest Somalia, had
McConnell scoffed at claims by
been closed for 18 months amid general anarchy in a country where 1.5
Democratic presidential
the
million people — one-fifth of the population — are in danger of imminent
nominee.
is
Mogadishu,
of
capital
the
of
west
miles
starvation. Baidoa, about 180
"Never mind that in just four
described by aid workers as one of the most desperate areas in the country.
years as president, George Bush
'FAVORITE SCHLEMIEL' NOW FRONT-PAGE NEWS made America the uncontested,
NEW YORK — Woody Allen was America's favorite schlemiel a week ago,
undisputed leader of the world,"
before his life took a twist too abrupt for any Allen script. The revelation that
McConnell said. "Yet Bill Clinton
had
he
someone
daughter,
's
he was having an affair with his ex-lover
has been governor of Arkansas for
known since she was 9, transformed Allen from press-shy filmmaker into
12 years and the state is scraping
front-page news. Then, Connecticut police said he was under investigation,
apparently over allegations — vehemently denied by Allen — that he
the
bottom in education, employabused his 7-year-old adopted daughter. Will the scandal help or harm his
and family income."
ment
a
than
more
anything
was
he
that
charmed career? "Allen never pretended
blamed Democrats
McConnell
York
New
the
for
mixed-up New Yorker," said Andrew Sarris, film critic
and "their friends in the media"
Observer. "Mainstream America never much liked Woody Allen anyway. His
for whatever problems Bush has
audience was mainly in cities like L.A. and New York with people who wear
shoes and read books." But Sarris said the affair with Mia Farrow's 21 -yearfaced. He borrowed an increasingly
old daughter may cost the 56-year-old Allen female fans. "It's a kind of
used tactic to implicitly attack
paternal
a
as
him
upon
semi-incestuous thing with someone who's looked
Clinton's
patriotism and lack of
figure," Sarris said.
military service to dismiss the
Democrat's ability to lead.
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Letters to the Editor
seeking Scout items for museum
Dear Editor:
seeking donated items
The Kentucky Weekly Newspaper Association is
y State University.
Murra
at
d
sr the National Boy Scout Museum locate
solicit items to be
and
e
promot
help
to
is
1992
gro4's project for
.'natedi to the museum for display there.
camping equipment
the most significant gap in their collection is for
of the Arrow
Order
.
boxes)
cook
patrol
gear,
g
cookin
.:nts. hatchets,
etc.) and perooks,
scrapb
.
L'ins iceremonial items and costumes, photos
Campfire
Scout.
Girl
t
collec
also
They
etc.)
s,
remln:scences (diarie
als.
materi
al
1..tian Guide and other youth organization
Curator of CollecPlcase send donated items to Susan K. Crawford.
or phone (502)
-3313
42071
KY
y.
Murra
sity,
Univer
.n,. M -77a.‘,, State
with information.
Guy Hatfield, president
Weekly Newspaper Assoc.

ndividual rights are guaranteed
Dear Editor:
on issue tear at
V‘hce dd we go wrong? How could we let this aborti
l issues to
ationa
intern
and
ic
domest
ng
pressi
many
With
%cry souls?
, personal
single
a
on
ent
.Nts -.solv ed. we are about to elect our next presid
their own
with
does
dual
indivi
an
what
decide
s,.e Namely. who gets to
I find the medical
Sas!ly. 1 find myself doing just that. On the one hand,
If a friend or
ned.
concer
all
for
r
despai
of
full
cre ghastly and
.
:roced
to consider
them
de
oveLt one asked for my counsel. I'd strongly persua
called
thing
darned
this
s
there'
sther alternatives. On the other hand.
of
any
of
less
regard
Bush.
Mr.
for
voting
from
me
'principle" that keeps
•..s other policy positions.
"the ConYou see. the founding fathers came up with this thing called
rights of
the
teed
guaran
they
ents,
docum
uent
subseq
and
1,:u::on." In it.
a person
way,
this
In
ty.
le INDIVIDUAL over the rights of their majori
ican
Republ
say.
or.
Black,
say.
or.
.
Jewish
.ho happened to be. say.
what
words,
other
In
ution.
persec
of
t
fear
withou
freely
ou,d walk along
despite
nakes this country great is our ability to live together in peace, where
ing,"
cleans
c
"ethni
is
tive
alterna
The
n.
,ar differences of. opinio
d.
%e -right people" have the say and the others be damne an aborhave
to
mind
her
up
makes
This isn't Yugoslavia. If a woman
best we can do (the best that
'ion. it isn't up to me. It isn't up to you. The
e young about respon.sithey'r
we should do) is to counsel our youth while
friends and family to
as
there
be
to
also
and
7.1.:y and respect for life,
-;upport our own as they make their painful decisions.
Michael J. Warren
1610 West Olive. Murra,

nesday night, spoke of Bush's
Truman was closer, down by 11
achievements abroad.
points.
Associatad Prose Nowa Analysis
"Our America moved the
The celebrated 17-point Bush
7
to
." she said. "We ended the
wed
world
narro
had
in
1988
HOUSTON — When the cheer- deficit
War by our deeds and our
that
Cold
...
tion
conven
ican
the
Republ
by
ing ends tonight, it's going to take
e
strategy."
defens
a new George Bush to revive the year.
Bush has been pressing the same
deficit
point
33Ford's
Gerald
campaign of the old one.
teens before he issues for month, to no measurable
The president will have to con- dwindled to the
1976. He lost advantage.
in
ted
vince dubious voters that he can was nomina
The president said his message
Carter.
Jimmy
to
ly
narrow
deliver both the change they want
been undercut by campaign
had
an
With that history to shake,
and experience they can trust —
s that had been going on all
attack
in
rival
nting
unrele
and that Democrat Bill Clinton aggressive,
long
before the field of chalyear,
imes
Clinton, and a nervous, somet
cannot.
wed to Clinton. Bush
s
narro
lenger
Bush
own,
his
of
"This election is not just about dispirited party
they
weren't answered
of
says
rest
the
for
s
theme
and
change because change has a flip sets tone
in a campaign
wasn't
e
he
accepbecaus
with tonight's
side and that is called trust," Bush his campaign
mode.
.
tance speech
said. "Trust matters."
But he started campaigning more
New and old, positive and negaIt's been a convention for than six months ago, in New
tive. it's a message the president speechmakers, 122 of them, all but Hampshire, went South, then
has 75 days to deliver. That mix of a handful to unresponsive, some- switched tactics to wage his White
signals is a difficult one to pack- times disinterested crowds in the House defense right there.
age. particularly for a president vastness of the Astrodome. And
He's also complained that he has
with a record to defend. He and his these are the most committed of a solid program for economic
allies have tried it piecemeal, with- Republicans, not a difficult audi- recovery and second -term change,
out overtaking Clinton in the polls. ence of skeptics, let alone but that nobody seems to know it.
Renominated, Bush begins the
Democrats.
He said in a television interview
final push with tonight's accepnot
sday night that it is "100
is
Wedne
today
m
proble
ica's
"Amer
tance speech to the Republican
ze
t
percen nuts," wrong, crazy, to
president's plan to energi
National Convention, promising a that the
argued
st he lacks a domestic
,"
sugge
failed
has
my
comeback unmatched "since Harry the econo
e
m.
keynot
progra
whose
m,
Gram
Phil
Truman gave them hell in 1948." Sen.
on
chief political problem
His
60th
the
was
ay
Tuesd
speech
a
Bush still lags, by 25 points in
the sluggish economy.
that
is
ns
m
remai
proble
"Our
am.
new ABC News-Washington Post the progr
ting a boom recovery in
that
predic
not
He's
is
It
tried.
been
not
has
it
poll, although other surveys have
but administration
term,
for
second
ask
a
not
ent did
showed him whittling Clinton's the presid that the Democrats forecasts have been overly optimisbut
change.
lead.
ess killed those tic for well over a year. The camTruman is the only president who run Congr
paigning Clinton taunts Bush by
who has won an election when changes."
the president claims the
Lynn
saying
Labor
of
ary
Secret
And
polls showed him behind after his
over but the voters are too
Wedis
slump
Martin, nominating Bush on
party's national convention. And

By WALTER R. MEARS

dumb to realize it.
As for trust, Clinton says he
wasn't the candidate who told voters in 1988 to read his lips, no new
taxes, and then approved an
increase.
Bush also has to deal with restive conservatives on the tax reversal; he's conceded it was a mistake,
and now there's Republican pressure for Bush to make a tax cut
pledge part of his re-election
campaign.
All of that puts an extraordinary
premium on Bush's acceptance
speech. He's added to it by saying
it is the starting point, that he'll
leave Houston in a tough, new
campaign stance.
One speech won't determine the
Nov. 3 outcome; there's a television advertising campaign to come,
debates, personal vote hunting by
both tickets. But it is Bush's best
chance to change the trend and
start a convincing comeback before
Labor Day; some in his camp fear
that if it isn't happening by that
time, it may not happen.
"Now I'm going to take this
fight to every corner of the
nation," Bush said Wednesday.
"We're about to embark on the
fight of our lives."
• • • •
(Walter R. Mears, vice president
and columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on national
political conventions since 1964.)

GOP's 'mixed signals' on abortion

•

Dear Editor
on their
We soters are getting mixed signals from the Republican Party
nal
"perso
a
is
on
aborti
that
14
Aug.
on
,tand on abortion. Mrs. Bush said
rm
platfo
party
The
rm.
platfo
party
a
in
up
come
not
lecision- that should
long
has
Bush
Mrs.
on.
aborti
ignored her and included the plank against
is definitely
Xer: 7..7.ored to favor legalized abortion. I would say she
seems to
Party'
ican
Republ
The
all.
us
of
lady
e
favorit
a
is
She
prch,)ice.
yet
tion,
conven
their
at
'es;.‘ect her enough to ask her to give a speech
choice
her
in
y
privac
to
right
the
about
g
.ht: ignore her strong feelin
abortion. Why?
ent
A few weeks ago. Vice-President Dan Quayle made a public statem
event
the
in
her
t
suppor
and
er
daught
young
his
by
hat he would stand
Last week.
,he he:;.:Me pregnant and chose abortion. She is 13 years old.
fully his
t
suppor
and
by
stand
nly
Presider.: Bush said he would certai
n to
happe
thing
same
the
should
on
aborti
of
choice
her
il.rahdc.4at.ghter in
tandunders
his
tes
indica
This
,CT He said he would wipe away her tears.
H' what a tragic, horrendous thing this is for a young girl. I feel really
come
dpout this — the love and compassion of these two men
those
about
what
But
es.
when devastation hits their own famili
ts of
distric
school
in
s,
grader
iLndreds of middle school girls, sixth
for
them
using
pimps
by
nated
are
impreg
who
A;:a7.:a reported this week
scared
wer,
to
)ros:::ution because they are young, vulnerable, easy overpo
AIDS
Lo tell anyone, and are most appealing because they are not an
y for
societ
to
out
crying
are
rs
teache
Their
ers.
:;-irea: to the MEN custom
people
can
How
girls.
us to he concerned about the lives of these school
a precious
le more concerned about a fertilized egg than they can about
ized by a
and
victim
world
this
in
living
y
alread
girl
nurriat.ted little
make a
e
would
Quayl
nt
r..itt:erSS man. President Bush and Vice-Preside
time
same
the
at
while
al
crimin
a
girl
little
.aw to label this victimized
like diss
Sound
Why?
.
choose
to
right
en's
childr
own
their
t
they suppor
ody else's
crimination to me because of a lack of compassion for someb
little girl.
If everyone deserves a chance, what about the chance of the victimized
ting
girls in Our society? Mr. Editor, you sounded accusatory of me indica
men
t
agains
only
am
I
clear.
myself
make
me
Let
t
that I'm agains men.
who are irresponsible and play favorites when it comes to their own famicomlies. There are millions of men who are fair, honest, upstanding and
man.
of
kind
that
t
suppor
and
I
love
those.
of
one
d
I
marrie
nate.
passio
Ron
with
along
You
like.
The double standard and double talk, I do not
on
questi
my
r
answe
to
not
l
carefu
very
were
Baker in previous letters
you
that
girl
the
about the responsibility of the man who impregnated
you
want to so quickly brand a criminal by invading her privacy. What do
at
m
proble
a
have
not
may
girl
the
te,
I
reitera
him?
te
want to legisla for
led
counse
have
I
e
all if he shouldered his responsibility. I know becaus
many heartbroken high school and college girls in this town who had
not
nowhere to turn, and were totally deserted. And, by the way, could
and
s
parent
to
go
to
was
bear to go to their parents or pastor. My advice
whatever
pastor without fail — but I held deep compassion for them in
the living
that
insist
still
I
,
Editor
Mr.
make.
to
had
they
felt
they
choice
a
already born need our compassion and love first. How can you beat
?
wounded animal
Edith Divine Noffsinger
1109 Olive Street, Murray

Just drop us a line ...

express their
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to
editor. We
the
to
opinions on our "Penpective" page by writing letters
the biy
with
compl
they
ed
provid
print letters on a variety of topics,
the
with
,
writer
the
by
signed
be
mast
letters
all
‘ning guidelines:
is
ation
verific
case
in
writer's address and telephone number included
be
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n
Lesse
hed).
publis
be
not
will
necessary (telephone numbers
rn ,
be on toritsof
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should
The
.
words
500
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, Murray Ledger
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor
.
42071
KY
y,
Murra
1040,
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?AMA ME WHICH Wk/ To 114E QUAGMIRE?'

This is Mario Cuomo
"Hello, Cal, this is Mano Cuomo,"
said the governor of New York.
Cuomo believes I did him a disservice in a recent column in which I
numbered him among those who wish
to "tailor" the law to fit popular
opinion.
In a conversation that resembled a
college campus debate, the governor
referred to his "strong" Catholic faith,
which has persuaded him that unborn
babies are persons. But, as he has
declared in his writing and speeches,
he said what he learns from the church
should be kept separate from his
duties as governor. And he said he
believes the law "operates backward"
and should not be viewed as a tool to
be forged in advance to address all
future legal controversies and
situations. .
Asked whether Bill Clinton's
pledge to sue a prospective Supreme
Court nominee's position on abortion
as a litmus test is in line with his view
of the law operating backward,
Cuomo says he's not sure that is an
accurate quote and, anyway, it is
possible to obtain the same information by asking well-crafted questions
that don't address the issue directly.
Tbese would include, he says, questions about nght to privacy and
original intent
At the Democratic Convention last
month, Cuomo, whom Clinton has
mentioned as good Suprerne Court
material (Cuomo tells rpe he doesn't

state ought to try to conform as many
as possible to the standard, not undermine the standard by subsidizing
illegal or immoral behavior. Otherwise, people get the message that the
law, moral or man-made, should not
be taken seriously.
Cuomo's attempt to wrap himself in
the cloak of respectability is disturbing. After a clearly pro-choice speech
at his party's convention,he uses these
phrases in his op-ed piece: "reducing
the rate of abortion"; "a difficult
choice"; "caring for human life."
Why the concern about reducing
the rate of abortion if what is being
a honed is not human and deserving of
legal protection? And why is abortion
a "difficult choice" unless there is
something being done away with that
is of greater moral significance than
an appendix? And what does the
governor mean about "caring for
human life" if the child in utcro is not
human and not life?
The governor says that "no one can
be required to have an abortion," as if
this gives him moral cover. No one

believe he'll be offered the position if
Clinton wins), put his abortion position succinctly, if somewhat crudely:
"We need a leader who will stop the
Republican attempt - through the laws
and through the courts - to tell us what
God to believe in, and how to apply
that God's judgment to our school
rooms,our bedrooms and our bodies."
In a New York Times op-ed piece
last week, Cuomo called for a search
for common ground in the abortion
debate. Some of his suggestions were
good. Others are debatable. He made
a persuasive call for schools to teach
sexual abstinence, but quickly watered it down with this: "...we must
recognize that not all young people
will follow the path of restraint," and
so we must give everyone "responsibk" sex education which includes
birth control information and devices.
Would the governor like to see
students given radar detectors during
driver education class since most
young people can't be expected to
obey speed limit laws? No law produces 100 percent compliance. The

"

could be required to own a slave in the
last century, but that did not absolve
the moral culpability those who did.
Nor did it absolve those who did not
own slaves but refused to speak
against slavery. Nor can "backward
absolution" be offered to governors
and judges then or now who refuse to
acknowledge their accountability to
the Law-Giver for their stewardship
while in office.
Cuomo tells me he is pleased that
science has shown us that "viability"
of the fetus is earlier than first thought
when the "trimester" approach was
created in Roe vs. Wade,yet his party
favors the so-called "Freedom of
Choice Act" that would make abortion legal under any circumstances,
including after "viability."
Finally, the governor again assures
me of his devotion to the Catholic
Church. And he asks me whether
because the church believes that contraceptives are immoral, these, too,
should be outlawed. I reply that most
Catholics I know would be happy to
strike a bargain: if the state would
again recognize the endowed rights of
the unborn,the church will speak only
of using persuasion to convince people of its position on contraception.
We take each other's address and
promise to exchange more ideas on
the subject Nothing was resolved, but
it was good to talk. Call any time,
governor.
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Playhouse announces schedule of offerings for upcoming 1992-93 season
days" Dec. 4-13 which is followed
by "The Best Christmas Pageant
Ever," a hilarious story of a woman
and her husband as they attempt to
put on the annual Christmas
pageant_ But when they have to
cast the horrible Herdmans —
probably the meanest, nastiest,
most inventively awful kids in the
history of the world — chaos and
mayhem take the stage indeed.
"The Best Christmas Pageant
Ever" is paired with another oneact play, 0. Henry's "The Gift of
the Magi," to complete a theatrical
Christmas gift. It's the story of Jim
and Dclla's wedding anniversary
and they're young, terribly in love
and flat broke. Finding a gift that
will express the warmth and close-

ness they feel for each other is
almost impossible, but in the end,
love really does conquer all.

ly tragedy and love, "Fences" was
presented as a staged reading at the
Playhouse in February.

In March Ungar and Madison are
"Fences" runs Feb. 5-14, 1993.
Set in 1957, this sensational drama at it again, that is Florence Ungar
tells the story of Troy Masson, a and Olive Madison, in a hilarious
former star of the Negro baseball new twist on Neil Simon's contemleague who now works as a gar- porary comic classic, "The Odd
bageman. Maxson sees the world Couple." Instead of a poker party
as fences which have trapped him. with which the other version
He is bitter, for instance, that he begins, here Ms. Madison has
was excluded from Major League invited the girls over for an evenBaseball during his prime, and too ing of Trivial Pursuit. The Pigeon
old to play when the sport was sisters have been replaced by the
finally integrated. Now Maxson's Constanzuela brothers, and Simon
son wants a chance at professional has adapted the change of the sexes
sports, out Masson fences in his beautifully. If anything, this script
own family and refuses to let him is even funnier than the male vertry his luck. A moving tale of fam- sion. Performances will begin
WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COrAharTEE FOR TnE ARTS

THE LOUISVILLE ORCHESTRA

Louisville Orchestra to start MCMA season
The Louisville Orchestra, Blair orchestra invited to perform at CarWoodwind Quintet, Ririe- negie Hall for its "Great Ensembles
Woodbury Dance Company, Duke in Concert" series.
MCMA will continue its "EspeEllington's "Sophisticated Ladies"
and a bonus concert — "Salute to cially for Youth" series, offering
Sousa II" headline the 1992-93 special concerns by the regular seaMurray Civic Music Association son artists for area school children.
MCMA members also receive
season as the association's membenefit of reciprocity with sevthe
nears.
bership drive
The membership drive, which eral regional associations as part of
begins Aug. 30, is an opportunity their membership. The groups and
for individuals and families to upcoming offerings include the
purchase season memberships for Paducah Community Concert Association,"An Evening of Lerner and
the concert series.
The Louisville Orchestra will Howe, pianist David Allen Ware,
open the MCMA season Sept. 30 at The Monumental Brass and
8 p.m. at Murray State University's Dcwayne Fulton, harp; Southern
Lovett Auditorium, with free Illinois Concerts, Inc., "An Evenadmission to MSU students. The ing of Lerner and Howe," Celin
orchestra was the only American and Laurie Romero, guitarist and

soprano;
New York Theatre Ballet and the
Warsaw Soloists Orchestra; Cape
Girardeau Community Concert
Association, Dance Through Time,
Russ Morgan Orchestra and The
Dallas Brass; Union City/Obion
County Community Concert Association, Lauren Pelon,"The History
of Music," The Glenn Miller
Orchestra, The Notre Dame Chorale, The Dutton Family, pianist
Michael Caldwell and the Sikeston
Concert Association with features
from the Vienna Straus Ensemble,
The Dallas Brass and the Royal
New Zealand Ballet.
For more information concerning
the membership drive call
753-3257 or 762-4516.

Aug. 22
Pre-audition workshop —
To prepare participants to audition for the Playhouse production "Cheaper By the Dozen,"
3-5 p.m., Playhouse in the Park.
Aug. 30
Festival — "Hot August
Blues Festival," hosted by
WKMS-FM, Kenlake State
Park, Aurora.
Through Sept. 30
Art exhibit — "David, Beatrice and Lafayette," free, MSUEagle Gallery.
Currently
Exhibit —"Murray-Calloway
County Quilts," approximately
40 quilts dating from the 1880s,
free, Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.
Exhibit — "Antiques," free,
Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.
Exhibit — "An African Journey," free, Wrather West Kentucky Museum. Museum hours
are 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Monday-Friday and 10 a.m. to
2:30' p.m. Saturday. Closed university holidays.

are now on sale. Prices are $24 for
adults, $20 for senior citizens and
$16 for students and children.
Playhouse in the Park performs
in the renovated train depot located
in Murray at the Murray-Calloway
County Park off Arcadia Drive. All
programming is offered to all segments of the community and the
Playhouse is fully accessible to the
disabled. Programming is made
possible, in part, through grants
from the Kentucky Arts Council,
with funds from the National
Endowment for the Arts. To order
season passes or tickets, or for
more information, call the Playhouse box office at (502)
759-1752.

March 19.
The fifth annual West Kentucky
Playwrights' Festival takes the
stage April 16-25. This new writers
development program of the Playhouse in the Park will showcase
original works by west Kentucky
writers, as well as displaying the
talents of numerous community
actors, directors and technicians.
Having received regional and
national recognition, the festival is
unique in its focus and accomplishment. Each of the last two festivals
has been showcased in the Kentucky Center for the Arts in Louisville, delighting audiences there as
well.
Regular Playhouse season passes

Stop Smoking.

THE DAY

•
American Heart
Association

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537
FISH- SEAFOOD - BAR-B-C) - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST
(3
th

HOMEPLACE FAMILY7RESTAURANT

ce
co

Hwy. 121 North •
Friday & Saturday
All You Can Eat

8

Sirloin Tips

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

8 oz. $3.95

$3.95

(1)

Saturday & Sunday

—1

Country Ham Breakfast $3.15

co

H3IMONVS - 0-13-1:1VB

.I.SVJNV3118

Read the classifieds!

1

S31-10Nr11 3.1f1d

Murray's Playhouse in the Park
has announced its 16th regular season of plays and workshops.
According to board of directors
President Robert Pervine, the
1992-93 season will focus on "family" by presenting plays that
explore family life.
To kick off the season, we meet
an attractive high school girl whose
father is one of the great pioneers
of industrial efficiency. When he
decides to apply his unorthodox
methods to their big family, he
raises the level of household efficiency, and anxiety, as well. The
results are terribly embarrassing
and wonderfully funny."Cheaper
By the Dozen" plays Oct. 2-11.
Next comes "Home for the Holi-

0003V3S - HSIT

Murray to serve as hook-up site
FRANKFORT — Kentuckians
interested in commenting on state
arts programs will have the opportunity to participate in a teleconference conducted via satellite at eight
locations throughout the state
Saturday, Aug. 29 from 12:30-3:30
p.m. CDT.
The Kentucky Arts Council
(KAC), in collaboration with the
Kentucky Citizens for the Arts
(KCA), an advocacy group for the
council, will conduct a statewide
public hearing via Kentucky Educational Television's (KET) STAR
Channel.
The event will be broadcast from

KET's studios in Lexington with
satellite hook-ups in Murray,
Owensboro, Bowling Green, Louisville, Highland Heights, Ashland
and Hazard. Staff and board members from the arts council will
serve on a panel at KET and as
moderators at the hearing sites.
The process is mandated by the
National Endowment for the Arts
(NEA) in order for states to maintain eligibility for NEA funds earmarked for state arts councils. Kentucky receives about one-half million dollars from the NEA that it
distributes to statewide
organizations.

a
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BOSTON — Phillip Brown of
Murray recently participated in the
Boston University Tanglewood
Institute, a program of musical
study and perforance held this summer at the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox.
Brown, who participated in the
Empire Brass Seminar, has studied
trombone for five years. A senior
at Murray High School, he is the
son of Dr. Stephen and Eleanor
Brown of Olive Street.
Established in 1965 by the Boston University School for the Arts
in conjunction with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, the Boston
University Tanglewood Institute
has become known throughout the
country for musical quality, enthusiasm and commitment. The institute provides young musicians the
opportunity to learn from members
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra,
faculty members of the Boston
University School of Music, and
other professional musicians.
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MEDICINE SHOPPE

Brown participates
in musical program
at Boston University

Read the
classifieds

The Medicine Shoppe Pharmacy
Martin Davenport, R. Ph/Owner
12th & Olive Sts. Murray
759-9245

— 1
1
1
I
1
BOOklet
DeCOrating
95
S3
Value
Sug Peso
PUrChaSe of I
and gal
War% coupon

Good Medication Questions

or
Tru-Test Ultra Satin
E.4 Kare paint
WWI* ouantitw• l•SSt

A man complained of periodic chest pains,for which his doctor
prescribed nitroglycerin tablets. When he next felt the pain, he was
quick to use the new medicine, but it didn't provide relief. The-pain
continued to escalate until he went to the hospital—where he found
he'd taken his medication incorrectly.

I

I
1

* E-Z Kare Flat
Latex Wan Finish

gao

•

P.0 c."-Won mar,i
Limit 0••• ,iwn
dio• posted .0
Coupon eapeallon
— .1
11 5/6 351 1

for a rich flat-matte look
that's washable. K 354 217 F4

Ready-mixed colors & white; custom colors slightly higher.
'

----------

A full 10 percent of all U.S. hospitalizations occur because of improper medication use. The best way to avoid this is to understand
each and every medication you're taking—prescription or nonprescription. I)on't leave your doctor's office or pharmacy without
obtaining answers to these important questions:
• What is this medication for? •What side effects should I expect?
• How and when do I take it?
Take charge of your health—inform your doctor or pharmacist
of all the medications you're taking, and ask questions to get the
information you need.
The Medicine Shoppe. We answer all your questions.
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CALENDAR
Thursday, Aug. 20
0469/6 p.m. weigh in, 7
KY
TOPS
p m. program/Chamber of Commerce. Info/Pamela, 753-7638.
Ladies Fun Night at Oaks Country
Club/5:30 p.m.
dinner at
Men's Stag Night and
p.m.
5:30
Club/
Murray Country
dinner
and
0.
53-943
golf/7
Info for
reservationI753-6113.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
m.leducation unit of MurrayCallow a) Count) Hospital
Infor'62- 1385.
closed
ns
Citize
entor
p.m./S
meetings:8
.
Benton
.
Center
AA

and

Al -Anon

Murra) Ckitan Club'
m Homeplace Famil)
Restaurant.
Kiwanis Club b
m. Sirloin Stockade.

Murray

events
First Christian Church
and
Study
Bible
Youth
cude
Pra‘er'5•30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
a T. 4 30 p.m.
Murra)-Calloway Count) Camera
p.m..'Callowa) Count)
1.:rar)

Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7.
p.m./Country Kitchen, Draffenville
Note change in place.

11:311
1:30
3:38
7:10
9:10

"Single White
Female" (R)

Ninja Kids"
(PG)

130
3:25
7 15
9:15

"0 rione.-Bun* The
Vampory Slayer" (R)
(P13 1 30, 7:08 315, 900

1:30
3:25
7:18
9:15

"Whispers in
the Dark" (R)

Bargain Matinees
Sat & Sun. Only!!
Bargain Night Is Thursday
Rent sour movies • at the movies!
tong Chestnut • 753 1311
Open I I:am to 10:pm

of
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
.
Center
illis
p.m./W
VFW/7
"Back to School Night" celebra-

uon of St. John Baptist Church at
5:30 p.m./Main Street Youth Center, 205 North Fourth SL

For

Reservations
Can:

759-1752

Buchanan Church plans homecoming
Buchanan Baptist Church at Buchanan, Tenn., will have its annual homemorning
coming on Sunday. Aug. 23. Lunch will be served following thePrince
as
worship service. Revival services with the Rev. Claude M. Wednesevangelist will be at 7 p.m. nightly from Sunday, Aug. 23, through
day, Aug. 26.

Watermelon Bust of Calloway
Count) Athletic Boosters/6
p.m./Jack Rose Stadium at CalloN ay County High School.

Youth Baseball Association will meet

Hazel Woman's Club annual planning meeting and salad supper/6:30
p.m4lazel Community Center.

Murray Business and Professional
Women/6:30 p.m./Mayflower
Restaurant. Holiday Inn.

We are pleased to announce that Angela
Usher, bride-elect of
Ken Jackson, has
made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.
Angela and Ken will
be married October 2,
1992.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
e=N lienbef AP 411:f:

for
the Dozen
by
Cheaper
Saturday,
Aug. 23 - 3 p.m.
Sunday, Aug.
24 - 1:30 p.m.

The Youth Baseball Association of Murray-Calloway County will have itsy
Barkle
annual general open meeting on Monday, Aug. 24, at 7 p.m. in agenda
Room of Curris Center, Murray State University. Items on the
nd traveling
include Bronco League and American Legion proposals, weeke and league
teams, Volunteer of the Year Award and election of association
at least
officers. In order to vote at this general meeting, a person must beBaseball
Youth
the
of
ng
standi
good
in
r
21 years of age and a membe
will be on
Association. Individual memberships are $2 and memberships to attend
sale at the meeting. Anyone interested in youth baseball is urged
this meeting.

Rhonda Ahart and
Shawn Culver to marry

Murray -Calloway County Hospital Board/5:30 p.m.

AUDITION
WORKSHOP
off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park

An Eagle Scout Court of Honor will be Sunday, Aug. 23, at 3 p.m. in the
sanctuary of First United Methodist Church. Each Scout in Boy Scout Troop
45 will be recognized for the advancement achieved since the last Court of
Honor. This includes all merit badges earned at summer camp. Five Scouts
Bryan
to be awarded the coveted Eagle Award will be Geoffrey Ball,
All memBurgess, Christopher Fuhrmann, Scott Kellie and Matt Weatherly.
s
bers of Boy Scout Troop 45, their parents and other family members, friendto
and other friends of Scouting are invited to attend this special event, open
the public.

p.m. with officers/7 p.m.

iTHEATRES:

1:30
4:00
7100

Eagle Court of Honor Sunday

li
Murray Women of the Moose

,t1cF,13.11c4

'Unforgluan (R)

A meeting of the Fire Groups in the area will be Monday, Aug. 24,
at 6:30 p.m. at the new fire station, located one mile south of Kirksey off
the Washer Road. The new station and trucks will be open for inspection.
Nominations will be taken for trustees of the consolidation of Kirksey,
Lynn Grove, Coldwater, Calloway and Jackson Fire Districts. All persons
in these areas are urged to attend to participate in this special service to
the community.

Paris,
Singles Friendship of
u
Burea
Farm
p.m./
Tenn./7:30
th
Kenni
Info/
Paris.
ing,
Build
Broach. 753-3580.

(Cont'd on page 7)

Clint Eastwood In

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Thursday, Aug. 20
First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5
p.m. and Disciple Bible Study
Orientation/7 p.m.

Ahart-Culver wedding
vows to be said Aug. 28

Calloway County lists prices
c event
Calloway County High School has announced its 1992-93 athleti
students and

approaching
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Ahan of Almo announce the
of HardCulver
marriage of their daughter, Miss Rhonda Man, to Shawn
.
in. son of Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Culver
and the late BusMiss Ahart is the granddaughter of Mrs. Edith Elkins
Ahart_
ter Elkins and of the late Albert and Ethlene
the late John
Mr. Culver is the grandson of Mrs. Venna Culver and
rough.
Scarbo
Roy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
late
Culver and of the
y High School.
The bride-elect is a 1991 graduate of Calloway Count
.
Murray
of
Price
Fisher
at
She is presently employed
y High School.
The groom -elect is a 1992 graduate of Marshall Count
.
Hardin
ATV,
's
He is presently employed at Culver
28. at 7 p.m. at
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday. Aug.
Hardin Church of Christ.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Hill receives war medals
Collie Hill of Rt. 1, Farmington,
Coldwater community, recently
received a group of medals that
were awarded him for service in
the United States Army from 1942
to 1945.
For unknown reasons, the medals
were not issued at the time of his
discharge. But, with the help of the
Disabled American Veterans'
office, the medals were finally
received after 47 years.
Mr. Hill served with the 1345th
Service Group and was originally
trained as a parts specialist for the
then "new" B-29.
His group spent part of their tour
setting up supply lines for the Burma Road and sending supplies from
Burma over the "Hump"(Himalayan Mountains) to troops in China.
Mr. Hill received the AsiaticPacific Campaign Medal for his
participation in the CBI Theater.
He received the American Theater Ribbon and medal for service in
the Panama Canal Zone. Hill's ship
was torpedoed and was reported

sunk in the Panama Canal Zone
and the crew was listed as missing
for three months.
Also included were four battle
stars, the World War II Victory and
the Good Conduct medal. He was
awarded two bronze stars, which
are given for heroic or meritorious
service during military operations.
, •

ticket prices. Football or soccer season passes are $10 for
s may be
$15 for adults. Basketball season passes are $15 and $20. Passe
as well
purchased at the main office at the high school on any school day,season.
sport
each
of
part
early
the
in
gate
the
at
ble
as being availa

Need Line groceries needed
is getting
The pantry supply at Murray-Calloway County Need Line officeopenin
g of
the
r.
With
directo
ive
,
execut
Gentry
smaller, according to Kathie
for food usually
schools and the winter season approaching, requestsrs,
peanut butter,
increase. Items needed include powdered milk, cracke
paper. Pertoilet
and
soap,
fruit,
d
canne
soup,
sauce,
tti
spaghe
spaghetti,
located
office,
Line
Need
to
the
them
take
may
sons having items to donate
hours of 10
on the bottom floor of Weaks Community Center, between the
33.
a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call 753-63

Candlelight Vigil Saturday
Vigil in
The Humane Society of Calloway County will host a Candlelight
The
p.m.
7:30
at
22,
Aug.
ay,
Saturd
on
s
Day'
Animal
less
honor of 'Home
on
pulati
overpo
cat
and
dog
s
seriou
the
to
on
purpose will be to draw attenti
a light of
problem. Over 190 cities nationwide will be illuminated with y of Aniremembrance for homeless dogs and cats. The International Societ
r, located
mal Rights has coordinated the national event. The Animal Shelte
the public
to
open
be
will
Street,
Fourth
South
at 105 East Sycamore St., off
available. For
from 7 to 8 p.m. on Saturday. Educational materials will be5 p.m. through
more information call the shelter at 759-4141 from 2 to
Saturday.

Gospel singing Sunday
23, at 4 p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill
A gospel singing will be Sunday, Aug.This will feature The Voices of Love
.
Murray
Baptist Church, Walnut Street,
sponsored by the Senior Choir. The
of Nashville, Tenn. The event will be member said.
church
a
,
attend
to
public is invited

GCHS Class of 1987 will meet
will have its five-year reunion
Graves County High School Class of 1987
nd Country Club, Mayfield.
Highla
South
at
p.m.
8
on Saturday. Aug. 22, at
5587.
1-376,
For information call Greg Hutfey

CCHS Class of 1977 plans reunion
1977 will have its 15-year reunion
Calloway County High School Class ofbe.from 10 a.m. to noon at Murraywill
on Saturday, Aug. 29. A family hour
will be from 6 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
Calloway County Park. The main dinner
rs' addresses have not been
membe
the
of
Some
Murray Country Club.
any of these students is
about
ation
inform
obtained, and any one having
40, Sandra Stom Stone,
753-31
,
ngham
asked to call Renee Thompson Bucki 489-2208.
Smith,
y
Overb
y
Tamm
or
489-2308.

ion
CCHS Class of 1962 plans reun
1962 will have its 30-year reunion
Calloway County High School Class of
ah. A social hour will start at 6
Paduc
Inn,
ive
Execut
at
5,
on Saturday, Sept.
cost will be $16 per person.
The
p.m.
7:30
at
served
p.m. with dinner to be
16.
For more information call 492-86

Collie Hill in 1941

meet
South Marshall 1962 Class will
Marshall High School will hold its
The 1962 graduating class of South Kentucky Dam Convention Center.
at
30-year reunion on Saturday. Sept. 5, dinner to be served at 7:30 p.m. All
Social hour will begin at 6:30 p.m. with
the original class entering South
teachers, principals and other members of cost will be $16 per person. For
The
.
attend
to
Marshall in 1958 are invited
Janice Phelps, 1-527-1766, Jiminformation call Patricia Jones, 437-4571, 1-354-8445.
,
my Cothran, 1-362-4022, or Judy Lovett

Compare My Rates
On

Medicare Supplements
Group & Individual Health
Also •Life Insurance 'Nursing Home

McNutt, AM
753-4451
407 Maple St.

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt
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South Marshall class plans reun

;f:

Marshall High School will hold its
The 1967 graduating class from South at Ken-Bar Inn. A social hour will
5,
Sept.
ay.
Saturd
on
n
25th class reunio
p.m. All teachers, principals and
begin at 6 p.m. followed by dinner at 6:30
ng ScLith Marshall in 1963 are
enteri
other members of the original class
. For more information or
person
invited to attend. The cost will be $15 per Judy Runkle, 1-527-0684, Diane
3386.
1-527Ford,
Esther
reservations call
1-527-1444.
Brasher, 1-527-0172, or Roger Perry,
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Free service to Senior Citizens

•

••••.

Collie Hill is pictured with his medals in 1992.

3rd Anniversary Sale

15% Cash Discount .•
ritee
on all prescriptions
PREacittoprim
*Computerized Records tletrviii;"
j
*Medical Claims Service
•PCS • Medimet
•BC-BS • Paid State Aid
*Health & Beauty Items

25% Off Storewide
August 21& 22

LE
TOlies
& Supp
ARTCraft
HE
Discount
Dlidelius41 Castor (babied Hardee's)
751-11411

LLAND DRUGS
HO
n

Bob Dun
R.Ph.

753-1462

1095. 4th St.

s and family in the area to
If you we 60 or older and have limited friend
like to offer you a free
would
Center
ns
Citize
check in on you, the Senior
er, director of the cenKelleh
Eric
'
service called 'Telephone Reassurance. regular basis to be sure eyarything
ter, said we would like to call you on a e, or know someone who would
is fine.' If you are interested in this servic
be, call the center at 753-0929.

Academic Team members wanted
with a
Murray High School is looking for a few good men and women to Dr.
ing
accord
team,
mic
acade
of
nt
kind
competitive flare to form a differe
ion. This will
Bob Lewis, assistant superintendent of Murray Board of Educats.
If selected,
be the MHS Academic Decathlon Team for Juniors and Senior
of skills
kinds
the
p
develo
help
will
who
es
coach
with
the person will train
commuthat work in corporate America such as teamwork, competitiveness,
special program.
nication and self assurance. To become involved in this
63.
753-43
at
Lewis
Dr.
t
contac
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ENDAR
CAL
(Cont'd from Pr 6)
Friday, Aug. 21

Friday, Aug. 21
Murray-Calloway County Transitional Home Board/noon/Pagliars.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth SL/open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.

Twilight Golf at Oaks Country
Club.

National Scouting Museumopen 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Bingo from 8-10 p.m. at Bayview
(Sailing Club) building at Kenlake
State Resort Park.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Singles Organization Society
(SOS)/cruise on Jubilee. Info/
Pamela, 753-7638 or Jeanne,
753-0224.

Marshall County La Leche
League/10 a.m./Benton Church of
Christ nursery room.
Info/1-354-6079 or Rita,
1-527-2660.

New Singles Group meet 7 p.m.
for minature golf at Sullivans. Info/
Celia, 753-6078, or Joan,
759-1345.

National Scouting Museum
open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace; Earth,
The Planet/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
Up
AA and Al-Anon/open to p.m./Visitor Center; Deer and
Snakes
Live
a.m.,
Close/10
newcomers/8 p.m./American LegEagles Up Close/2
ion Building, South Sixth and Turtles/1 p.m.,
and Coyotes/3
Wolves
Red
p.m.,
Maple Streets, Murray.
Owls and
Hawks,
and
p.m.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Vultures/4 p.m./Nature Center;
p.m./Golden
Games for members only/8 Observatory/8:30
.
Planetarium
Pond
Lodge.
Moose
p.m./Murray

Elaine Keel and
Brad Schroader to marry

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Circle Core meeting/7-9
p.m./Gleason Hall.

Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Hopkins

Lewis and Hopkins vows
said in church ceremony

d.

)n
Yat
an

Cynthia Lewis and Wayne Hopkins were married in an early summer
wedding at First Christian Church, Murray. The candlelight ceremony was
said at 7 p.m.
The bride is the daughter of the late Geneva Wright of St. Charles and
of the late Edward V. Wright of Evansville, Ind.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Newell Hopkins of Murray.
The altar was decorated with a fan-shaped and two spiral candelabra.
Each window was decorated with a single candle and the aisle was
adorned with lighted hurricane lamps accented with the bridal colors of
red and white.
Pianist and organist for the service was Lee Kern, and the soloist was
Ann McKee', who sang several favorite selections of the bride and groom
before and during the ceremony.
Wearing a gown of her own design and creation, the bride was escorted
by her brother, Michael Wright of St. Charles.
. The gown was made of white satin with a Sabrina neckline, long tapered sleeves and full skirt. A "v" back was accented with a Victorian bow
embellished with French lace and adorned with hand-sewn pearls and
sequins. The semi-cathedral length train was adorned with lace appliques
also embellished with pearls and sequins. The upper and lower portions of
the sleeves and the entire front bodice was covered with French lace and
hand-sewn pearls and sequins.
The veil was also made by the bride and was created of tulle gathered
onto a large bow, also covered with French lace and hand-sewn beads and
sequins. The veil was accented with iridescent lily-of-the-valley cascades.
The bride carried a bouquet of fresh flowers consisting of miniature
roses and carnations in the bridal colors, accented with baby's breath and
greenery with red and white satin streamers tied in love knots.
Shelia Carter Thomas of Madisonville was matron of honor. Yvonne
Stevens of Casstown, Ohio, was bridesmaid.
They wore tea-length red brocade taffeta dresses created by Mrs. Stevens. Each attendant carried a lighted hurricane lamp accented with fresh
flowers of the bridal colors.
Roger Hopkins of Murray, younger brother of the groom, was best man.
David Hopkins of Morgantown, elder brother of the groom, was
groomsman.
Ushers were Daniel Wright, nephew of the bride, and Phillip Brasher.
A reception followed the ceremony in the fellowship hall of the church.
The wedding cake was created by Leigh Ann Grady and consisted of
three tiers separated by columns with a fountain beneath, plus two satellite cakes. Each layer and satellite cake was decorated with a bouquet of
fresh flowers in the bridal colors.
of
Serving at the reception were Daytha Outland and Kathleen Green
.
Morgantown
Murray and Renita Hopkins of
Wedding coordinator was Arthur Jewell.
at
Following a wedding trip to Daytona Beach, Fla., the couple is now
home in Murray.
Mrs. Hopkins received her Bachelor of Science degree in Business
Education and English in May 1992. Mr. Hopkins is employed at Murray
State University.
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Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Keel of Murray announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter, Elaine Keel, to Brad Schroader, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Schroader, also of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Balentine
of Murray and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Ira Keel of Hazel.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Stanford Schroader,
the late Neva Lou Schroader, and of Mrs. Murl Parker and the late Royal
Parker, all of Almo.
Miss Keel is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School. She is
presently employed at Heskett Chiropractic Center of Murray.
Mr. Schroader is a 1989 graduate of Murray High School. He is presently emplolyed at Briggs & Stratton of Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Sunday, Sept. 27, at 3 p.m. at
Independence United Methodist Church, Almo.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

We are pleased to
announce that Penny
Smith, bride-elect of
Darrin McCuistion,
has made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.

A one-day Piano Camp for students in Grades 3 to 8 who are currently taking piano lessons will be Saturday, Sept. 12, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. at MSU Fine Arts Building, second floor, sponsored by Murray
Music Teachers Association. Dr. Vicki King and Dr. Tom Vanarsdale
will be featured at this second annual camp. This year there will be a
free scholarship to the camp awarded to the student who wins the
t-shirt design contest. This design will be preinted on the camp tshirts worn to camp. Rules can be obtained from local MMTA teachers or from Ellie Brown, 759-1389. The deadline for the t-shirt design
is Aug. 25. The fee for the camp is $20 which includes all costs including a t-shirt worn at the camp. The deadline for registration is Sept.
1. Pictured is Stephen Brown with some of the students at the first
Piano Camp.

WAL-MART

Needfree information on
studentfinancialaid?

)
11

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Contact:
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority
1050 U.S. 127 South, Suite 102
Franldort, Kentucky 40601-4323
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Piano Camp for Grades 3 to 8

Keel and Schroader vows
to be solemnized Sept. 27

Mothers' Morning Out at First United Methodist Church announces
its fall registration. All children, ages six months to three years, are
invited to attend the Tuesday morning program. Pictured is Brian
Turner, son of Dean and Mary Ann Turner, visiting with Mrs. Reck
at Reck's Produce at Kirksey on a recent MMO field trip. Classes will
begin Tuesday, Sept. 8. Applications may be picked up in the church
office at 503 Maple St., Murray, or call 753-3812.

2/3 TO 3/4
OFF*
ENTIRE STOCK
OF SPRING
AND SUMMER
MERCHANDISE

C44Uttou You
fd

"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whiffle,'
Hours. Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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*Spring and Summer Shoes 1/2 to 2/3 off
Cowl Square, Murray
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Swinford-Howard vows
to be solemnized Sept. 5

Phyllis Jean Freeze and
Richard Curtis Duckworth to marry

Freeze and Duckworth
wedding to be Sept. 26
‘1,ss Ph)llis Jean Freeze and Richard Curtis Duckworth. both of
m,.rr,iy. announce their engagement and forthcoming marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Esther and Raymond Freeze
of Farmington.
The groom-elect is the son of Hattie Mac Duckworth of Paducah and
Ihe late George Duckworth of Clarksville, Tenn.
Miss Freeze received her Bachelor of Science degree in Earth Science
iorr, Murray State University in 1982. She is employed by L.A. Rowland

Mr. and Mrs. Dustin Prentice Harrell

He is
Hospital.
County
alloway
t,y Murray-C
will be married Saturday. Sept. 26. at 5 p.m. at First ChristMurray.
will follow the ceremony..
.::es and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the

Anderson and Harrell
vows said at Eastwood

Du,k•Aorth attended Central High School. Paris. Tenn

,

011 u1 DAT;

riX

SEASON CLEARANCE
HTH Tablets
100 Lb Can

$111.50

ALL ADDMONAL
NTH PRODUCTS
ON SALE!

208 E. Main

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

753-3361

Teresa Rena Swinford and
Ted Allen Howard to marry
Mr. and Mrs. - Don Swinford of Paducah announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter. Teresa Rena Swinford, to Ted Allen Howard,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Howard of Murray.
Miss Swinford is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Rowland
Sills and the late Mr. and Mrs. Fred Swinford.
Mr. Howard is the grandson of Mrs. Mary Lou Foy of Murray and the
late Samuel Voris Foy and of Mrs. Alyne Golden Howard of Mayfield
and the late John William Howard.
The bride-elect. a 1978 graduate of Reidland High School, received her
Bachelor's degree in Art from Murray State University in 1983. She is a
pharmaceutical sales representative for Searle Laboratories, Houston,
Texas.
The groom-elect, a 1971 graduate of Murray High School, received his
Bachetor's- degrct. in Electrical Engineering from University of Kentucky
in 1975. and his Master's degree in Electrical Engineering from Georgia
Tech in 1977. He is employed by IBM, Austin, Texas.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Sept. 5, at 7 p.m. at
University Avenue Church of Christ, Austin, Texas.
A reeption will follow immediately after the ceremony at The Texas
Federation of Women's Clubs.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

SERVICE NOTES

MURRAY
TODAY

•

Clint Weis, son of Roger and
Stefani, Weis, 2206 Carol Dr.,
Murray, enlisted in the Air Force
Delayed Enlistment Program,
according to SSgt. Keith D. Hall,
Air Force recruiter, located at 100
Fountain Ave., Paducah.

NOW'
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Weis, a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High School, is scheduled for enlistment in the Regular
Air Force on Sept. 23, 1992.

3

A healthy,natural approach to comfort

Upon graduation from Air
Force's six-week basic training
course at Lackland Air Force Base,
near San Antonio, Texas, Weis will
be scheduled to receive technical
training in the Electronics Aptitude
career field.
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Weis will be earning credits toward an associate degree in applied
sciences through the Community
College of the Air Force while
attending basic and technical training schools.

Whisper

Get $10.00 off regular price on

.--We are pleased to
announce that Laura
L. Lovett, bride-elect
K
of Sammie
Tucker, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Laura and Sammie will be married
September 12, 1992.
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Choose from many other
styles and colors

Students o inc Marie a ft once Studio recently participated in a
Gymnastics Camp. Each one received perfect attendance achievement
ribbons for the 12 sessions of the four-weeks' clinic. They are, from
left, Ashley Futrell, Mallory Rudolph, Mallory Cathey, Wendy Logan
and Ashley Byerly.

Fall
Merchandise
Layaways
Available!

WAL-MART

,...

Siesta

chit-lents attend camp
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SAS shoes and handbags
Thursday through Sunday
.
,,

Miss Christy Michelle Anderson and Dustin Prentice Harrell were married Friday, June 12, at Eastwood Baptist Church, Murray.
The Rev. Andy Harrell of Santa Clara, Calif., and the Rev. Tim Harrell
of Schererville, Ind., both brothers of the groom, officiated at the
ceremony.
Music was by Lee Kern, pianist, and Rhonda Beam and Lisa Harrell,
soloists.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Anderson and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Harrell, all of Murray.
Grandparents of the bride are Mr. and Mrs. Huel West of Murray and
Mrs. Grace Helen Anderson and the late Hurley Anderson of Lynnville.
The groom's grandparents are Mrs. Mildred Lassiter and the late Purdom Lassiter and Alvin Harrell and the late Mrs. Myra Bell Harrell, all of
Murray.
The bride wore a formal white satin gown with a jewel neckline,
accented with pearls and iridescent sequins. The tapered long fitted
sleeves were of satin with inserts of knitting outlined with lace, pearls and
sequins. A huge satin bow accented with lace was attached to the full
gathered skirt and train. The bottom of the dress was covered with lace
and sequins. The train was in scalloped design with tear drop inserts of
knitting, accented by iridescent sequins and pearls. The scalloped lace
designs covered the whole train.
Her veil, made by her mother, was a v-shape design of pearls with three
tiers of knitting. She carried a bridal bouquet of one magnolia, accented
with dogwoods, eucalyptus, baby's breath and pearls.
Miss Christy Damell was the maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Cindy
Jackson, sister of the bride, and Melissa Bogard. Flower girl was Justine
Harrell of Santa Clara, Calif., niece of the groom.
The attendants wore floral tea length dresses made by the bride's
mother. Each one carried an arm bouquet of magnolias, dogwoods and
baby's breath. The bouquets were in the colors of teal, burgundy and apricot with contrasting ribbons and pearls.
Bill Harrell, father of the groom, was best man. Groosmen were Tim
Harrell and Andy Harrell. Darren Jackson, nephew of the bride, was
ringbearcr.
Ushers were Barry Harrell, cousin of the groom, and Chad Young.
Miss Shannon Page served as director. Amy West, cousin of the bride,
presided at the guest register.
A reception followed the ceremony.
A ceramic wedding couple topped the three-tiered wedding cake, in the
design of a church. White magnolias were atop the first and second tiers.
The top of the cake was a steeple, outlined in white icing.
and
The groom's cake was chocolate with chocolate icing. Punch, mints
nuts were also served.
served.
Delphi Taylor, June Dunn, Sheila Ward and Shan Herndon
HarMrs.
and
Mr.
new
the
Tenn.,
g,
After a wedding trip to Gatlinbur
Murray.
in
rell are residing
for a
The groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Harrell, were hosts
Murray.
rehearsal dinner held at Sirloin Stockade,
by CinBridal events given in honor of the couple included a bridal tea
Communi
Ellis
the
at
Bogard
dy Jackson, sister of the bride, and Melissa
Church.
Baptist
Eastwood
by
given
ty Center, a bridal shower

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Wink

Downtown Murray, Open Daly 910-5, Friday untll 8:30, Sunday 1-5, 753-6258
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Lions Club supports diabetes program
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Thurman's Semi-Annual

Warning signs of diabetes
People with non-insulin depen- diabetes, between 90 and 95 perinclude:
what
is
have
11
discent
Type
known
as
the
dent diabetes often develop
'Type I or insulin dependent —
ease after age 30 but are not aware (non-insulin dependent) diabetes.
The local Lions Club has been frequent urination; unusual thirst;
of it until they are treated for one
involved in a diabetes-control prog- extreme hunger; unusual weight
of its serious complications.
ram for the past few years to make loss; extreme fatigue; or irritability.
According to information
people aware of the facts and warn- 'Type II or non-insulin dependent
released by the Murray Lions Club ing signs about the disease.
— any of the Type 1 symptoms:
diabetic committee, those compliI or insulin dependent frequent infections; blurred vision;
Type
cations include heart disease, diabetes affects about 1.6 of every cuts and bruises that are slow to
stroke, blindness, amputation and 1,000 children under 16 in the U.S. heal; tingling or numbness in hands
kidney disease.
Approximately 115,000 children in or feet; and reoccurring skin, gum
or bladder problems.
Of 14 million Americans with the country have diabetes.

SALE
Now In Progress!

\i

No Payment 111 Feb. 1993 *
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Well water will be given filters
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
U.S. Department of Energy said it
will install carbon filtering systems
on two residential wells contaminated by trichloroethylene, a common household and industrial
solvent.
The agency and Martin Marietta
said they do not believe the trichloroethylene (TCE) came from the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant
operated by the company.
Their assessments are based on
location of the wells, groundwater
flow patterns and tests that showed
surrounding wells had not been
contaminated.
Plant spokesman Joe Walker said
one of the wells is located about
2V2 miles east and slightly north of
the plant. The TCE contamination
was discovered in March, he said.
Walker said the family had
requested the test, and results indicated a concentration of 11 parts
per billion of TCE.
Two Kentucky Division of
Water tests from the east well
found concentrations of 13 and 12
parts per billion, respectively. The
safe drinking water limit is five

parts per billion.
The state then advised the family
not to use the water. DOE at first
provided bottled water to the family, then furnished a 1,000-gallon
tank and a pump.
Walker said DOE now plans to
replace the tank and pump with a
carbon filtering system that will
remove the TCE and bacteria from
the well water. He said the filters
will be equipped with ports to
allow sampling.
Walker said the plant and DOE
are providing the filtration system
as a good neighbor gesture to people who live near the facility.
An ongoing groundwater investigation has shown seven residential
wells in the vicinity of the plant to
be contaminated with TCE and/or
technicium-99, a trace radioactive
element once brought into the plant
but not used there.
DOE has paid for hookups to
municipal water systems and also
pays the families' water bills. DOE
officials also have continued monitoring test wells and residential
wells near the plant.

But Walker said the wells in
question now are outside the documented area of contamination. Sixteen wells between the east well
and the plant have been sampled
regularly or at least once, and no
TCE contamination has been
found, Walker said.
The second residential well to be
fitted with a carbon filtration system, Walker said, is located southwest of the plani He said the family requested that the state test its
well in July.
Jeff Cummins, an environmental
engineer with the state Division of
Water, said state inspectors found
6.6 parts per billion of TCE in
what he labeled as "south' well,
and the family was advised not to
drink or cook with the water. Subsequent sampling by DOE revealed
six parts per billion of TCE.
The family was provided bottled
water by DOE, but that will be
replaced by the filtration system.
Walker said that because of the
widespread use of TCE, it is the
second-most prevalent groundwater
contaminant in the United States,
topped only by gasoline products.
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State fair begins 11-day run Thursday
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's annual showcase of products — the State Fair — opened
today with a variety of new and
returning attractions, plus a one
time, one-of-a-kind exhibit.
The Bicentennial Gallery contains donations from museums and
historical groups across the state to
help celebrate Kentucky's 200th
birthday.
"The gallery is going to be a hot
item, a good drawing card," said
fair spokeswoman Judy Wegenast.
"We set aside 35,000 square feet
in the new South Wing and it is
packed. There's something for
everyone."
Humana Inc., for example, is
sponsoring an area focusing on
Kentucky's contributions to medicine. Churchill Downs has an area
dedicated to horses, sports and
recreation.
"The Downs, incidentally, was
the site of the first fair in 1902,"
Wegenast said. Outside her office,
workmen were still constructing
booths, and Wegenast speculated
they would be busy until late
evening.
Gov. Brereton Jones, recuperating from injuries received in a helicopter accident, will miss the firstday ceremonies.
"Other celebrities will be attending in his place," said Wegenast,
mentioning LL Gov. Paul Patton,
Secretary of the Cabinet Kevin
Hable and various local officials.
All gates will open at 7 a.m.
EDT daily and by the time the fair
ends its 11-day run on Aug. 30,
Wegenast expects attendance to

equal, or possibly top, last year's
figure of 663,965. The all-time
attendance record of 666,210 was
set in 1977.
Admission is $4 for adults, and
$I for children 12 and under and
senior citizens. Carloads are admitted for $5 from 7 a.m. to noon
EDT on weekdays. Parking is $2.
More than 9,000 animals are
housed at the fair this year, coming
in all shapes and sizes. Some will
be there for show, some for market,
but all will be trying to capture the
blue ribbon in their particular
category.
The World's Championship
Horse Show, which is as old as the
fair itself, begins Aug. 23 in Freedom Hall and continues through
Aug. 29. First place winners are
recognized throughout the saddlebred industry as world
champions.
Country music stars Garth
Brooks, Reba McIntire, Randy Travis and Clint Black and former
Beatle Ringo Starr headline the
paid concerts. There also will be
eight free concerts, including The
Charlie Daniels Band and rhythm
and blues singer Chaka Khan.
"We haven't forgotten the children," Wegenast said, noting that
they have a choice of such things
as Encyclopedia Britannica's Spelling Bee and Battle of the Brains
competitions, Pizza Hut Hoops
contest and Fairbear's Funland
Stage.
"If that's not enough, they can
spend several hours on the Midway." Among the new attractions
there are Wacky Worm, Quadzilla,

Crazy Bus and Tea Cups."
In case youngsters are separated
from their parents — and it happens every year — the fair has solved that problem with Furrow's
Found Child Centers.
Any children found by State Fair
staff will be taken to one of the
centers located in the East Courtyard and at the Midway entrance.

Thurman's
FURNITURE
Open 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
FREF, DELIVERY!
208 Main St.. Murray

FINAL CLOSEOUT
THE '93'S ARE COMING AND
WE'VE GOT TO MAKE ROOM
HURRY FOR BEST SELECTION

'92 COLT 3 DR.

Red
Cloth trim, AM/FM, 4 speed

'92 COLT 3 DR.

White
Air cond., AM/FM stereo

'92 SUMMIT 3 DR.

White
Air cond., turbo wheels, cloth trim

Quartz
Air cond., automatic, AM/FM
White
Split bench, tilt, cruise, air cond.

•••

the

Ledger & Times

'7,999

'92 DAKOTA LE

1,293
1,991
8,278

SOLD

'11,232
'11,594
'12,199
'12,483
'12,789

'92 DAKOTA SPORT

Gray
V6, automatic, air cond., cassette

'92 DAKOTA LE

Copper
V6, automatic, air cond., cassette

Dk. Blue
V-6, automatic, cassette, tilt, cruise 1 White

(2) '92 DAKOTA LE

Red
V6, automatic, power windows loaded

SOLD

'92 DAKOTA LE
'92 SPIRIT 4 DR,

Black
Automatic, cassette, cruise

When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

Champagne
2.4 liter, 5 speed, tilt, carpet

'92 DAKOTA LE
'92 ACCLAIM 4 DR.

'92 LASER RS

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.

'92 RAM 50

White
V6, tilt, cruise, air cond., cassette

SOLD

'92 SUMMIT 4 DR.

Champagne
V6, tilt, cruise, air cond., AM/FM

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

753-4834

'92 LEBARON 4 DR.

Teal
V6, tilt, cruise, power windows, loaded

'11,999
'13,994
'14,277

'92 CARAVAN

Quartz
Tilt, cruise, cassette, power locks

SOLD

'92 GRAND VOYAGER

SOLD

Claret
Child seats, cassette, rack, tilt, cruise

'92 GRAND VOYAGER

White
Converta bed, cassette, tilt, cruise

Gray
V8, tilt, cruise, aluminum wheels

'92 DAKOTA CLUB CAB

SOLD

White

LE, V6, automatic, cassette

91,993
'13,999
'18,998

'92 RAM 150 LE

Red
318, air cond , cassette, tilt
1 Silver
1 White
1 Black

(3) '92 RAM 150 LE
318, loaded

'92 RAM 250 LE

White
Cummins, automatic, loaded

SOLD

'92 RAM 350 CLUB CAB

Red
Cummins, bucket seats, loaded

'17,997

••

ain's0

YOU MUST BRING THIS AD
TO GET THESE PRICES!
pnor sai•
Expros 6-29.92 Subpsct
AN moss plus tax. Ws, license.
snd proc too. Dordor mesons robins
it illy

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • DODGE • JEEP • EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448
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SPORTS
'Meal Support
Cardinals' wood lifts Cormier
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer

ST. LOUIS (AP) -- Finally, the
St. Louis Cardinals let Rhea! Cor-

Aseoctated Press

1tlanta hurler Tom Glavine finally put the Expos to
the Braves' 4-2 kin.

rest ‘1ednesday

and bumped his record to 19-3 in

Glavine picks up 19th win at Montreal
By The Associated Press
Ready for "Braves-Pirates II,
Ihe Sequel?" The two combatyear's NL championappear to be. .
_•:ta and Pittsburgh both are
in their respective
it ,.•
lie Braves moved a
„.„ •
N. games in front of
Ctncinnati in the
West by De:Jung Montreal 4-2 on
Wednesday night alter the Reds
lost 9-3 in Philadelphia.
The Expos' loss, combined
with Pittsburgh's 3-2 win over
San Diego. left the Pirates leading the East by four games over
‘Iontreal.
Not that the leaders are ready.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Wednesday a Games
Philacle4:0h.a 9 C,nc.,rati 3
'San P•ar":15;.0 9 Chicago I
P.Ilstu7gri 3 San Diego 2
A%anta 4 Montreal 2
Si Ls '2 Houston 1
A;eies 2 New - York 1

:o clam vtctor.
•A%L! don't tirke anything for
grante,t." said Atlanta's Jeff
Blauscr. whose two-run homer in
the third at Olympic Stadiurthput
the Braves ahead to stay. "We
don't care who is ahead of us or
behind us VVe know Cincinnati
and San Diego are good clubs.'•
That may be. but they don':
have Tom Glavine. The Atlanta
ace overcame his career-lone

struggies with the Expos — tie•s
3-10 lifetime — to win a
franchise-record 13th straight
decislon.
inc fact 1 haven't pitched
wc against Montreal isn't something I think a lot about," said
Giav ine 09-3). "When I get out
there on the Mound. I don't say,
haven't done well against these
guys so I'll have to do something
different.'"
Blauser's homer off Chris Nabholz (8-9) made it 2-0. Glavine
took care of the rest of the
oftense with an RBI single in the
seventh and a squeeze bunt in the
"I had shutout stuff," said
•
C ..,ne.

mier breathe easy. scoring more
runs in one game than they had in
all 10 of his losses.
Ray. Lankford led a 17-hit attack
with four hits and four RBIs to
back Cormier's four-hitter in a
12-1 romp over the Houston Astros
on Wednesday night. St. Louis has
scored II runs in Cormier's losses.
"When I got six runs in the first
three innings it was like if I lose
this game, I'm pitching bad," Cormier said.
But Cormier (4-10) isn't letting
his record bother him.
"Every time I get 'a loss, my
wife says it could be worse," Cormier said. "I could he in Canada
chopping wood and stuff. I know

Twins spoil another opportunity
By The Associated Press
The Minnesota Twins keep tossing away their chances to pull closer to the Oakland Athletics.
While the A's were falling to the
lowly New York Yankees for the
second straight night, Minnesota
lost to the Clevelend Indians 5-1
Wednesday.
That gave the defending World
Series champions four consecutive
losses and 15 in 22 games. Not the
stuff comebacks are made on.
"We're trying very hard. The
players, if anything. might be trying too hard," Minnesota manager
Tom Kelly said.
The Twins, who trail Oakland by

McMahon miffed at Eagles

•

-

: ..ke

interceptions. He gained 6 yards
the one time he carried the ball.
Goebel, with less playing time, was

L.nn.r.g.harn

N.
Cunningham seemed to view
McMahon as competition.
with Randall Cunningham for the however.
"I'm not going to go out there
starting quarterback Joh with the
and expect to sit on the bench."
Philadelphia Eag:',.•
training Cunningham said. "Let. me make
McN1ahor,
camp Tuesday nigi.t. c,rnplaining this as simple as I can. I wish Jim,
:hat the Eagles wouldn't budge on and all the quarterbacks. success.
"We haven't seen Jim throw the
negotiations and that the team had
gone back on promises that he'd balI yet B..1 he's here to push me
have a shot at the No. I quarter- for the slatting ;4itan.: 1 don't
titik job.
an ''''^g less.- Curimng"What they told me last year, ham saiL!
v.hile I was playing hurt, was that I
The Eagles' trade of Brad
edneJav left them
would have a chance to be a star- Goebel on
ter. that I would get a bonus, that I with t%.e qua71er'-'a.ks in camp.
would have a nice contract. this Apparen:.. v e:erans Jeff Kemp
and that,' he told the Philadelphia and David Ar.ter are competing
iia;ly News.
for thiel:Noi 3 ion Rookie Casey
-And none of that seems to be
is sornewnere behind them.
corning true right now and that's
In three preseason games, Cunwhat's really irritating."
ningham is 8 for 15 for 76 yards
McMahon said he didn't want to passing and he's rushed for 28
hold out. "but really, there's no yards on four carries. He's been
negotiating with Philadelphia.
sacked once. for 11 yards.
mean, they give you an offer, and
Kemp has completed 15 of 29
that's it
passes for 133 yards, with two
McMahon arrived in camp two toLachulowns arid three intercepdays after coach Rich Kotitc said tions. He earned the ball twice for
w.uid have the No. 2 job se.wn 12 yards and was sacked twice, for

2 for 3 and 15 yards passing and he
gained 7 yards on one carry. He

Jim McMahon
'Not a bench sitter'
a total loss of 18.
Archer is 16 for 21 with 203
yards, three TDs and two interceptions. He gained 23 yards on five
carries. He didn't lose any yardage
in his one sack.
Weldon has completed just two
of 14 passes for 16 yards and three

way."
Charles Nagy scattered eight hits
for his ninth complete game. Nagy
(13-8) struck out six and walked
none as he improved his ERA to
2.52.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland 5, Minnesota 1
Chicago 3 Texas 2
New York 14, Oakland 3
California 3 Boston 2
Kansas City 7, Detroit 2
Seattle 10 Baltimore 8
Milwaukee 10, Toronto 5

five games, got another subpar performance from Bill Krueger (10-4).
He gave up five runs — four
earned -- and seven hits in six
innings and dropped to 1-2 with a
6.42 ERA in seven starts since the
All-Star break.
"We've got a good club," Krueger said. "We're frustrated right
now that things aren't going our

was sacked twice, for a total loss of
15 yards.
McMahon's contract pays him
S800,000. Performance incentives
could raise the total, but he might
not earn those bonuses if Cunningham stays healthy.
Last year, Cunningham went
down with a knee injury in the
Eagles' first game of the season.
McMahon stepped in and led the
team to a 10-6 record.
He earned S575,000 in base salary, plus S500,000 in performance
bonuses. The Eagles were 9-2 in
games where McMahon played
more than one quarter, and many of
them were games when he played
hurt.
But there were games when
McMahon was too banged up to
play, and that question undermined
his negotiating position when he
had an arthroscopy on his right
knee and surgery to repair his
throwing elbow in January.
(Cont'd on page II)

MSU Sports Information Dept.

Murray State announced the hiring of former Racer assistant Brenda
Bowfin as head volleyball coach Tuesday afternoon.
Bowlin, 25, replaces Oscar Segovia, who resigned in mid-June to
accept the head coaching position at Texas Pan-American, after directing MSU's program for five seasons. Bowling was'an assistant coach
last season at South Alabama after working under Segovia at Murray
State in 1989 and 1990 and obtaining her master's degree in health.
physical education and recreation.
"We're happy to have Brenda rejoin our volleyball program," said
athletic director Mike Strickland. "She did a nice job when she was
here as an assistant, and I'm confident she'll move the program forward as our head coach. She's a hard worker and very likeable."
A native of Westminster, Md., Bowlin received her undergraduate
degree in exercise science from Salisbury State in the spring of 1989
and was a standout volleyball and lacrosse player for the Lady Sea
Gulls. She first came to Murray State that summer as a graduate assistant volleyball coach. She was hired by South Alabama last summer as
a full-time assistant.
While she was an assistant at MSU, the Racers won the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament championship in 1989 and reached the tournament finals in 1990. South Alabama posted a 17-21 record last year.
"I'm excited for the opportunity to be head coach at Murray State,"
said Bowlin, who officially began her new duties Sunday when 10
players reported for pre-season practice. "I see the potential for us to
have a competitive team this year. I'm not setting any limitations on
what we can achieve."
MSU's first match will be Sept. 9 against Kentucky Weselyn. The
Racers current roster lists seven returning letterwinners and three newcomers. Last season, Murray State posted a 12-21 overall record and
7-7 mark in the OVC.

Hurricanes
work through
distractions

Mahoney's Q13 corps thinned; Minnich pads TE slot
Murray Ledger &

Tim..

Junior letterman Butch Mosby,

Murray State's backup quarterback, sprained an ankle in practice Tuesday night and will be
sidelined indefinitely, Coach
Mike Mahoney announced Wednesday night. Mosby had a teammate fall on him in a drill and
was examined by a team physician Wednesday afternoon.
"Butch is day-to-day," said
Mahoney. "He could be out for a
while or he could be back in pads
by the weekend. It depends on
how he tolerates pain and his
rehab work."
When Mosby was injured, the
Racers had just one other player
working at quarterback, senior
Tremont Lords, last year's starter.
Until Mosby returns, freshman
redshirt Bop Bons will be the
No. 2 signal caller. Bona came to
fibiSU last fall as a quarterback,

but was moved to wide receiver
at the beginning of preseason

drills. He was then switched to
halfback late last week.
"Tremain is our quarterback,"
said Mahoney, "but we're counting on Butch being a big part of
our offense this year. It's important that we get him back on the
field as quickly as possible
because he needs the practice."
The Racers did get some good
news health-wise Wednesday
afternoon, when tight end Kris
Minnich, a junior letterman,
gained medical clearance to participate in contact. Minnich started
four games last season but broke
a leg against Eastern Kentucky
and didn't participate in spring
practice. Until Wednesday, he
had been dressed in shorts in preseason workouts.
Wednesday's morning practice
ended with special teams work.
while the evening practice concluded with situational work on

on Friday.) They open their sea-

'Trading Places'

son Sept. 3 at Southeast Missouri.
• • • •
RACER NOTEPAD
.Freshman recruit Speedy
Nickels, who was backing up

Butch Mosby
'Out'

Kris Minnich
'In'

offense and defense.
"We're stressing fundamentals," said Mahoney,"and installing our offensive and defensive
packages."
The Racers will continue twoa-day practices the remainder of
the week and have their only
major scrimmage of the preseason on Saturday. Aug. 22. (Time
of the scrimmage will be released

Greg Gagne doubled in the sixth
and scored on Chili Davis' single
as Minnesota closed to 2-1, but
Cleveland came back with three
runs in the bottom of the inning.

Staff Report

Racer Football Update

Staff Report

Junior Ortiz singled in the third
and scored on a triple by Kenny
Lofton to put Cleveland ahead.
Brook Jacoby singled in the fifth,
took third on Mark Lewis' single
and scored on a groundout by
Ortiz.

Former Racer volleyball assistant
chosen for MSU head coaching job

Philadelphia searching for Cunningham's caddy
WES! CHESTER. Pa. (AP)
Jim McMahon is back, as a backup.
and he has his back up because he
getting a chance to compete

it's been an aggravating year but on the trip and this was the worst
the only thing I can do is try to fin- loss by far. In fact, it was their
ish strong."
most lopsided loss of the entire
The 17 hits matched the Cardi- season and matched the most runs
nals' season high.
allowed by the Astros this season.
"You play a lot of games and
Astros manager Art Howe said
sometimes it seems like a - yo-yo his team was not travel-weary.
when it comes to scoring runs,"
"We just got our butts kicked,"
Lankford said. "Some days, like Howe said. "The trip didn't have
today. you can't help but score anything to do with it. These kinds
runs, and other days you struggle of games happen to every team."
to score one run."
Lankford had his third career
Cormier won for the first time in four-hit game and homered for the
five starts, striking out three and second straight game. He doublei
walking four for his first compte anif --cc-cited in the first, hit his kill
game since Sept. 20, 1991. He home run with a man on in the secwild-pitched home a run in the first ond and had run-scoring singles in
but didn't allow a runner past sec- the sixth and seventh.
ond the rest of the way.
Tracy Woodson also had four
It was the 22nd game of a hits — a career-high — and three
26-game, 28-day trip for the RBIs, and Ozzie Smith had three
Astros, who were forced out of the hits and scored three runs. Felix
Astrodome by the Republican
National Convention. They're 9-13 (Cont'd on page II)

Lewis and Mosby at quarterback,
left the team Sunday and isn't
expected to return, "He got
homesick," said Mahoney of the
Gaffney, S.C. native. Mickels
scored the only touchdown when
MSU's newcomers scrimmaged
last Saturday morning.
•Murray State has a new
equipment manager in Brian
Harms, an assistant equipment
manager the past two years at the
University of Southern California. Hagens, 24, replaces Isaac
Wright, who left MSU during the
summer for a position with the
Winnipeg Blue Bombers of the
Canadian Football League
Hagens is originally from Kalamazoo, Mich, and a 1990 graduate of Western Michigan

By STEVEN WINE
University.
•Murray State season tickets
are now being sold to the general
public and may be purchased
weekdays by calling 762-4895 or

coming by the MSU Athletic
Ticket Office in Stewart Stadium,
The Racers have six home games
scheduled this fall, beginning
Sept. 12 against Missouri-Rolla
and ending Nov. 21 against Western Kentucky.
•Thc Racer Athletics Association announced Thursday that it
will hold its annual Football
Kickoff Dinner at Stewart Stadium on Sunday, Aug. 30, beginning at 5:30 p.m. This informal
barbecue dinner will give Racer
fans the chance to meet MSU
players and coaches. Tickets are
$5 and may be obtained by contacting any Racer Athletics Association member or by calling Bill
Rayburn at 762-3738.

AP Sports Writer

CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP) —
Saddled with a financial aid scandal, the Miami Hurricanes are short
two players and trying to keep their
attention on the upcoming season.
The team maintained its normal
two-a-day practice schedule Wednesday, one day after standout
receiver Lamar Thomas and reserve
running back Jason Marucci were
indicted by a federal grand jury on
charges they fraudulently obtained
Pell Grant money.
More indictments are possible.
"When we're on the field, we
don't worry about any of that
stuff," quarterback Gino Torretta
said. "Off the field, I'm so tired I
just go home and go to sleep. I
think the rest of the team does,
too."
Thomas and Marucci, both
seniors, were scheduled to make
their initial court appearance today
(Coxed on page II)
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Love looking to jump
start at International

Actions & React ions
BASEBALL
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Barry Bonds says reports he can't wait to leave
Pittsburgh are untrue, and he would re-sign with the Pirates for less
money if they remained committed to winning. Bonds told The Associated
Press that his new agent Dennis Gilbert, who negotiated former Pirates
outfielder Bobby Bonilla's $29 million deal with the New York Mots, has
offered to reopen talks with the Pirates when the season ends. The
Pirates have not replied.
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) — Terrell Buckley signed a minor league contract with the Atlanta Braves and hopes the Green Bay Packers trade him
so he can still pursue an NFL career with another team. The Packers
selected the former Florida State cornerback with the fifth overall pick in
the NFL draft. Buckley's contract with the Braves calls for him to report to
Atlanta's instructional team in mid-September, Braves' spokesman Jim
Schultz said. Buckley last played college baseball in 1991, going hitless in
five al-bats.
BALTIMORE (AP) — Bret Boons made history when he became part of
the first three-generation family to play in the majors. Boone is the grandson of Ray Boone, who played from 1948-60, and son of Bob Boone, from
1972-90. Bret, 23, completed the triangle when he started at second base
for the Seattle Mariners against Baltimore.

By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP Spans Writer

CASTLE ROCK, Colo. (AP) —
Davis Love Ill feels his career was
reborn here. What better place to
jump-start his slumping season?
Love, who posted three victories
and eight top-10 finishes before the
golf season was four months old,
hasn't reached that level since. In
his last eight events, his best finish
is a tie for 14th.
Still, he ranks second on the
PGA Tour money list with
$1,073,664, trailing only the
$1,131,273 pocketed by Fred
Couples.
"I've been real close to playing
well again," Love said Wednesday
on the eve of The International, an
event he captured two years ago.
Hoping to put some perspective
on his season, Love said, "After
the start I had, it's hard for anybody to see the positives in my
performance when I finish in the
middle of the pack. It's just not
happening for me right now. I had
a great run there and I have to tell
myself not to be greedy."
But Love worked out some of
the kinks in his game on the practice tee after the third round of last
week's PGA Championship, and he
played well on Sunday.
Now he returns to the site of his
second career victory, but one he
says felt more like his first win.
"This place (Castle Pines Golf
Club) will always hold a fond place

TENNIS
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Third-seeded Boris Becker rediscovered his
touch for a 6-4, 6-4 victory over fellow German Markus Zoecke in the second round of the U.S. Hardcourls. Top-seeded Jim Courier defeated Cedric Pioline of France 6-4, 6-2, defending champion Pete Sampras beat Stephane Sansoni of France 6-0, 6-1 and 11th-seeded Jimmy Connors
stopped Simon Youl of Australia 7-5, 6-4. Connors will play No. 5 Wayne
Ferreira of South Africa, a 6-3, 6-4 winner over Kevin Curren.
Five seeded players were ousted. The losers were No. 4 Carlos Costa,
No. 8 Derrick Rostagno, No, 7 Emilio Sanchez, his brother, ninth-seeded
Javier Sanchez, and No. 16 Magnus Gustafsson.
MONTREAL (AP) — Second-seeded Arantxa Sanchez Vicario of Spain
routed Caroline Kuhlman 6-1, 6-1 and third-seeded Mary Joe Fernandez
beat Pascale Paradis-Magnon of France 6-1, 6-4 to advance to the third
round of the Matinee International Canadian Open.

TRACK AND FIELD
ZURICH, Switzerland (AP) — Moses Kiptanui of Kenya, who set a world
record in the 3,000 meters in his last meet, broke the world mark in the
3,000 steeplechase in the Weltklasse Grand Prix. Kiptanui finished in 8
minutes, 2.08 seconds, clipping 3.27 seconds off the mark set by countryman Kenyan Peter Koech in 1989.
In other events, Carl Lewis won the 100 in 10.07 and Sergei Bubka took
1 4 inches. Mike Marsh won the 200 in 19.95 and
the pole vault at 19 feet, 4/
Quincy Watts took the 400 in 43.83.
Gwen Torrence won the women's 100 in 10.94 and Gail Devers took the
100 hurdles in 12.57.
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SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray

in my heart," Love said. "Winning
here two years ago gave me a restart. It was my second win, but it
was like starting over. I birdied the
last two holes, which gave me a lot
of confidence and showed I was
capable of winning again.
"I've been on a steady uphill
climb since then. There have been
some times when I've leveled off,
but I don't feel I've ever fallen
back. I'm kind of in a flat spot
right now. I feel all it will take to
get back on track is to hole a few
putts, to make two or three birdies
in a row or have a chip-in."
It's the right time of the season
for a Love revival, too.
"I'm looking forward to getting
my usual end-of-the-year spurt
started right here," he said. "I
play a lot of good golf in the fall."
Love said the Jack Nicklausdesigned course plays to his
strengths.
"The fairways are wide, so you
don't have to drive the ball on a
dime," he said. "You can make
bogey and not get killed by it."
Besides himself, Love sees several favorites for the title, including
long-hitting John Daly, Corey
Pavin, Gene Sauers, Dan Forsman
and Bruce Lietzke, a perennial top
contender here.
The entry list also includes
defending champion Jose Maria
Olazabal of Spain, 1989 titlist Greg
Norman, rookie Phil Mickelson,
Ben Crenshaw, Steve Pate and
Chip Beck.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH •
'Your more than one company agency."

753-8355

901 Sycamore

David King

MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East DIVIS.011
L Pct. GB
W
583 —
70 50
Toronto
550 4
66 54
Baltimore
538 5'4
55
64
lietwaukes
475 13
58 64
Detroit
458 15
55 65
Boston
454 15
55 65
Cieveland
454 15
55 65
New York
Wool Division
L Pct. GB
W
600 —
72 48
Oakland
558 5
67 53
lanneisota
534 8
63 55
Chicago
480 14.4
59 64
Tema
458 17
SS 65
Kansas City
446 181.
54 67
California
405 234
49 72
Sean*
Thursday's Games
Seattle (Fisher I 1) at Balurnore (Suklitle 12.11)
11 15 pm
Tomas (Pavia 0-1) II Chcago (Hough 5-91. 12 35
pm
Toronto(Weis 7-61M Mlwauilise (Wegman 10-101
1 35 p m
Oakland (Daring II 8i at New Yoh (Mitotic. 2-0)
630 pm
Cattalos IBiyieven 6-5i at Boston (Damon 6-5)
635 pm
Mnnesola (TapaN i3-1) at Cleveland INkhola
2-3), 635 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
GB
Pct
W L
567
68 52
Rnsburgin
533 4
64 56
Moctieal
487 94
58 61
Chkago
475 It
56 62
St LOUS
444 144
52 65
New York
429 16/i
68
51
Philadelphia
West Division
Pct.
GB
L
W
619
73 45
Atlanta
563
52
67
Cincinnati
533 10
64 56
San Diego
475 17
57 61
San Francisco
442 21
53 67
Houston
433 22
68
52
Los Angeles
Thursday's Games
(Jackson
at
l2-7)
Pittsburgh
(tenons
San Diego
5-11), 205 pm
(Nilson
Franasco
San
Chicago (Harkey 3-0) at
8111, 2)5 pm
Martinez
(De
Montreal
al
Atlanta (Avery 10-8)

13-10). 635 pm
Houston (13 Henry 4 ob it St LOuiS fiklefkau'r
25) 730 pm
Nevi York (Fernand*/ 9-9) at Los Angtoot
(F1 Martinez 8-91 935 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING— Sharkeid, San Diego 338 Kruk Pro
ladelpha. 332 VanSake PtIttiburgh 326, Gwynn,
San Diego. 322 Buller, Los Angeies 322
DeShelds. Montreal. 309. Pendleton Atlanta 309
RuNS—Hollins Phiaditiphia. 76 DeShelds Lion.
neat 75 Biggio Houston 74. Bulle,. Los Angeles
73, Pendieton, Atlanta 72, Gwynn San Diego. 72,
Grissom. ).,tontroal. it Bonds Rrtsburgn Ti
RBI—Dautton. Pnaaaslphia 86 Shonald. San
Diego. 85. Pendleton. Atianta 79 1.1cGrift San
Diego. 78. Murray New York. 70 Bagwell. Houston
67, Bonds Pittsb.ogh. 67
HITS-5110114W. San Diego 148, Pendleton
Atlanta, 148 Gwynn San Diego. 145 DeShekls
siontroal 142 VanSfyke. Pittsburgh 141 Butler Los
Angeles 136 Sandberg CNcagc 135
DOUBLES—Duncan. Phiadeiphia. 33. *Clark
San Francisco 31, Lankford. St Louis 30 sftiiittloo
San Diego 29 VanSake. Pmsburgn 29. Gnsson,
Montreal 28 Pont:beton. Atlanta 27 Murray Now
York 27
TRIPLES—DSanders. Atlanta 13 Finley. Houston
11 Butter Lois Angeles, 11, Alicia SI Louis 10
VanSlyke. Pinsburgh. 9, Ottoman Los Angetes. 8
Morandini Phladelpha 7. DeShisids Montrea,
Sandberg, Chicago, 7
HOME RUNS--McGnn San Diego 27, Shiftier]
San Diego, 25 Daukon, Philadelphia. 22, Bonds,
Pinsburgh. 20. LWalk(m, Montreal. 18 Kayos. Loa
Angeles, 17 Hollins. Philadeiphia 17 Pordielon
Atlanta. 17 Dawson. Chicago 17
STOLEN BASES—Grissom Montreal 61
DeShelds Montreal. 42 Butler Los Anglia* 35
1 Louis. 34, Roberts. Cincinnati. 32 Fir,
SG
1.1,IN
Lanp:1:0
kty, Houston 31, Biggto Houston 30, DykStra Phi0
ta. 31.0
n,_G
tlai
Aon
on, s(
4•Dea
(14
30
ladelphia.
trie Atlanta. 19-3
864. 248, Lobrandt Atlanta. 10-4 714 3 11, S•on.
dell Cinannab 12-5, 706 2 56, Tewksbury St
Louis 12-5. 706 207, KAI Montreal 13-6 684,
84Grgan. Ch134 684 2 85.
2 43
Y W11
47.
6*
-6. N.
116.
cego C°
2
STRIKEOUTS—Cone. New Von. 210 SrriOnI.
Atlanta. 164, SFernandez. Ni. York 149, GlAadai,.
Chicago 143, Drabeli, Pinsburgh. 138 Rip. Cinan•
nak. 129, Bones San Diego. 123
SAVES--teSmith. St Louis. 30 Werteland. Montreal. 27. [bones. Houston 27 Myers. San Diego
25. Charlton Catarina*, 24 MtWiliams Phladeipha.
22, Belinda Pittsburgh 15 Dibble. Cinonnas 15
APena, Atlanta 15

Green has new-look Vikings hustling, playing hard THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
By MIKE NADEL
AP

Spada Wrile•

MANKATO, Minn.(AP) — The
offense has been restyled, the
defense rebuilt, unwanted players
removed. Still, the Minnesota Vikings' biggest change under Dennis
Green is this: They look like they
give a damn.
"This team can play at a real
high level of intensity. They can
bring it," Green said Wednesday
as he wrapped up his first training
camp as Vikings coach. "It's just
something I didn't know."
Right from the get-go, Green
told one of the most underachieving teams in recent NFL history
what he expected.
"There's a thing called complacency," he said. "Complacency
means it doesn't really matter what
team you play for, it doesn't matter

There's no denying it. The Vikif you start or you don't start. I just
are way ahead of schedule.
ings
orgaan
be
to
we
want
think
don't
There was nothing fluky about
nization that's complacent.
"Hey, let's understand why their preseason Metrodome routs of
we're here. If there's some compla- Buffalo (24-3) and Kansas City
cency involved, you're probably (30-0), two of the league's top
gonna have a hard time. But if teams. Green used his firstyou're gonna work, then you're in stringers about as long as the
fine shape. There's nothing wrong opposing coaches used theirs.
The only asterisk is that the Vikwith hard work. Once you get used
to it, it becomes what you do." ings seemed much more interested
Green surrounded himself with in excelling, perhaps because the
assistants who share his philosophy Bills and Chiefs concentrated on
and opened camp with enthusiasm. evaluation over execution.
Green won't accept that asterisk.
"Either it's gonna be kind of a
"Let me tell you something
nightmare, or we'll all be on the
same page," he said. "The players about coaches," he said. "There
responded well. The bottom line is were 14 games last weekend. There
we are probably hustling and play- were 14 coaching staffs that were
ing as hard as anybody in the in a good mood the day after the
National Football League right games and 14 that weren't. And
now. Anybody who has seen us it's irrelevant whether it's exhibipractice or play would probably tion or not. Coaches — and players
— don't like to lose. And I can
agree with me."

guarantee you, Kansas City was not
in a good mood.
"We're enjoying what we're
doing now. We're not gonna get
ahead of ourselves, but there's no
reason for this team to feel sheepish about the fact that we're 2-0 ...
or that we've scored a lot of points
and held our opponents to not a lot
of points. We're just gonna take it
as it comes, try to care about each
other and try to put on a good
show."
Green hates the term "rebuilding." The Vikings, he says, aren't
on a five-year plan.
"I don't think any of these guys
are interested in having a coach
come in, take his time to figure out
what's going on, and — three,
four, five years from now — win,"
Green said. "Our guys want to win
now."

9
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(Cont'd from page 10)
before a U.S. magistrate. Neither
player has been suspended but both
were excused from practice Wednesday and today.
Beyond that, their status with the
team remains undetermined, athletic director Dave Maggard said.
"The main thing right now," he

said, "is to give them time to work
with their attorneys and gather
information."
But the two players likely will
get a final chance to enter a pretrial
diversion program that would ultimately clear them of the charges,
The Miami Herald reported in
today's editions.

The newspaper quoted unidentified sources close to the federal
investigation as saying the players
were only charged because they
didn't comply with conditions of
an offer that would have protected
them from indictment.
Miami's opening game as the
defending national champion is

Cardinals' wood...
0
11

(Coned from page 10)
Jose extended his hitting streak to
12 games, going 2-for-4 with an
RBI, and Gerald Perry had two
RBIs.
The Cardinals scored two runs in
each of the first three innings
against Darryl Kile (2-8), including
Luis Alicea's 10th triple in only
190 at-bats to drive in a run in the
third.
"I couldn't get the ball down,"

"I know this team has a chance
to go to the Super Bowl and that's
what! want to do, and if we don't
get those other guys in here, we're
going to have trouble," he said.
With negotiations behind him,
McMahon seemed determined to
have a good time with the team.

Manager - Jahn ?lurching
-Serving You Sinoo 1983"
When You've; Treed Thom AN Coll DERVALL

"We Also Do Window Tinting."

Calf Today
la
W Professional
Real Estate

rp-f

"I want your
real estate business"
'Total Comittitmen?
to Service.

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

$10,850

1991 Mazda 929, Silver
20,XXX Miles..

$17,500

1991 Nissan Infiniti 045. Leather, C D
12,XXX Miles

$32,750

1991 Nissan Maxima SE, Blue, Leather,
29,XXX Miles

$16,950

1991 Nissan Maxima SE, Maroon
12,XXX Miles

$17,950

1991 Nissan 240 SX, Auto, Red,
31,XXX Miles

$13,8.50

UNDERCOUNTER DISHWASHER

r.
‘

$18,750

Model
#DB-100PW

1990 Nissan Infiniti 045, White, Beige Leather,
$26,950
30.XXX Miles
1990 GMC S15 Truck, 5 Speed, A/C, Cassette,
$6,500
28,XXX Miles
1990 Ford k4ustand GT Convertible. ‘18, White Leather,
$12,750
40,XXX Miles

-FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
•Automatic Temp-Vents Installed
CALL TODAY AND SAVER

Phone 753-6433

1992 Nissan Truck Cab Plus, Auto, A/C,
7,9XX Miles

1991 Nissan Pathfinder 4X4, Red,
29,XXX Miles

$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

1991 Nissan Reg. Cab Truck, 5 Speed, A/C. Cassette,
$7,450
15,XXX Moles

Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service On your
home when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25.00
every three months fully guaranteed???
We also offer.

It

"It's not a great distraction,
because in the past Miami has been
through a lot of trials and tribulations," receiver Kevin Williams
said. "All we do is become molded
into something to fight harder to
accomplish our goals."

1992 Nissan Stanza XE, Blue, 4 OR, Auto, A/C,
$12,950
Cassette, Power Pkg., 14.XXX Miles
1092 Nissan Sentra XE, Red, 4 OR, Auto, Cruise, A/C,
$10,900
Cassette, Tilt, 13,XXX Miles

•

PC

Sept. 5 at Iowa.

Installation
and Service

Choice Used Cars From Carroll

Kile said. "I know I was throwing
it too high, but I couldn't make the
adjustment."
Houston got its only run when
Craig Biggio led off the first with
an infield hit and advanced on a
sacrifice and a flyout before scoring on Cormier's wild pitch.
Lankford, Jose, Perry and Woodson had consecutive run-scoring
singles off Rob Murphy in St.
Louis' four-run seventh.

McMahon miffed...
(Cont'd from page 10)
McMahon passed a long series
of tests on his legs, knees and
throwing elbow Tuesday at Graduate Hospital. He said he had been
working out three days a week with
a fitness expert in Chicago and he
felt good.

753-4563

Office
Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet

Hurricanes work through...

753-8355

901 SYCAMORE

1990 Buick Regal, 2 DR, While, Custom,
40,XXX Miles

$9,475

1988 Cadillac Brougham, Blue, Blue Leather

$8,995

"248

•Powerful 2-level Wash
.4 Cycles - from Heavy Soil to Rinse & Dry
•Energy-saving Air Dry Option
.Fully-extendable, Easy to Load Racks

SPECL4L
1977 Corvette, White, Automabc, 7-Tops. Beige Leather,
Approximately 50.XXX Miles SEE TO APPRECIATE

CO.
, Ky.

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

Carroll Mazda Nissan
800 Chestnut • Murray, KY • 502-753-8850

CASH & CARRY
Court Square - Murray

753-1713
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Playhouse auditions begin Saturday
Auditions and special workshops
for new actors will begin the next
season at Murray's Playhouse in
the Park.
On Aug. 22 and 23. special audition workshops will be held at the
Playhouse at 3 p.m. Saturday and
1.30 p.m. Sunday. Aimed at young
actors. but open to all ages. the
%orkshops will provide participants
with an idea of what goes on at an
audition. There will also he a brief
discussion of the next play, the
AM - known
family comedy
"Cheaper By the Dozen." and an
opportunity to practice auditioning.
Actual auditions for the play will

a.

SAVE GT1100A Grass Trimmer
•2I 2 cc two cycle engine
$20 •Lightweight - under 9 lbs
•Tap to advance Lotting he.ic

SRM1501 Trimmer/Cutter
•_ . t-v.o vue engine
(C)
2 ibs
7s uSt
•
• 14e foibie
•

icar,

Or

ON SALE

si 39

9?79 99

StIl

Murray Home and Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray
. 7:30-51X1 Sat.

Hrs. 7:30-530

l'hont
753-2571
753-4110

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

•

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

be held Monday and Tuesday. Aug.
24-25 at 7 p.m. in the Playhouse.
Director Bill Phillips plans an carrier start for rehearsals. The play
opens to its first audience Oct. 2.
Performances are also on Oct. 3-4
and 8-1 I,
Roles $re available for six to
eight adult men and women as well

Sheriff says no reason found
for witness's overdose in jail
MADISON. Ind. (AP) — A key
witness in the torture slaying of a
12-year-old girl gave no warnings
before taking an overdose of prescription drugs in jail, authorities
said Wednesday.
Toni Lawrence, 16, of Madison
remained in critical condition Wednesday. evening at Kosair Children's Hospital in Louisville, Ky.,
hospital spokeswoman Pam GreerUllrich said.
Lawrence apparently overdosed
Monday on Lorazepam, a sleeping
pill prescribed by her doctor, Scott
County Sheriff John Lizenby said.
"We don't even know why she
did it," Lizenby said. "She gave

* * * Fleming - Benton & Paducah * * * Kelley-Wiggins - Benton * * * Fleming -

• guaranteed: Cowest CDonthls Pasment •
111

E
1 FINAL 3 DAYS
Friday 9:00-8:00
Saturday 9:00-5:00
Sunday 1:00-5:00

TIME IS
RUNNING
OUT!

eon.ed

or:46.

**

lemin• - Benton & Paduce

ell- -W10.1

• NOTICE: Friday 9:00-8:00; Saturday 9:00-5:00; Sunday 1:00-5:00

FINAL*
3
DAYS

as eight to 10 young people of all
ages. It is not necessary for auditioners to attend the workshops or
have any other performance experience or affiliation with Playhouse
in the Park.
For further information about the
workshops, auditions or other Playhouse programs, call 759-1752.

us no indication there was anything
wrong."
Lawrence is one of four teen-age
girls charged in the torture slaying
of Shanda Sharer of Jeffersonville.
The victim's body was found on a
Jefferson County road near Madison in January. She had been
beaten, sodomized and burned
alive, investigators said. Lawrence
went to police on Jan. 11 and
described Sharer's abduction.
The sheriff said Lawrence spent
all her time alone in a private cell
at Scott County Jail. She didn't
have a television set, although she
did have a battery-operated radio at
one time, Lizenby said.
"She is in a very stressful situation," he said.
Lizenby said Lawrence was taking three prescribed medicines that
were administered to her by jail
staff.
"Somehow she faked taking
these pills and was saving them up
all along," the sheriff said. "Then
she took them all at once."
It was not immediately determined how many capsules she had
swallowed.
Lizenby said state police were
investigating whether an outside
source influenced Lawrence's decision to take the overdose.
In April, Lawrence agreed to
plead guilty to criminal confinement, a Class B felony, and to testify against co-defendants Laurine
Tackett, 17, of Madison, Melinda
D. Loveless, 17, of New Albany,
and Hope Rippey, 15, of Madison.
In return for her cooperation in
the investigation, Jefferson County
Prosecutor Guy M. Townsend
agreed to drop six charges against
Lawrence, including murder.
LEI

MOM
Wara

1 .1%...But 0.0 0
"FREE" INTEREST FOR 36 MONTHS!
Not 2..2%...NOt

It Just Doesn't Get Anb Setter than 'his!
Everybody
Is A

Total Purchase
OVIIK

5499

Star

Pay Less Than

*$14 Per

During

.

1

Co-Ed Volleyball
League

Matto» 1Dcaloo- bower-Carl-

and
Broyhill
Bedroom Suite
Dresser, Mirror,
Chest & Pleodboord
ess Then

Sealy
(Premium)

Thomasville
Sofas

Mattress & Box
Springs Set
less Thor+

Lass Titan

Paduca7

$24

$

15

Men's Basketball
League
***Come Join The
Fun & Fitness***
Form A Team Or
Join A YMCA Team

Date:
September 15 to
December 15

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!

Early Bird
Registration

Minimum 10°0 Deposit On All Special Orders
STORE HOURS MONDAY SATURDAY 9 00 S 00 FRIDAY NIGHT nil 8 00

B -n

,200-

YMCA

Considerable factory incentives but when they're gone...they're gone!

eonped

21=Lrirris

•

Register by August 24, 1992
and Save $5.00
on League Fee.

Friday Night
II 8 1)hi

Home
Design Assistance
Available
In

Late Registration
Deadline
September 1, 1992

room

hr Additional Information

Division of Kelley Wiggins Furniture Inc
BEKTON KY
BENTON KY
KelierWlqg
305 N Main
527-3481
1409 South 1,0a.r
27-3h3F1
-800-599-6224

Please Call
r •///0"I

Not All
Merclsondise At
All loc&fon s

759.YMCA or
759-9699
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A western Kentucky newspaper
filed an open-records lawsuit Wednesday against the Christian County Board of Education.
The suit seeks a court order to
require the school board to release
the findings of a state agency's
investigation of the school system.
The Kentucky New Ell filed the
action in Christian Circuit Court
against the school board and its
five members.
The Kentucky General Assembly
Office of Education Accountability
made an inquiry into the Christian
County School System two months
ago.
The Hopkinsville newspaper
asked for a copy of the state agency's report on Friday, citing Ken-

tucky's Open Records law.
The school board denied the
request and said the law did not
apply.
The school board released a
summary on Friday of two ktters it
received from the state agency. It
listed six concerns about the school
system operations.
Five of the six concerns related
to former superintendent Roy
Ragsdale and his wife. Ragsdale
resigned June 30 as superintendent,
citing stress caused by "rumors"
in the community.
The concerns included extra pay
for employees, payments on credit
cards for airline tickets, travel
charges for Ragsdale and his wife,
and irregular student fees.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 21,1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date ofbirth,call 1-900-988-7788.Your phone company will bill you 95cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE wishes.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22)Your
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Push ahead for a power year — it's all workplace may be in a state of turup to you! New business contacts moil for the next few days. Keep a
bring a bonanza in late fall. You can low profile.The less you are involved
finally afford to buy that special car in other people's arguments,the betor home. Your social life accelerates ter.
LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Good
during the Christmas holidays. Do
arrives! Zoom ahead with an
news
Travel
slide.
not let a health problem
for business and pleasure in March of artistic venture. Take a spin on the
1993.Fresh financial gainsearly next merry-go-round of love. Being sensummer let you help a friend or rela- sitive to mate's needs almost guarantees that your own needs will be met.
tive who has had some bad luck.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
at the top offer you fresh
People
Wilt
great
basketball
DATE:
THIS
Chamberlain, singers Jackie De- encouragement. Go ahead and talk
Shannon and Kenny Rogers, about your ideas. A like-minded individual applauds your firm stance.
England's Princess Margaret.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Do Refuse to abandon your ideals for
financial help.
not let yourself get hung up on false tern
ARRJS (Nov. 22-Dec.
SAG
pride. Help is available if you ask for
will put you in
outdoors
Getting
21):
at
background
the
in
it. Remaining
work will let you accomplish more. a cheerful mood today. Romance is
TAURUS(April 20-May 20):Get possible with someone who once
your shopping done early. Later, set seemed uninterested. Moonlighting
out toexplore new territory. Quarrel- could help you over a rough financial
ing with a cantankerous older person patch.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
is always a mistake. Encourage roterms may be right up your
Credit
demonmore
mantic partner to be
financial alley. A gift or favor says a
strative.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Hold lot about someone's intentions. Your
the fort! You will need a cool head to keen observations command attenkeep things under control today. Big- tion; pick up on a hint.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
wigs could blow up at any time. A
small token of your affection will You finally get your day in court!
Stick to the facts and avoid exaggeraappease a loved one.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A tion. Your ESP is strong.Get in touch
big breakthrough is possible in your with someone who wants to hear
dealings with influential types. Am- from you. Do the right thing.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Romantic discovery proves delightful.
You will be soaring into the future. mance heats up. Accept new restricLEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A good tions in a mature manner and keep
day tospring for that big-ticket house- your nose clean. Gradually, things
hold item or do something terrific for will improve. Greater work satisfacyour family. Being part of a large tion is possible.
grouptonightcan be fun. Heed mate's

COI/1*W,Ky.(AP) — The parents of a youngster who died
•''Ifter being treated for a scalp cut at a hospital agreed to a $2.4 million
4eulement, one day before the trial was to begin in Kenton Circuit
kienort,
David and Susan Boggs of Taylor Mill won the settlement Tuesday
from Si. Elizabeth Medical Center South, the University of CincinnalCollege of Medicine and a handful of medical professionals.
• Their son, David, stopped breathing on Aug. 27, 1990, after being
restrained face-down by nurses in the emergency room while a fourthyear medical student from UC's College of Medicine sutured his scalp.
The boy was a month short of his_third birthday.
The boy's father uid the bigger victory is that changes were made
In procedures at the Edgewood hospital.
Now. the hospital makes sure it has plenty of "pediatric wraps,"
sheet-likeiattititus designed for children. Medical students also must
wear badges that clearly identify them as students.
Thojoungster was taken to the hOOpital.:11fter he struck the back of
his Mit on a ledge at a restaurant.*/Ott Wright. David's cut was
aupef&tal. but restaurant personnel followed company policy and
called an ambulance.
Mrs. Boggs.was holding her son's hand when he went limp on the
emergency-to* gurney. She asked if David had stopped breathing and
a nurse assOted her that he had merely fallen asleep.
After ffriffrifin finished suturing the child's wound, medical personnel rolled David over and discovered he had no pulse. A trauma team
worked nearly three hours to resuscitate the child and finally got a
heartbeat.
David was airlifted to Children's Hospital in Cincinnati, where he
WU brain dead upon arrival. David never regained consciousness and
was taken off a life-uppon system the next day.
A doctor who coothitted an autopsy concluded the boy died of
"positional asphyxia."

TODAY'SCHILDREN are openminded,energetic and very persuasive.
With the rightencouragement,they can accomplish miracles! Somewhat shy,
these youngsters tend to withdraw if they sense disapproval. Loving support
will motivate them to go that extra mile. Although somewhat reserved,these
attractive Leosare quite popular with the opposite sex.They show an intuitive
understanding of other people's problems. Count on them to come up with
solutions that less-versatile types miss.
(To order a revised and updated copy °Mane Dixon's beat-selling book -Yesterday,Today and Forever
to
How Astrology Can Help You Fuld Your Place In Cod's Plan," sued S5.95 plus SI postage and handling
to
Dixon, do Andrews and Mckleel, P.O. Boa 419150, Karma City, Ms. 64141. Make checks payable
Andrews and Mck4eel.)
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Of the 10,000 books being
shipped to bookstores this week,
3,800 are already taken, said the
director, Kenneth Cherry.
The fourth printing of 10,000
will be available in October, he
said.
"The printers are printing as fast

L%
There's A

NEW
BP
In Town!

1-,1(.1 1111(112, •

-OPEN 24 HOURS-

Bridge Is a Marvelous Game
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
* Q 10 72
•Q J 10
•3
•AKQJ 9
EAST
WEST
*KJ4
4653
•A 96 3
—
•96 6 2
•KQJ 10874
1 10 4
1752
SOUTH
* A 98
•K 8 7 6 4 2
•A
1863
The bidding:
North East South
West
6•
4•
Dble
3•
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
It is generally agreed that of the
three departments of bridge — bidding, declarer play and defense —
the most difficult is defense. Long
experience teaches most players to
bid reasonably well and also to play
their cards as declarer well. But when
it comes to top-notch defense, many
players simply don't function nearly
as well as they theoretically should.
This is somewhat surprising,
since the same faculties that enable
a player to bid and play well are also
available to defend well. But, alas,
many players fall down on the job
when it comes to defense, all too
often allowing declarer to make a
contract that should have been defeated.
Assume you're Eastin today's deal
and that partner leads the king of
diamonds against six hearts. South
wins with the ace and returns a
trump, on which West discards a
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as they can," Cherry said.
Cherry said the $35 encyclopedia
with its 1,045 pages has generated
interest because "Kentuckians are
fascinated by history."
The first printing of 5,000
copies, which coincided with the
state's bicentennial, sold out June
1. The second printing of 10,000 is
sold out.
The book, which has received
excellent reviews, had 550 writers
contribute, Cherry said.
"It's one of the most interesting
books to come down the road," he
said.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
third printing of The Kentucky
Encyclopedia is being shipped to
bookstores this week and a fourth
printing will be available this fall,
according to the director of the
University Press of Kentucky.

-es
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Encyclopedia being shipped to stores

Parent's agree to $2.4 Million settlement
from hospital where son was asphyxiated

Newspaper files lawsuit
against school board

•- • .

diamond. You win dummy's heart
ten with the ace and must then decide what to return at trick three.
Given what you can see in dummy
and your own hand, there's really
only one correct play: You should
lead the king of spades! If you do,
declarer goes down; if you don't, declarer makes the slam.

Guaranteed BP Gasoline
Supplied by
Belcher Oil Co.

How can you be expected to make
such an extraordinary play? Actually,it's not really that difficult if you
stop to think about it. After all, you
know declarer has 12 sure tricks if
you allow him to score them — one
spade (he's sure to have the ace for
his six heart bid), five hearts, one
diamond and five clubs.

Come See The Changes
On Main Street!
Convenience Store Shopping
In A Clean,
Friendly Environment.

Your only chance to stop the contract lies in forcing South to take the
ace ofspades at trick three. Ifitturns
out that he was dealt a 3-6-1-3 distribution — which is what you have to
hope — he's sure to bite the dust. He
simply can't get out of dummy later
without allowing you to score the
setting trick.

'BP

Jr. Food Mart
1302 Main St.
Across From Dairy Queen

PICK A PAIR
AND SAVE!
FOR A LIMITED TIME.. GE HAS REDUCED PRICES ON SELECTED
GE APPLIANCES SO WE MAY PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU!

—

,

------.1
Large Capacity
----Dryer
1111611b11111111111
--211
11111111W

Heavy Duty
Washer
Model WWA3650M
• Single speed.
• Regular wash cycle.
• 3 wash/rinse temperature
combinations with
energy saving cold
water rinse.

Model DDE4000M
• Heavy duty automatic

/vire
—t

III

.

dryer with durable

porcelain enamel drum.
• Timed cycle, up to
,I minutes.
Easy to clean, removable
up-front lint filter.

ii
—

r •

$309

Buy The Pair
Save
$20

$259

1112 DELIVERY • NORMAL INSTALLATION

Large Capacity
4-Cycle Dryer
Model DDE5808M
• Heavy duty automatic

Large Capacity
2-in-1 Washer
Model WWA5800M
• Large basket for family.
size loads-Mini-Basket
tub for small loads and
delicates.
• 6 cycles including
Regular cycles with 3 soil
level selections and soak
setting.
• 4 water level selections.
• 3 wash/rinse temperature
combinations.

3051VBRK
*Cordless
*2 Batteries
•Charger
*Case
List $266.00

dryer with durable
porcelain enamel drum.
• 4 cycles including
Permanent Press and
Knits cycle.
• 3 drying selections.
• Up-front lint filter.
• Gas Model DDG5888M
.available at extra cost.

$289

$369

ran DELIVERY •

INSTALLATION

MURRAY APPLIANCE & TV
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Classified

DEADLINES

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition..
10 a.m.
Saturday
Edition
Tui•sday
Monday 3 p.m.
Wed sd ay Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday. Edition
3 p.m.
Wednesday
Edition
Friday
Thursday 3 p tn.
Suturd.t\ Edition
ANNOUNCEMEN I'S
Legal Notice
Notice
... Personals
ird of Thanks
In Memory
st 81 Found
EMPLOYMENT
Help \V„triti-d
...Situation Wanted
1-:ric.ss Opportunity
.. Instruction

130
140
150 .....
155

160
165
170
: •••,)
210 .
220
260 ....
30

280

270
365
420

540..
560..
570
240

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed

in the Calloway District Court by Charles
E. Williams, Executor,
of the estate of Annie
Morgan Williams, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. September 1, 1992, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Happy 50th
Birthday
Carolyn Cutaway

An informal final
settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
District
Calloway
Court by John H.
Downs, Nelda Murphy
and Barbara Tutt, CoExecutors,ofthe estate
of J.D. Downs, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. September 1st, 1992, the date
of hearing.

cord, KY 42076 Executor Appt. 08-17-92, Richard W. Jones, P.O.
Box 438, Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway Distnct Court by Evon
Kelley, Executrix, of
the estate of Maude
Burk Wrather, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. September 1st, 1992, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

510
520

Boats & Motors

050

Dnve, child's pet,
wearing hot pink collar and leash
Please call 753-4497
or 753-5857.
Reward Offered

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE.
MOD-Vision Cable TV has 2
part-time CSR positions
available Qualified candidates should have previous
office arid computer experience, good phone skills,
enjoy working with people
and be willing to work a
flexible schedule Send resume to Greg LeMasler,
Multi-Vision Cable TV,P0
Box 741. Benton, KY
42025 EOE,

OMNI

IP
L.

1-800-334-1203
KENLAKE State Resort
Parks Hot August Blues
and Barbecue Festival.
Sunday August 3001 rickets on sale now Seven
nours of We Blues Music
For additional information
call 1 800-325-0143

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Carol
Hilliard and Lucille
Brodzinski, Co-Executrix, of the estate of
Chester Kisley, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must

be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. September 1st, 1992, the date
of hearing.

by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry Council
JTPA
EXECUTIVE SALESCommission • BonusBenefits-RetirementProtected territories-

medical/dental, retirement,

61,000 tarp pay, safety bo
nus conventional* Require 23 years and 1yr
OTR Hornady Truck Line
1-800-648-9664
DRIVERS TAKE A TURN
FOR THE BETTER Top
pay, miles and excellent
equipment from a company
that puts people first Cal
1-800-423-7629 MUN02c
SON TRANSPORTATION
EOE
Personal
ADOPTION Intelligent, de- DRIVERS WANTED U S
voted couple most anxious XPRESS. Inc Starting
to give love and a wonderful team pay 284 cents per

future to your newborn All

legal, medical and Irving
expenses paid Let us help
C•II collect
you
516-621-5574
WOULD kke to meet nic•
man m late 60's. early 70's
Must be dean, honest, non
smoker, non drinker or use

050

Loft
And Found
LOST in Panorama Shores
area, black and white male

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 00.00 75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 38.00 54.00 72.00 90.00 108.00 1211.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00_100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

25e per word $5 00 Minimum 1st day
per word per day for each additional consecutive day
91 75 extra for shopper Cruse. Classifieds go into Sh000ina Guide.)
$2 00 extra for blind box ads

Help
Wonted

Help
Wanted

FULL-time career oriented HOUSE PARENT,
Van, flat, 35 BUMS One individual needed to fill our $223 60/week, free room,
year's verifiable experi- opening for an inside sales board and laundry A
ence Start 24 cents-28 person. Murray location health insurance paid and
cents/mile with 3 years Position requires basic retirement Work 23 days
Call computer knowledge, and oft 5 days Reliable person
benefits.
sales experience is desir- required (school and home
1-800-444-6648
able Motivated applicants for mentally retarded)
send resume to P 0 Box Stewart Home School,
4200 US 127 South, FrankFULL time babysitter in my 941, Paducah, KY 42001
fort, KY 40601
home, Kirksey area,

OTR Drivers, Flatbed operation leased to a major
carrier 23 cents per mile
(empty and loaded) with
annual increases up to 27
cents per mile 4 cents pet:mile bonus Home most
weekends Paid vacation

Wanted
DRIVERS over-The-Road

Health and life insurance
available Free passenger
rider program Must be 23
502-227-4821
years old and have 1 yew
verifiable over-the-road
Top
MWT Drivers needed
driving experience or drivpay, good benefits, 1 yew ing school graduate Call
verifiable exp. or school 1-800-377-5377 Power
and 6 months OTR. CDL Leasing, Inc., Springfield,
wiliazmat. TN
1 -800-888-6824.
1-800-777-5255
PARK RANGERS Game
security, mainteNOW hiring for all positions wardens
No exp neces
etc
nance,
Chestnut
1111
at Wendy's.
call
information
For
sary
perin
St. Murray Apply
219-769-6649, ext 7159
son 2-4pm daily
8am-8pin, 7 days

IF YOU'RE ALWAYS
DRIVING-BUT NEVER
GOING ANYWHERE. At
Munson Transportation,
our drivers expect the best
from LtS, and they get a Join
us, and make the most of
your time, pay and your
future We offer excellent
pay, mileage bonus, top
benefits, on-board satellite
communications, personal
beet manager, individualized HOME TIME Program, NURSES Aide, full time,
superior conventional 3-11 shift. Prefer CMA or PART time kitchen help
equipment, much more CNA, but will train Pleas- needed Must work
Call Munson today, and put ant work atmosphere weekend nights, must be
your career in motion Apply in person at Fern 18 Apply at Pizza Magic,
1-800-423-7629. MUN- Terrace Lodge, 1505 Sta- Aurora, after 4 30pm. Wednesday thru Sunday No
SON TRANSPORTATION, dium View Dc, EOE
phone calls
Putting People First EOE

portation 489-2633 after
4pm

A JOB AT YOU AGE?
Its Possible With Help From

THE SENIOR EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
IF YOU'RE 55 OR OLDER WITH
A LIMITED INCOME - CALL US!

753-0929
Funded by tis J08 TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT
eirough WEST KY PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL in
cooperation with the DEPARTMENT FOR EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES I the PURCHASE AREA DEVELOPMENT
DISTRICT

JOB OPPORTUNITY
The City of Murray has a vacancy for an Entry
Level Patrol Officer, Murray Police Department.
Applicants must be 21 years ofage and have a high
school diploma or GED. Applications and job
descriptions are available in the City Clerk's
Office, 207 South 5th Street, Monday through
Friday, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Deadline for applications • August 27, 1992, 5:00 p.m. Minimum
salary $14,319.00, health insurance and CERS
Hazardous Duty Retirement. The City of Murray
is an equal opportunity employer operating under
an affirmative action plan.
William N. Cherry
Mayor

641 AUCTION HOUSE
3 miles North of Paris, TN. on Hwy. 641N.
August 21, 1992 6:00 PM
Bob Gales back from St. Louis with another big
truck load.
Antiques: Large double door chifferobe with Queen
Ann legs, desk & chair with green handles, baby crib,
I rocker. 2 kerosene lamps.
Furniture: Table/ladder back chairs, pr. dining room
chairs, 2 sewing machines, (1) with cabinet. (1)
portable, love seat, bookshelf, wood desk,(2) baby
beds. (2) coffee tables - nice.
Misl: Organ, (2) guitars, longne,ck banjo, colored
t.v.'s, portable VCR with camera- like new, stereo.
cabinet, golf clubs,glassware,dishes,linens,exercise
bike, bird cages,(I) wood),(1) metal, childs metal
wagon. Big Foot bauery operated truck (child can
ride in), 8 ft. step ladder, pipe threader, drill press,
large boat cover St lots more.

And more being consigned.
For Selling or Information Call:
642-4070 - 642-8869

Medlock's Auction Service
Bob \hillock, Auctioneer
erm #2009

tgandparenuday
September 13th
Show offyourgrandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 12, 1992.
• COUPON
Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed.)

mile All conventional fleet
Satellite communications
Medical/Life insurance
Layover/breakdown pay
Assigned tractors If you
have 1 year OTR expen-

Name of Child

Name of Grandparents

ence dean MVR and minimum age 23 Call Vanguard Management Services today'800-336-3278.

drugs Must be honest, like
to dance. Wse C&W music DRIVERS WANTED.
Us correspond Call SOUTHWEST MOTOR

247-9685 days

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

Management
Opportunities 34 yew old
Legislative Research Fern
Send resume to National
'Write your Congressman'.
Inc 1255 Self Plaza, Suite

101, Dallas, TX 75218
DRIVERS Start 24
cents-26 cents Earn to 30
MAKE A FRIEND FOR cents Home regularly, free

UFE, Scandinavian EuroAnn P. Wilson, pean Yugoslavian, South
Circuit Court Clerk American Japanese High
School Exchange Students arriving August Host families
needed' AMERICAN INLEGAL NOTICE
AL STUTERCULTUR
A final settlement of
DENT EXCHANGE Call
accounts has been filed Elizabeth 502-782-2861 or
in the Calloway Dis- 1 800-SIBUNG

trict Court by Lala
Smith, Executrix, of
the estate of Myron
Smith, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. September 1,
1992, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future" We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
800am-3 00pm We we an
EOE This project a funded

3

060

6 30arn 4 00pm Mon Fri
fuel bonuses Run mid- for 4 year old and 7 month
west. south. southeast old Must have own transregular HEART-

BABYSITTER needed to
keep 3 year old, weekday
afternoons and do light
housework References required For more information call 436-2848

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00 40.00 48.00 511.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

Kelp

FRIENDLY home parties
has openings for demonstrators No cash invest
ment No service charge
High comrrussion and hostess awards Two catalogs.
over 600 items Call
1-800-4884875
DRIVERS 1 year OTR ex
perience Profit sharing,
401K, mileage, safety and

AVERAGE $5,hour Now
hiring demonstrators for
House of Uoyd home party
business No investment
Weekly commission
checks Call Cindy,
753 1460 for an interview

1

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

050

Help
Wanted

Home
LAND EXPRESS, INC
800-441-4953

twirmuisi

LEGAL NOTICE

Timothy Cleve Smith,
P.O. Box 35, New Con-

450
460

Used Trucks
Campers

LOST

6.00 10.00 15.00 90.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

Vans

495
500

16"

I

Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars

Real Estate
Lots For Sale

Female Yorkee
Last seen on Fairlane

LEARN TO
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
•=ftsisatue,:zzesxd
CE
ALLIAN
mom CE
IMAM

ceased, Betty Brown,
1268 Brookndge Dr.,
Columbus, Ohio 43235
Executrix Appt. 0817-92.
Tina Joy Smith,P.O.
Box 35, New Concord,
KY 42076 Deceased,

Home Loans

& Feted

vailebk Thee Age 84
Our most comprehen
sive po/icy pays for
Skilled, intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare s new guide
luxe fur confinement.
Nursing Home Insur
ILTICe If MOM importer,'
then ever For free infor
TaL101r1
call:

Motorcycles

470 .....
480
485
490

430
440

Lo

M.RSING HOW
!NM.R ANCE

TRANSPORTATION

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sale Or Lease

050

AL;ROCIA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 8119,
rues
1 800 649 3804

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Mobile Homes For Rent

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease
360

Public Sue
. For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
.Miscellaneous

410

40% Discount 2nd Run. 110% Discount 3rd Run.
iAll 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
$1.75 per column inch tra for Tuesday.
..9'
ff'
7"
6"
5"
4"
3"
2"
1"

Days

..... Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
....... Antiques
.
. Vacuum Cleaners
. .Sewing Machines
........ . Spurts Equipment
Firewood
Musical
l' V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies

LEGAL \O I ICE
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 42A of the
Kenna ky Revised Statutes, the Summary Finin
L.161 Statement for the Calloway County Conserve
non District for Fiscal Year92 may he inspected by
the general public at their office co located with
:he Soil Conservation Service at 201 Johnny
Robertson Road from August 24-26 between the
ho,r. of 7.30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m (Calloway
• •..i.iy Consery auon District)
Albert WiLson
1. Box 182, Murray, Ky 42071
e Chairman Darrel Clark
koL,te. 4. Murray. K. 42071
Sec T 7eas Thomas Lee Armstrong
7. lklurra. Ky. 42071
Members
Lars
217. Dexter. Ky 42036
Rot,:e
tarry Colbert
51)5 V. hanell. Murray, Ky. 42071
Arlo Reck
Route I. Box 237, Kirksey, Ky 42054
Mary Caraway
Route 4. H's 259, Murray, Ky 42071
The bean: of supervisors meeting is held on the
inird Monday night of each month at 7.00 p.m. in
the ,:or,sers,ation office.

Tne following estate
appointfiduciary
ments have been made
in the Calloway District Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.
J.C. Gooch, Route
*4, Murray, KY 42071
Deceased, Larry G.
Gooch, P.O. Box 1004,
Murray, KY 42071 and
Waldrop,
Marlene
Route *8 Box 862, Murray, KY 42071 Co-Administrators Appt. 0804-92.
Emma
Harriet
I Harriet
Vo)ght
Emma Voigt, Route 01
Box 171A, Murray, KY
42071 Deceased, Lynn
Whisenant, Route 01
Box 171A, Murray, KY
42071 Executrix Appt.
08-05-92, Sid Easley,
204 South Sixth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Ben Brooks Doores,
Route *1, Kirksey, KY
42054 Deceased, Sylvia L. Doores, Route
*1, Kirksey, KY 42054
Executrix Appt. 0807-92, David L Harr ngt,on, 101 South
Fifth St., Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Charles 0. Bondurar.t. 1104 Fairlane Dr.,
Murray, KY 42071 De-

Effective Jan 2. 1991)

Display Ads

SERVICES

Rental

Want To Buy

Legal
Notice

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

Classified Ad Rated

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

E.11 . ES'I'ATE

010
Legal
Notice

Ifni !IRS:

For Sale Or Trade

MISCELLANEOUS

Far': Equipment
& Supplies
-•
l'i,ii:•ry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

010

•

11 I N I

IANI)ISE

FARMERS MARKET
I

7534916

ADJUSTMENTS
ada
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their for
responsible
be
will
Times
Ledger
Murray
The
error.
any
for
l•
only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported inuned
lately so corrections can be made.

FREIGHT, INC Starting

learn pay 25'4 cents per

mile Medical/life insurance loading/unloading
pay layover/stop pay,
satellite communications
Excellent benefit and bonus package If you have 1
year OTR experience,
dean lAVR arid see 23 Cad
today' •00-251-41291

Setter with black eyes,
named Bandit Call
753-8482 or 436-5717.
STOLEN mailbox arm
mint and name as. from EXPERIENCED painters
box on EtSnborough Dr in needed for local business.

Payroll taxes we withheld
Ann P. Wilson, Gatesborough Subdvn as required. C.al 7534423
My information please all
Circuit Court Clerk
for Whir information
753-8031

- 1
Matthew and Michelle Polley
Grandparents: Nellie Malys and
Marion Polley

Encloaed is $7.00 1st. picture - $6.00 each additional picture

and stamped, selfaddrees envelope for return of picture.

A

Send photo, won f grandparents name of child

(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for

Bring in by September 10
(12 noon) to be published
September 12th.

return of original photo and payment to

Wierray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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Articies
For Sale

H.
want.d

Fat Sale

Publk

Public
Sae

Pets
1 Supplies

Apanments
For Rent

IAscallanious

/ID

110

380

320

2.10

ISO
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Sale

FRANKFORT Real Estate
HAVE an obedient, sate
1) 4-h mile spools, 18 STUDENT desk, computer GATLINBURG Summit NEARLY new 2br duplex
Auction, Friday August 21,
guage motto jr barbed stand, book shelf Ideal for Breathtakingmountain top Available Sept 1st, all ap- dog for show or home
12 30pm Former Kentucky
wire. 2) 71-8' metal l-posts back to school 435-4597 views Fireplace, balcony, pliances w/c1 hook-up. Classes or private lessons
94 East to 732 go 6'12
over
Press
for
Association HeadMurray
Serving
tacuz,
fenced
$385/mo
3) 10-8'x16" wooden corner
pool,
backyard
kitchen, indoor
quarters, 332 Capitol Avmiles to Boatwright
12yrs 436 2858
posts $250 or best offer for BOGARD trucking and ex- zis. Honeymoon and 492-8393
enue, 3 blocks from
Rd.First house. Watch
100
items 1, 2, 3 Brown fiberg- cavating. inc. We haul lop weekend specials! Free
NEW duplex, available
SALES clerk, sewing exCapitol/downtown 3000
100
Business
lass topper, fits swb Ran- soil, gravel, fill dirt, white brochure, 1-800-242-4853,
signs.
for
Sept 1, 2br, 2 full baths, all
useable feet, ported for
perience necessary Apply
Opportunity
ger, in good shape,$275 or rock, rip rap. 759-1828.
(205) 988-5139.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
appliances, furnished, utiloffices, home or bed and
in person at Murray Sewing
7.
759-179
offer
best
Produce
7 a.m..?
LOG HOME DEALERCenter, Bel-Air Center
FRESH Kentucky Lake cat- TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN ity with w/c1 hook-up, garbreakfast Owner financmanu,
SHIP Top log home
1961 FORD F-100 pick-up fish, live or dressed. Murray WEDDINGS-Romantic age, deck Lease required
APPLES for freezing, caning, immediate possession
F shing equip, color Iv 's.
SUPER SERVICE HIRING facturer seeks dealer Pro- Ashley wood stove. For Bait Co., 753-5693
no pets, $475/mo
ning or drying 753-4725,
2% Realtor Fee. 10% buystereo toddlers to women's
candelight services by orLONG HAUL DRIVERS,23 tected territory, high earn- more information call
McKenzie's Orchard
ers premium Don Erier,
men's 36
Great lo- 435-4235 leave message
clothes,
s
arge
minister
dained
ENBy
27
to
FLEAS!
cents per mile, raises
KILLS
ing potential, full training 436-2714 or 436-5711.
robe,
and NICE 2br duplex, stove,
chili
metal
Forge
38x30.
Auctioneer,
Pigeon
in
cation,
for
es,
Killers
CANNING tomato
FORCER Flea
cents, paid deadhead, and leads provided. Need
1-800-662-4255, Century
alum truck louvers, 8 h p
No blood test or refrigerator, dishwasher, purple hull peas
load/unload, frequent trips not interfere with present ALISUN & WOLFF TAN- pets, home and yard. Guar- Smokies.
21, Hall, Powell &
period! w/d hook-up, central hla,
riding mower, lots of mac
$6 00/bushel Also, bell
home, spouse rider prog- employment. Models start- NING BEDS, new commer- anteed effective Buy EN- waiting
Associates
1-800-729-4365.
carpeted throughout, avail- and banana peppers
ram, paid health, dental ing
$9690. cial home units from $199: FORCER at: Murray TV
at
e,
1st
pets
No
Sept
able
Hardwar
accesso
8pm
lotions,
Auto
8
comLamps,
before
and
On
board
753-884
Home
and life ins
TIME Share Units and
1-800-264-LOGS (5647),
munications, vacation and BRENTWOOD LOG ries. Monthly payments low North Side Shopping campground member- $350/mo plus deposit
corn, cantaloupes,
SWEET
nights
3,
profit sharing. All conven- HOMES, 427 River Rock as $18. Call today, free new Center.
ships Distress sales, Days 753-195
watermellons, Blue Lake
.
753-0870
catalog,
selecde
tional fleet Call Personnel Blvd., Murfreesboro, TN color
Worldwi
and Kentucky Wonder
LARGE Ashley wood fur- Cheap!
1-800-228-6292.
at 800-347-5263
Vacation Net- TAKING applications for green beans, tomatoes,
37129
nace, 100,000 BTU, 3 tions Call
Canada, section 8 rent subsidized
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
years old. Call after 7pm, work, U.S. and
spaghetti, squash, varieties
PART-time office person110
1-800-736-8250 or apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bed- of winter squash, snow
5.
753-370
S
hours/
20
UTER
COMP
approx
nel,
305-566-2203. Free rental rooms. Apply Hilldale Apts peas. Located 121,
week, 7:30am-12pm. No
Instruction
FOR SALE
information. Hardin, Ky. or call Graves/Calloway Co Line
155
exp. necessary. Send reOne 486 DX50 wfth color
502-437-4113 EHO
Rd 489-2355
305-563-5586.
sume to P.O. Box 328.
monitor 81,600 and one
Appliances
GAL,
BECOME A PARALE
386 DX40 with color moVERY spacious 2br, 2 bath
RICHARDS MEAT PROCESSING
250
410
TRUCK drivers, $2000 Attorney instructed, home
FROST free refrigerator
nitor $1,150.
duplex Northwood Dr , ap1976.
hed
Establis
Business
•
or
study,
safe,
for
39
Public
bonus
753-23
build
sign-on
$150.
Also, will custom
pliances furnished, central
catalog.
Services
Sale
qual drivers w/OTR experi- Free
753-8767.
you a personal computer
air and gas heat $475/mo
CURRENTLY A USDA APPROVED FACILITY
n
Souther
9-2555,
1-800-66
ence. Tuition free training
at an affordable price.
1
month
depo1
lease.
year
gator
Investi
E
PRIVAT
DIVERSIFIED BUSINESS POTENTIAL
Box
P.O.
for inexperienced Corn Career Institute,
160
Investi- sit No pets. Call 753-2905
tial
55
Confiden
753-16
D.B.A.
Call
FL
6,500 Sq. Foot Commercial Masonry ConstrucInc , 2158, Boca Raton,
Trans
Home
gations, Southside Shopion
w/BrIck Front Exterior•Situated on .93 Acre
tion
33427
1-800-759-6980, Dept
Furnishings
ping Center, Suite 9102,
Rooms
d Lot w/Enormous Paved Parking &
Elevate
A-749
1.
COMPUTER Technology LARGE office desk, $275.
For Rent
From All Sides• 13' Ceiling Height•3
and loveseat Murray, 753-264
Access
COUCH
WANTED barmaids, wait- Plus, Inc Computer Boys bicycle, $25. Like new good condition, $200 080.
114 *iv It
Restroom Facilities• Public Water And Sewers •
COLLEGIATE female
270
resses, dancers. $500 plus courses, seminars, and Nintendo with 2 tapes, $45. 759-9829.
int
Grip:t
th
Amp Service • Retail Sales Floor • 2 Offices •
600
needing roommate to share
Mobil.
weekly Doll House Cate, computer programming
753-9442.
te Custom Slaughter To Retail Facility
Comple
2br house within walking
Antiques I Gilts
759-9158
Homes For Sale
Paris, TN 642-4297, 4-12
LET us make your clothes,
in
to MSU, $150/mo
0 DOWN DAY OF SALESALANCE IN 30 DAYS I
punched
distance
810,000.0
new
Furniture,
NEWS BARGAIN BIN
12x70, 2BR, 17, bath
BLOCK AT 11:A.M.
WANTED Journeyman
alter and repair. Uniforms
A
lamps,
and Vi utilities. Phone work
GOES ON THE AUCTION
country
lights,
ESTATE
REAL
1109 Pogue Ave.
newly remodeled, ap
Carpenter Write Route 1
•-,
and sportswear, rentals,
crocks, irn5 After 5pm,
at
762-377
stoneware
759-9940
Ward
pliances, awning and 753-7414.
Box 744, Hardin, or call
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
pnnted wIth local town
RELATED EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS
—
Clean Used Furniture. ApTo Buy
underpinning with many ex437-4254
See and Sew, Country
DSLPAHAIE c-Hori IhE litAL LSIATE —
herb
AULTIONE
herbs,
Dried
names
pliances, and lase Items
—
t condition. FEMALE wants to share
Excellen
Mur121,
ITEMS MODERN CLEAN NICE
N.
1000
tras.
1608
OVER
Square,
Father
wreaths
Swags
8
or
piece
by
Plan
the
ANTIQUES
Use Our Layaway
3br house, $175/mo , utili0
okier 'Smith AS 3000 Vacuum Stutter •
753-141
Cooker-Sm
Lb
1
080
500
Alkar
753-698
ray.
$8500
is
herel
090
Chnstmas
3
Nintendo
r 151
Now Renting
collections Call 753-943
ties included, near campus.
2-Hollymatic 500 Patty Machines • Wellsaw 404'Kentmaste
Situation
Meat Slicer'
Come by and browse
after 5pm
1981, 3BR, 2 bath, all 753-3515.
Cattle Saw'Scharfen Auto Meat Slicer • Hobart
MILUONAIRES /AILUONA56
Boy
Butcher
'
Saws
Bend
018
Wanted
Butcher Boy SA20 And
121 South to Old Seim At
electric, nice 429-2332 af•
BUYING 12 1960's GI AIRES, PANGBURN'S
• Many Stainless Steel Tables • 5' 6 8' Boning Tables
Gnnder
e,
for
roommat
G
LOOKIN
p.m.
couch,
10-5
bed
Wed.-Sat.
7pm
way
Pickle
before
Koch
HIDE-aIN
MUR•
ter 9am and
CANDY IS BACK
CUT this out and save my Joes 492-8103
Head Boning Stand • 35 Lb Ham Pumping Machine
cam'
to
Case
Meat
dose
and
Warren
5pm
cheap
p.m.
after
20'
•
2-5
3
Cass
Sun.
Pump Machine' 20' WW1 Dairy
RAY. Charlie's Safe-T $150 759-988
number Do house clean• Tyler 12'
1985, 14x70, 3BR, 17, p u s . 759-2545 or
10' Hussman Display Case • 20' Tyler Dairy Case
Pharmacy
• Toledo 30 Lb.
ing, call Betty, 474-2131, or
group.
d
waterbe
size
n
KING
conditio
Reach In Display Freezer vit5 Glass Doors • Two
good
home
baths,
for mobile
3.
CASH
753-321
Scale •
Computer
Lb
30
Have
Hobart
•
e
leave messag
Computer Scales,1 w/Pnnter
POST frame buildings 12 drawer pedestal, rail $9300 Call 753-4382 days
Stenlizers •
tires $7 $12 each
Lb. Platform Scale • 4-SS Hand Basins'2 -Krick.Sharpener
500
references
triple
•
rd,
headboa
90
pads,
24'x40'x9' erected, $4596
and nights 753-35
436-2578
Hoover Electric Knife Sharpener • Norton 3 Stone
• SS Viscera Truck'SS Scald Vat'
Steels
8
Knives
Butcher
plus freight. Other sizes dresser with hutch, mirror, nights only
I WILL keep children in my
Houses
• Numerous
nightCincinnati Defiair Machine • Rolling Skinning Cradle
Gambol Sticks •
home, experienced and CASH paid for good, used available. Blitz Builders, 5 drawer chest and
For Rent
121 South to Overby
1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice,
Short a Long SS Hooks 8 Rollers • Numerous
4.
753-369
$450.
stand.
im Cattle
Electro-St
n
•
pis28-1324
Stunner
childre
and
,
1-800-6
good with
rifles shotguns
Best & Donavan Model ES Hog
must be moved, must sell 1BR house on Ky. Hwy 783,
• Carcass
Rd., follow signs.
Stimulator • 2-500 Lb SS Vats'2-50 lb. SS Vats
753-7044
tols Benson Sporting PROPANE Warm Morning PAPASAN chair for sale, 753-4459
8 Han,
Bacon
Wash Stand 'SS Dual Wash Basin' Numerous
all appliances furnished,
Thurs. & Fri.
Goods, 519 S 12th, gas heater, 65,000 BTU. $35. 759-4994
Homes' SS Paper Holders' 2-Seal WrapStuffing
SS
Hooks'
.
I will babysit weekdays in
required
Deposit
.
Milk Carts • 101988, 14x80, 3br, on lot $295/mo
Murray
ping Machines' SS Meat Trees• Whits Lugs • SSw/Rollers
7:00
Utility topper for long bed
• 350'
my home 759-1683
753-1266. 753-3493 after
Drainage Racks • Several 44 Gal White Barrels
753-0218 or 753-5592
• 3-Vale Lift
Hoist
Drop
Off
489-2434
Z
2-E
Switches'
Dakota.
w/27
Rail
Mono
Steel
5pm.
for
box
pickup
Tool
inDoors
SEWING jobs wanted,
Chain Hoist • 2-64 12'Butchor Boy Cooler Orif Freezer
2BR, 1 bath, furnished, 1
OAK piano. Old barn logs SOLO Flex with leg extenFreezer Door'
cluding formal wear
truck, washing maw/Morto Rail Track Openings' Butcher Boy 5'x
Anderson Shores, 2BR,2 bath, Hwy 80 east of
acre,
Heights
Ceiling
w/13'
and lumber 753-0266.
In
Freezers
Walk
2-20x 20' Panel Assemble
sions' and butterfly, $750
753-1061
Hardin. S250/mo. plus dewr13' Ceiling Heights
chine, bicycles,lots of
$12,000 312-737-2818
• 2-20)(20' Panel Assemble Walk In Coolers
TOBACCO scaffold wa
II 38P Copeland
-2818.
ll-cO11,9194-.*OBCI. 753-4,506.
312-737
posit
9aP1Auri
T.OP4911
5HP Copeland Air Conditioning unit • 2HP1000
•
or
general
sizes,
WANTED,
all
clothes
9.
Gal LP Tank
623-878
•
$275.
Unit
traveler
24',
model
Freezer
gons.
PARK
32'
Copeland
151-IP
2
•
436-532
Units
Cooler
trUcks
insuaning
STANLEY all metal
Carts 8 Trucks
heavy duty housecle
Electnc Motors' SS a Chrome Shelving • Roiling
air and waterbed_ VERY clean 3br, 2 bath in
misc.
trailer,
Cash Reg
Electronic
Jay
lated single side lite front
References furnished For
Office Desk-Chairs -Files 8 Equipment •
200
Excellent for college stu- quiet neighborhood_ 2 car
Electnc Display Signs
Outdoor
2-Portable
•
later
firefuther information call USED and antique furni- door and antique brass ceilstorage,
of
lots
Sports
dent, set-up on rental lot. garage,
436-5305 If no answer call ture, glass, tools, quilts. ing fan, tulip light kit and
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!?
place, central air and heat,
Equipment
759-4414
7.
leave
435-459
and
control.
-6290
Fasco
436-2780
474-2262, 901-642
no pets, lease and referUP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
AD
YOUR
HOYT bow and arrows, BEST DEAL IN THE BLUE- ences required. 489-2741
message.
PHONE 502-928-2041 FOR INFORMATION
COULD BE
ready to hunt Call GRASS! New 1993 model,
753-4031
northern insulation, bay
360
HERE
window, and more! ONLY
For Rent
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
setand
d
CALL
$12995, delivere
Of Lease
FANCY FARM. KY •502.623-8466
-9404.
606-623
up.
?
Pay
Retail
Why
ion
rAuct
753-1916
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
Friday,Aug.21st,1992 at 1 p.m.at the Dan Mille
CO. FOR DETAILED BROCHURE
AUCTION
T
CONTAC
New and Used Guns
94 West to
CUMMINGS Meter Poles. warehouses on Center
Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray take
mobile
in
izing
$$$Vs
Special
Save
So. through
Drive behind Shoney's
Lynn Grove. From Mayfield take 121
home electric services 200 $20440/mo 759-4081.
Call Mike at 753-3102
for
Watch
n.
auctio
to
follow
,
South
1836
to
Coldwater
amp. $375. 100 amp $325
after 5 p.m.
Watch for details of our Aug. 29 auction in next Thursday's paper.
Mr. Robert
NORTHWOOD storage
435-4027.
auction signs. Selling more of the estate of
presently has units availDouglas & others.
MOBILE home repos for able. 753-2905 for more
- child's
parts
clock
jars
fruit
blue
molds
butter
doubles.
Dough trays
sale, singles and
information
- old books - old
210
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Financing available, clean,
piano - Victrola parts - coffee mill - Coke trays
6
Flyer
an
Green
Americ
homes.
149, Hazel, Ky. 42049 • (502)492-879
model
pieces
late
Box
iron
P.O.
cast
370
scales - old fishing plugs
Firewood
ial
Financ
large
Tree
globes
Livestock
train set- tobacco plug cutter- old lanterns - red
it Supplies
AlA FIREWOOD pre- Corp.-Kentucky,
ter tools - lot of
lot of old records - old wood boxes - old carpen
or
season sale. $25/rick deliv- 606-223-1010
press - lot of
1-800-221-8204.
good collector items- chain saw - band saw - drill
ered. 492-8254

POSTAL & GOV'T JOBS,
$23/hr. For application and
Call
info.
test
800-775-5301.

Best Offer Sale

WILL do housecleaning
Call Rhonda, 436-2149
Have references

rtionATrit=urfita=reiri,h7;41-4

( LIQUIDATION AUCTION))
SAT. AUG. 22ND AT 10:00 A.M.
co.
AT SMMILAND, KENTUCKY

Yard Sale

Jp JAMES
RU.74.

Public Auction

R. CASH

FARRIS AUCTION

file cabinet - nice
old hand saws- electric power tools -4 drawer
bed, springs &
maple
wheel chair - nice color t.v. with remote
- recliner chairs
odd
ss
mattre
&
s
mattress - twin bed spring
listing.
partial
a
only
is
This
ng.
shelvi
metal
t
metal cabine
sible
respon
Not
shine.
or
Lots more goodies. Auction held rain
for accidents.

220

QUALITY build, energy efficient homes at affordable
prices. Shop and compare,
BACH Mercedes II Cornet you will find that we have
Excellent condition
the best homes at the low436-2662.
est prices. One of the
FOR sale Bach trumpet, Southeast's largest and
used 2 years, good condi- oldest dealerships Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc, Hwy
tion Call 753-6358.
79E, Paris, TN.
PIANO tuning and repair, 1-800-642-4891.
753-2099.
280
PIANO tuning, expert serRoble
vice and repair. John GottsHome* For Rent
chalk, 753-9600.
2BR, complete kitchen, di2,10
ning area, full bath, tying
room, located in Highland
liseellaneous
Estates in Akno Available
COINS and STAMPS are now. 759-4507.
popular. A new selection of SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
stamps is now available at electric or gas Walking disThe Book Rack (in Murray tance to college 753 5209.
at Dixieland Shopping Center) and Decades Ago (in
Hazel) These stores also
Aportments
sell coins, proof sets, Siblef
For Rent
.
supplies
collector
dollars,
at
us
visit
also
You may
1, 2, 3 or 4BR furnished
Toonerville Trolley (in apartments, nice, near uniHazel), Treasure House versity 753-6111 daytime,
(Southside Manor in Mur- 753-0606 nights
ray) and the Mercantile
2br, deposit re(Aurora). We buy coins and 1 AND
pets. 753-8848
no
quired,
esappraise
stamps and
8pm.
before
S
tates. CHRISTOPHER'
COINS, 753-4161
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.
MYRTLE Beach RESORT 2BR townhouse, all apVACATION RENTALS. pliances, no pets,$425/mo.
Oceanfront acacias, house- Deposit required
keeping, six pools, whirl- 753-1266 753-3493 after
pools, saunas, tennis Vac- 51>rn
ation and golf packages
EFFICIENCY apt, near
brochure
Free
university, fully or partially
1-800-448-5653
furnished. $175/mo.,
ROMANTIC CANOE - utilities. Days, 753-4181.
LIGHT WEDDINGS
Nights, 489-2181.
Smoky Mountains. clergy,
Apartments, Hazel.
HAZEL
elegant chapel, photonow renting. You
graphs. florae, limos. vid- KY, is
62, handicapped,
be
must
modte:ins,
eos, accomoda
New 1 and 2br
disabled
or
IT!
No
est prices! CHARGE
-8574 for
502-527
units
waiting, no blood bests
Equal
TN, more information.
Gatlinburg,
Housing Opportunity
1-800-WED-RING

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall Auctioneers
'My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Estate Auction
home of the late
Sat., August 22, 1992 at 10 a.m. at the
t offSouth
Dr.jus
ane
Parkl
1510
Mrs.Mable Shosenburg,
signs.
on
aucti
for
Watch
Ky.
y,
16th St. in Murra
- an old Musa Isle
Butter mold - coffee mill -steeple clock that chimes chalk figurines dog
metal
Florida
in
made in Indian Village
r - royal ironstone kerosene finger lamp - Wedgewood bed chambe Lifton china cups &
d
Englan
from
some
s
saucer
&
bone china cups
pieces - pink & green pieces saucers - press cut glass pieces - stem
- butter dish made
press cut spoon holder. onyx piece by Lord Nelson old vinegar cruet fancy
e
flatwar
Rogers
of
in England - partial set
super nice set ofRogers
several pieces ofsterling - set of dinnerware 14 ct. gold pieces place
per
piece
7
setting
place
1847 silverware 8
pieces - lot of
etched
hand
costume jewelry - milk glass pieces
bowl set - shaker
punch
pieces
iron
cast
ware
Tupper
corningware
- rattan pieces - pots &
set - serving cart - small kitchen appliances
table & chairs looking
pans - microwave oven & cart. nice maple
nice Gone With
dryer
&
washer
freezer
chest
china cabinet - small
- marble base
lamp
painted
hand
Wind type lamp - beautiful footed
top table marble
lamps
vanity
&
table
nice
other
table lamp . unusual
rocker
old
tables
lamp
other
Duncan Phyfe drum table set- 3 piece
bed
twin
piece
5
nice
chest
lady
nice
chest.
carved top
sewing machine.
bedroom suite - odd bed - knee hole desk - electric
table - electric
folding
new
nice 4 drawer chest - card table & chairs
cleaner.
vacuum
tables
stack
small
boxes
cedar
typewriter - small
chairs.
&
couch
radios
t.v.
b&w
old books - Zenith color t.v. - small
- an unusual
tables
end
&
coffee
chairs
odd
other
couch
hidabed
table that sets 8
expandable table that seats 12 people - a Castro needlework - old
heater
people - religious books - new kerosene
table cloth -hand crochet
quilts - blankets - new electric blanket -lace
hose - metal shelving garden
bedspread - lot oflinen - step ladder
e bicycle - lawn & garden
exercis
r
trimme
-line
chairs
-lawn
gas grill
clean auction. Don't
tools. This is only a partial listing. This is a good held rain or shine.
Auction
ts.
acciden
for
ible
respons
Not
it.
miss
auction needs phone
Lunch available. For more information and your
4315-4144.

Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall
Auctionect

1) in

OLDER mobile home,
12x50, 2br, glass sliding
door off living room.
489-2349 or 753-1276

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY
Saturday, August 22, 1992 • 10:00 AM

Murray State
University
Murray, Ky.
Boar Test Sale
at the
Exposition Center
Sept 10, 1992
Soundness Scoring at
5:30 p.m. (CST)
Sale Starts at 730 p.m.
(CST)
Local and out-of-state
producers
For more information
contact Kevin Reagan,
Dept. of Agriculture
502-762-2093

Regardless of Weather
Location: Jones Mill Community, 7 Miles
West of Puryear, TN on Tenn. Hwy 140.
93 years has
Mrs. B.L. (Audie) Grooms, after more than
r and is
daughte
her
decided to move to Michigan to live with
selling her Tennessee belongings.
a beautiful
Mrs.Grooms will offer for sale her home and
lot. (approx. 1 Acre)
OPPORTUNITY - OPPORTUNITY
located on a hard
Own water supply and septic system, home is
Cottage Grove
and
ity
Commun
Mill
Jones
the
surface road of
School District.
30days. Owner
Terms: 20% Down Day of Sale. Blance due within
buyer.
d
qualifie
of
g
financin
agrees to consider

or
502-759-9061

OFFERED SAT., AUG. 22 AT
12:00 NO I N HARP!

BILLY Goats for sale, all
sizes Call after 5pm,
759-9060
DONKEYS, all sizes and
colors, let run with cattle,
helps keep coyotes away
753-6475 days. 753-9918
nights.

ALL PERSONAL PROPERTY SELLING UNDER
ABSOLUTE TERMS

HUDSON Company Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
753-6763.

e, including
Many Antique and Collectible Items: Oak furnitur
dining
antique
elegant
chair,
rocking
mirror;
dresser with beveled
chairs; glassware,
set with china cabinet; sideboard; table with six
chairs, lamps, sofa
iron beds, wooden magazine racks, ladder back
pieces. Many
china
other
&
set
e
chocolat
chairs;
and occasional
Kenmore electric
hand tools and antique items, old birdcage,
biscuit barrel,5
washer and dryer,refrigerator, electric range,china
mirrored
double
pottery,
McCoy
stove,
burning
wood
legged table,
e, includdressers, chest-type deep freeze, wooden porch furnitur
ing swing and Much, Much More!

REGISTERED paint gelding, black saddle horse
gelding. $750 /ea
753-6475 days. 753-9918
nights.
380

Pets

Suppiles

James R. Cash - Real Estate Broker,
P.O. Box 7; Fancy Farm, KY 42039

DAISY Grooming. Saturday, by appointment
753-7819
SCRATCHING and gnawing got your best friend
down? Feed HAPPY JACK
PRIMO 40 SELECT for
hyper-allergic dogs who
cannot tolerate meat and
soy based feeds Contains
'Mother Nature's Hee repel•
Distributed by
lant
BREEDERS SUPPLY,
800 t'32 9342
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

Pubs:

I

YARD
SALE
1501
Kirkwood Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
7:00-4:00

4-Party
Yard Sale

Estate

Yard Sale

CLEAN-UP shop on 'A
sae $13,000 436-2652

Garage

7-?
509 Chestnut St.
S;ep
sma
/

;s Of

,oLs

31.

• .2%
sic7co

Fn. & Sat.
Ad;. 21 & n
8 a.m.-5 pm.
171.3 Martm Chapel
Rd., second house
after the church on
the right.

Fn. & Sat
Aug. 21 & 22
1501 Cxfcrd Dr.
Hnens
ri,c,t
:ones

lots 01 7 SC
• z•

Fri. & Sat.
830 - ?
Corner N. 16th Ext.
& Poor Farm Rd
White House.
LOS o ars 11 7a4s Gaix$
'a'ocrs (^:rr•ears sore
a-so Ails Sir ar.t..ra øs
-are
co?..lt
nlAS
aec
rases cgs D'
:1'es

Yard Sale
1 51F, Can'ert..•y Dr
2 00
Fri & Sal
4..g 21 & 22
,".**• -• .1Lr
•:Ke
:or,5

goer...-. -au+
••-•••
t;, •••

S
'IC
IVIS
,

eare•
4
an- baa, so...sewr
/0.r, ler. Ns, IV,:some
Dec viearess ‘0,1

•

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
4 Party
Yard Sale
609 Ern St.
Frl. 7:00-4:00
Sat 7:0134
VCR, stereo, kitchen
items, men • women children clothing - all
sizes, lots of misc
items

8-?
94 W to Oaks
Country Club Rd. In Misty Meadows
Subdivision.
Watch for signs.
Clothes, furniture,
items,
household

Garage
Sale
812 Broad St.
Fri. & Sat.
21 & 22
8 am. to 1 p.m.

A little of
everything.

CALL Larco for mobile
power washing and wet
sandblasting "We Wash it
All'753 6587

1973 CONVERTIBLE Vol
Isswagon yellow $2250
753-7414

Campers
1977 DODGE Minimotorhome. self contained.
microwave, elec refng
steeps six, doubts se and
awning, good condition
489-2434
35' FIFTH wheel Cobra
camper and hitch $3850
753 4545. 753-6763

1986 TOYOTA Corolla
$3200 753 9208 after
4Pm
GOOD productive 80 we
tarm with brick home tobacco barn and large metal
barn stocked pond tobacco base lovely whim
lancing in picture book set
Ong Located in Tennessee
only 8 mikes south of PAirray Offered at $132500
MLS 84069 Kopperud Fleetly 753-1222

5-Party
Yard Sale
121 North through
Stella left on 299
South 12 mile
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m..?
\ice boys soy, (Batman.
lie Man seu, Power
Wheels Jeep, etc). small
stereo, pet camer,clothes.
household ileins. sable
saw rowing rnsdene, Ind

Fri. & Sal

1987 MUSTANG GT.5 DL .
black T tops, price negotiable Call before 2 30pm
753 7257

14' JON boat, 1979 Evin
rude 18hp. new carpet and
floors, 321b thrust trolling
motor, depth finder, trailer
436 2528
1970 MAINSTREAMER
houseboat, 37'. all fiberglass, twin Chrysler 225,
Kohler generator 65 kw
Excellent condition Slip 21
Kenlake Marina. Kenlake
State Park $17,900
474-2732

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, panting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re-Nuances 489-2267

CARPENTRY specializing
in decks and fences All
types of residential and
commercial work Quality
work, references available
Call 759 1424

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specificsbons Call Sews 753-2310
for free estimate

CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bobber, 759-1247

HADAWAY Construction:
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052

CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your upholstery
cleaning, call 753-5827.
Free estimates Special!!
with this ad. $15 off $60
order

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754
DIAL Builders New additions, new homes, pole
barns, total remodeling No
job too small 436-5272

PLUMBING repairman with
same day IleIVICAI. Call
436-5255
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
PLUMBING • Free esti- aluminum gutters, variety
mates Affordable rate, of colors Licensed, inSame day service. All work sured Estimate available .
759-4690
guaranteed. 492-8816

TV stand weed eater
vacuum cleaner,
Tees'kitchen and sandbox lots of toys, household items and ciothing
•

GIANT
YARD SALE
94E ton left it Happy
Holiday Boats, 4th
house on left.
Fri. & Sat.
730 - ?
Decor items radio s
jewelry. adult & kids
clothes, shoes odds &
ends to many items to
ha' Barga.ns1

Pre-Moving
Sale
1508 Tabard Dr.
Canterbury
Sat, Aug. 22
7:00 am.-7
shelves,
Pictures,
MITfOrS, other decoratives new or like new,
cookware, dishes, linens. clothing. etc

Yard Sale
Fox Meadows B-9
Fri., Aug. 21
9 to 5
Tomato juicer, coffeemaker, Vegamabc.
skillets - electric &
other, cake Oates.
egg plate, etc.

Yard
Sale
G13 Coach Estates
lAurray
Fri. & Sat
Aug. 21 & 22
Lots of dishes, pots &
pans, hnens, furniture, clothes, et.
Rad

Emu
1 TO 31 acres on Hwy 121
North and Roy Graham
Rd ,'4 mile from city limns
Commercial or residential
potential 759-4081 after
6 30pm
KOPPERUD REALTY of
lens a complete range of
Real Estele services with a
wide salection of guilty
hom•s, all pric•s
753-1222

01 R 11) f 411 1 11 VI III RI
f \I I

BY owner, 2 3br W. dr
kitchen deck and more
753-8049
BY owner 3br 25 bath ir
county Large rooms w
cathedral ceilings built in
appl two car garage three
years old 1 1 ac lot *add
land available Reduced to
590's 489-2543
LOOK at eel Brick home
large lot 3 bedroom 2
bath, central his, pnced to
gel upper 550's Ptotes
sional Real Estate
759-1591 day or night
NEW 3 or 4br, LR, DR, 2
bets, central Iva, walk-in
CL, sett cleaning range,
microwave, dishwasher,
disposal oak cabinets.
over 2000 sq ft . only
$69,750 753-5561 or
759-1610

Vans
1985 FORD Cargo Van,
excellent running condition
759-1628 after 4pm
1986 CHEVY Astro Mini
Van. 4 3L, V-6 auto . arr. p
6ocks and win6ows. cruise.
oft, am/trn cassette, high
miles, very clean, very
good mechanically. $4750
436-5610
1990 FORD Aercetar van
red exterior, grey interior,
loaded 39.000 miles
$10,500 492-8899 after
&Pm
FULL size 1983 Chevy
Conversion van, a/c,
cruise. am/fm cassette. excellent condition, $5500
753-9371 after 5pm

OWNER transfered spa
aous open floor plan 3br 2
1978 RED & white Silver
bath plus gunroom, patio
and bonus room. Ig den, ado Chevrolet truck in good
Call after
central his, double garage. condition
fireplace *Arisen. Ig stor- 5 30prn 753-7974
age bldg. satellite dish, 1982 CHEVY Silvered°, V.
and WI appliances stay 1 ton, excellent condition
mile east in Maplewood Es- 753-7389
tates Subdivision $79 900
1986 BRONCO V-8
7591867
4-speed good shape,
$3400 Phone Frankton,
TOTALLY redecorated and 502-875-4050 (dealer) or
renovated 3 bedroom 502-875-1844
home on an we lot Located between Murray and 1986 CHEVY S-10 Auto.
Kentucky lake Attractive psipb, V-6, 60,000 miles
horns and attractive pnoe with covered Stahl Utility
$60's Just reduced Con- Bed Phone Frankfort
tact Kopperud Realty, 502-875-4050 (dealer) or
502-875-1844
753-1222

1979 HONDA CX500 an
tom, 11,000 mites, runs
good, $600 753-0343

1986 GA4C
ton pick-up
truck auto, prapb V-6, 4 3
engine, runs good. $1750
Phone
Frankfort,
502-875-4050 (dealer) or
(502) 875-1844
1987 CHEVY 4-wheel
&he. 1/$ Ion, 4-speed, utility bed 1983 Chevy 1 ton
with as- auto, new bed, like
new Ores 753-6475 days.
753-9918 nights

1967 FORD F-350 1 Ion,
NEW bug shields for pick- Retied with dump, good
ups and vans, foreign and condition 756-2580 after
domestic, doer and smoke eiPm
lot $19 50Iss Pick-up bed
met, $34 Wes Key Auto 1990 SILVERADO, 4x4
Parts Hoy 1218 753-5500 Cal after 5pm, 7591936

AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing 436-2102
ask for Paul

VCR REPAIR • Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15. most repairs
$35. New location - Route 1,
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri., 753-0530.

ROOFING. All types of residential roofing. Free estimates 753-5113

WET 13asement1 Water
under house, we guarantee
to stay dry. Morgan and
Son Construction Paducah, KY. 442-7026,
1-800-242-3265

SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement, new
installation, pumping, sewers, footings, basements
Backhoe-loader service
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515

FREE puppies Call alto
5pm. 753-3915

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night.
753-5484.
IC. Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - CleaningSewer 1210/1212 Man
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

SNEAK PREVIEW SALE
2.43 AC - $19,900
237' LAKEFRONT

8.30-12:00
1000 S. 16th St.

THWEATT'S Generator,
Alternator and Starter Service, Route 1, Almo, KY
753-8742.

ROGER Hudson rock hauling. gravel,sand,dirt, driveway rock, 753-4545,
753-6763,

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgram formica, all colors Free estimates Wulft's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

COLSON'S Home Repair
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing
436-2575 after 5pm

MITCHELL Paving. over
30 years experience All
your asphalt and seal coating needs Backhoe, excavating and hauling
753-1537 or 753-1221

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Rooting, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding, windows, carports, and patio
enclosures 753-0280

CHIM Chlm Chlmn•y
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

PAINTING interior and ex
tenor Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley. 436-5625.

REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056

LICENSED for electric,
1986 AAASTERCRAFT 351
gas refrigeration InstallaFord, extra nice, 450 hrs
tion and repair Free esti1988 OLDS Cutlass Su- $11,000 753-7688,
re- mates 753-7203
finishing,
DRYWALL,
preme SL, automatic, air, 759-4703
pairs, additions and biowall power equipment, new 1988 PROCRAFT Fish/Ski
LOW cost health insuring ceilings 753-4761
Ores, 32,600 miles Call boat Garage kept, low
ance' Use any doctor or
00,
Sears
at
753- 4451 8 .00-5
hospital $15 doctor visit,
hours. trolling motor. in - FENCE sales
753-2310
753, 1580 after 5pm
dash depth finder and 2 live now Call Sears
$10 prescription
for hoe estimate for your $2,000,000 coverage One
1989 MAZDA 929 one wells, 115hp Yamaha enneeds
year rate guarantee For
owner 12xxx miles. like gine, 3 new batteries
753-0954
$9800
servand
FOR bushts5oging, eyeing free information and quote
new purchased
iced in Murray Power sun 1989 OZARK Fish and Ski dirt or gravel and seeding call 1-800-92916551
2 BEDROOM 1 bath cen- root .amrtm tape auto
17 ft 110hp, excellent con- yards, call 753-3413
McCUISTON Construction
trai hJa. remodeled attrac- power everything
dition, loaded Perfect to; GENERAL Repair plumb- Add-on, re-roots, tree estiafter
753-5763
or
753-1323
tive ontenor 1 5 acres aty
fishing or skiing $9700 ing roofing. tree work
mates. 753-7317,
water, cable, 7 miles north 5Pm
759-9464.
354-6607
436-2642
$34 500
in Almo
1989 RED Dodge Daytona
42' CATAMARAN house753-2317 after 6pm
one owner, local car 53x xx boat. completely recondi489-2524
South
$5900
in
miles
home
3BR, 1 bath
tioned in 1990 Chevy twin
west School District, extra
Le. engines, new Westerbeke
Am
1990
GRAND
large tot $38,000 Call
4-door. new Ores, 16 valve generator, new fly bodge,
435-4194
DOHC, au, tilt. cruise, am( dual controls, loaded with
3BR 1 bath brick. nice fm stereo Reduced Call all the extras 753-5976
days. 436-2795 nights
neighborhood well con- 759-4489
Save thousands on select lakefront parstructed Mid 550's Cal
cels during sneak preview of new project.
1991 NISSAN Sentra XE. STRATOS IT!, ft. blue and
753-6098
still under warranty, $500 silver metallic. 1501'ip MerBeautifully wooded, long pristine frontage
3BR, 2 bath bock home down and take over pay- cury motor 753-7925 leave
on Barkley Lake. Boat, fish, ski, enjoy!
message
ments 759-1959
located near Murray High
Excellent bank financing. Offer ends
Economical central gas
Installation
CAR
Stereo
8/31/92. Call Now 800-858-1323. Wood530
heat and electnc air Com753-0113. Sunset Bouleland Acres 8:30-8:30, 7 days.
Services
pletely redecorated for imvard Music, Murray's AlInability
°tiered
move-on
mediate
pine Car Audio Specialist
Phone 753 5644
Dixieland Center. 1 block A 1 TOWN/country yard
3BR bock, 1A bath 6 horn MSU dorms
mowing.landscaping,tree
miles north of Murray
trimming , tree removal,loght
GRAY 1986 Ford Crown hauling Free estimates
Service on all brands window air conditioners
753-7549
Victona. clean sharp car, Tim Lamb, 436-2528
freezers - washers - dryers refrigerators
4BR. 2 up 2 down, lust 91xxx miles one owner
microwaves - dishwashers - gas 8 electric ranges
been remodeled will fi- Cal 753-3903
Al TREE Service Stump
nance with good downpeyremoval and spraying Free
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
MUST sell, 1989 Toyota estimates 753-0906 after
ment 834 7715
Tappart-Keivinator-Ernerson-Brown
Camry DX. auto, loaded 5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
a BR home new Murray with power sunroof, excel'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
City Park Just reduced to lent condition 65xxx miles A-1 TREE removal & tree
&
hauling
Light
trimming
Call
I/4374
MLS
$39500
753-1270
Retails for $9750 Asking
753-5341
odd lobs Free estimates
Kopperud Realty
58250 753-4260
436-2102, ask for Luke
753-1222

ate
4

1089 DODGE pick-up, 318
engine. automatic, pa/pb.
air. 34,000, sliding rem win
dow Call 753-4570

LAKE Front Possibly the
best remaining lot in Callo- 1979 FORD T Bird pa/pb,
way on KY Lake, great ause bit, stereo Excellent
yew, slope and location. condition 753-0775
one mile south of Blood
1984 MONTE Carlo,
River, $45,000 Bob Haley
RE MAX Properties load•d
high miles Winn wheels,
753-SOLD
T tops $1300 759-9515
WOODED building lots in
1984 NISSAN 200SX.
Lynwood Heights City wa
ter natural gas, cabtevi loaded 82.000 miles
soon 3 3/10 miles on 94 $2550 753-0783
west from Murray City Lim
1986 MUSTANG convertiits 6% simple interest hble V6 excellent condin an ci ng available
low mileage
tion
753-5841 or 753-1566
753 9571

Sale

--

Yard Sale

Trude

510

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

1978 OLDS Delta 88 good
running shape $500 Call
after 5pm. 750-9060

2 Family
Yard Sale

Yard
Sale
ec.,‘sp,-eal*

1971 CHEVELLE Malibu
2-door, hard top, recently
restored. new Michelin
area, local car, 64.000 ac
tual miles Nice $3750
Phone 492-8166, After
400. 753-8679

OTC

YARD
SALE

I

RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Pernn. Paul Dailey
Bob Haley, Jean Bird BelAir Center 502 753-SOLD
1-800-369-5780

Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 21 & 22

Sat.

Used

Saw

Pubic
Sae

& Sat
8:004
Tom Taylor Rd. off
of 641 South 4th
house on right.
Women's clothing,
boys clothes infant to
size 6, misc. items
Must see child's git1
Strawberry Shortcake
Antique Bicycle!

510

C361

430

Aig

110

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM
Of:
Types
WODRKINGAl

Custom Woodworking
°millit'
t
Kitchell & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
iBenincl Bunny Bread ,
53.seo
409 SJNBuRY MUR7F1AY

APPLIANCE REPAIR

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Sizes
4 X 10
10 X 20
5 X 4
5 X 10

or

Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-3195
753-5585

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.

-,...,

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303
AL'S hauling, yard work
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 759-1683
ANY remodeling, building
painting, roofing References 759-1110

BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664
BASEMENT walls bowed
or cracked? Correct the
problem quickly, simply,
and inexpensively with
Grip-Tite wall anchors Call
1-800- 729 9255

BASEMENT wal bowed or
cracked? Correct the problem quscidy, simply, and
inexpensively with GripTite wall anchors Call
1-800-729-9256
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed 753-1134
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591 after 5pm
BULLDOZING. backhoe
were system Call Horace
Shofar, 354-8161 after
4Pm
CALL Gramme Electric for
all of your *tactical projects Remodeling, lendscape illumination, security, cable and phone
lines Now wiring new
smart homes Licensed
and insured 759-1836

624 N.

4th St., Murray

753-6374

WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDING
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD

Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
Fluid & Filter
Special $29.95 most makes & models
Wc Service What We Sell

50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
service door

* FREE ESTIMATES *

753-5976

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mayor
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and pans warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works. 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER 436-5848

Mathis Transmission Service

FOR RENT

12

Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doan open si 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 04 watt e Johrviy Robertson Road,
southe Sq. Hee Road, nght on Sq Hale Road 1/4

Robert J.
Rutherford
MAO

(502) 753-0468

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
753-0464) P 0 Box 1033 Murray

"AUCTION'

BURIAL INSURANCE

Saturday, August 29th. 1992 0 10:00 a.m.
Location: Almo, Ky. - From Murray, KY take
Hwy. 641 N. to Hwy. 1824 proceed to Almo
Heights,turn onto Hwy. 464 to Almo. Watch
for signal
Selling will be the Home & Personal Property of Ms. Jessie Taylor
Real Estate
1983 Model - 14x70 - 3 bedroom 2 bath Mobile
Home w/Central Heat & Air, pitch roof, Front
deck w/Ftoof and Carport w/concrete drive &
sidewalk. All situated on nice shaded lot! Real
Estate sells regardless of price!! To the highest
Bidder!!!
Furniture - Automobile • Glassware/Collectibles
Terms On Real Estate: 20% down day of Sale,
balance due with delivery of deed within 30 days.
Term. On Personal Property - Cash Day of
Sale.

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a 1$4.000.00 POLICY
FEMALB
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

age 40 - $9.45
age 50 - 12.37

age 60 - 17.69
age 70 - 28.93
age 80 - 52.73

113

Premiums guaranteed NOT to Increase

McConnell Insurance Agency

x‘ii

ii -I

753-4199
HopkinsvUe Federal Sav. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KT
"Our 29th year of aervice"
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Looking Back

411

a

tY

Dr ,
Br-

iirs

ter
tee
nd

du-

1
her

are 133 days
Ten years ago
Today is Thursday, Aug. 20, the 233rd day of 1992. There
Celeste Chapman,
Valerie
year.
in
the
left
Mr. and Mrs. Danny
of
r
daughte
Today's Highlight in History:
paid tril
Churchil
Garth Tidwell, son
n,
and
Winston
Chapma
Minister
Prime
British
1940,
20,
On Aug.
conflict
human
Rodney T. Tidof
Mrs.
and
field
of
Mr.
the
in
bute to the Royal Air Force, saying, "Never
as Little Miss
named
were
well,
few."
so
to
many
so
was so much owed by
y CounCallowa
of
MurrayMr.
and
On this date:
States,
just
have
United
They
.
the
of
Pageant
t
Fair
ty
presiden
23rd
the
ln 1833, Benjamin Harrison,
up
runners
as
named
been
recently
Ohio,.
Bend,
North
was born in
tion
War
Civil
conjunc
the
in
held
declared
pageant
y
in
the
formall
In 1866, President Andrew Johnson
with Kentucky State Fair at
over, even though fighting had stopped months earlier.
Morin
Louisville.
In 1955, hundreds of people were killed in anti-French rioting
Ralph Morris has been appointed
occo and Algeria.
fill the vacancy on the board of
antito
billion
$1
nearly
a
signed
Johnson
In 1964, President Lyndon B.
Calloway County Transit
Murraypoverty measure.
Calloway County Fiscal
by
invadSystem
began
nations
Pact
In 1968, the Soviet Union and other Warsaw
of
Court.
zation drive
ing Czechoslovakia to crush the "Prague Spring" liberali
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Gertzen
regime.
s
Dubcek'
Alexander
be married for 50 years on
ft
will
spacecra
ed
unmann
an
2,
Voyager
In 1977, the United States launched
in
s
3.
greeting
Sept.
ng
carrying a 12-inch copper phonograph record containi nature.
reported include a girl to
Births
of
sounds
dozens of languages, samples of music and
Mrs. Bernard Prem, July
a
at
and
Mr.
rampage
a
on
went
Sherrill
Henry
Patrick
In 1986, postal employee
to Mr. and Mrs. John
a
27;
boy
before
death
to
post office in Edmond, Okla., shooting 14 fellow workers
Howard, Aug. 2; a boy to Mr. and
killing himself.
wife, Rosa- Mrs. Mike Ryan, Aug. 16.
Ten years ago: Dr. Hector Zevallos, a gynecologist, and his d outside
abducte
were
they
lie Jean, were freed unharmed eight days after
the "Army of
Edwardsville, Ill., by an anti-abortion group calling itself
God."
Li Col.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Dear Abby
Five years ago: A federal appeals court in Washington rejectedating the
investig
counsel
on a two-week vacation. Folis
dent
indepen
the
Oliver North's argument that
ent
lowing is a selection of some of
Departm
Justice
invalid
an
under
g
operatin
was
Iran-Contra affair
her favorite past letters from
regulation.
and '73.)
1972
the Russian
One year ago: More than 100,000 people rallied outside
Presid.
increase
DEAR READERS: This conParliament building as protests against the Soviet coup
the series (from yestercludes
leaders.
coup
the
with
dent Bush said he would never deal
n) of responses I
colum
day's
e,
, D-Main
Today's Birthdays: Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell
received years ago from senior
Chung
Connie
ter
is 59. Singer-musician Isaac Hayes is 50. CBS newscas
citizens, when I asked what
the biggest problems they
is 46.
man is a were
Thought for Today: "I am more and more convinced that a few, is faced: Money? Health? Lonelimany or
dangerous creature; and that power, whether vested in Abigail Adams, ness? Boredom?
—
give!"
'Give,
cries
ever grasping, a-$(1 like the grave,
DEAR ABBY: I'm an "older
woman" who stands 5 feet 8 inches
American write (1744:1818).

Twenty years ago
Andy Coles, Dianne Harrison,
Donna Adams, Dana Miller and
Don McCuiston, members of Calloway County 4-H Clubs, with Fred
Gillum, county extension agent in
4-H for Calloway, are pictured at
the West Kentucky 4-H Club Camp
at Dawson Springs.
A feature story about Hugh Massey and his fishing interests is published. The story was written by
Jerry Allen, Outdoor Editor for The
Murray Ledger & Times.
Murray High School Class of
1922 had a 50th anniversary dinner
on Aug. 12 at Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Matt Sparkman was
master of ceremonies. Mrs. Ottis
Pauon talked about "Memories of
Past."
Jimmy Brown of Paducah was
winner of the Men's Invitational
Golf Tournament held at Murray
Country Club.

Thirty years ago
The extended drought is beginning to have an even more adverse
effect on crops in Calloway County.
and little moisture is seen for the
next several days. The temperature
yesterday hit an official 100
degrees in Murray.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Harmon, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Morris P. Walker, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Henson, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Wilson,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Boswell
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Nimmo.
Mr. and Mrs. Fray Cunningham
and Mr. and Mrs. Rex Tabers and
children, Jimmy and Debbie, have
returned from a trip to Washington,
D.C. Enroute they attended the
District Assembly of Church of
Nazarene at Louisville.
Forty years ago

Hay will be made available to
farmers to replace hay and pasture
lost or damaged by the drought at
prices ranging from $28 to $36 a
ton, depending on the kind of hay,
according to Q.D. Wilson, chairman of Calloway County Agricultural Mobilization Committee.
New teachers at Murray High
School for this year, 1952-53, will
include Dennis Taylor, Lorene
Swann, Rebecca Tarry and Dub
Russell.
Mrs. Hugh McElrath and Mrs.
Ronald Churchill attended the
WMU Conference at the Baptist
Assembly at Ridgecrest, N.C., Aug.
7-13.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. W.C. Hopkins and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins, Aug. 12.
Billy Ray Parker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bennie B. Parker, celebrated
his third birthday on Aug. 15..

Dear Abby
tall, and I cannot find a dress to
cover my knees!
C.F. IN ILLINOIS

Besides. I'll have a mansion by I'd be dumped into a state horne
and forgotten. Money is power.
and by.
POWERLESS
GLADYS IN
CHILLICOTHE,OHIO

DEAR ABBY: I'm 74, wear eyeglasses, false teeth, a hearing aid,
and I walk with a cane. But I'm
happy because I'm a born-again
Christian.
I can smell the fragrance of my
flowers and feel the softness of my
cat, and I can eat anything I can
afford to buy.
I'm on old-age pension and have
lots of good books. I've always been
poor,so it's no hardship.

DEAR ABBY: I have a sister

who married well. She is two years
older than I am, and she has never
known a lonely hour. Her children
and grandchildren flock around her
like bees. She is always handing out
money and presents, and they treat
her like she is some kind ofqueen.
I have nothing to give, so I am
ignored. I am not homeless yet, and
God forbid I ever should be, because

DEAR ABBY: You asked to hear
from senior citizens: Would that
some compassionate. benevolent
God would take this body and
accept the soul of a man on the day
he voluntarily retires or is arbitrarily retired from his work, and soon
becomes ...
USELESS AT 70

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

By GARY LARSON

DEAR ABBY: I am 74 years old
and have been a widow since the
age of 29. I raised five children and
12 grandchildren, and what a
thankless job I had.
My biggest problem is loneliness.
But the reason for my loneliness is
the fact that I am poor. Young people today don't want us older folks
around unless we are well-fixed and
can do for them.
POOR WIDOW
DEAR ABBY: I'm 75 and a widower. I made my first trip to a foreign country at age 70. At 71. I
started making my own sourdough
bread, and now I can't stand bakery
bread. At 73, I started making my
own jellies and jams. I enjoy life
because I keep active.
I've sent for a copy of the Living
Will, thanks to you. I wish to live,
but I am not interested in existing.
F.E.W., KENT,WASH.

CALVIN and HOBBES

DEAR ABBY: We are both 77
years old, and we have been married 53 years. First we liked each
other, then we loved each other, and
now we adore each other. Our problem? We would like to die together!
HARTWIG AND HELEN
—

-

IN BERKELEY
ADMIT IT
1010 LIED
TO US'

Dr. Gott
DEAR DR.GOTT:Please elaborate

CATHY
LAM NOT /INViNcy
FOR TVA
MONTHS, CHAR(Er! WHY ARE
YOU ALREA04
TRYING To TAKE
OVER MY WHOLE
BATHROOM

CUPBOARD
SPACE IS
SYMBOLIC
Of EMOTIONAL
SPACE,
SIMON.

A PERSON WHO CAN'T OWE
UP AlORE THAN ONE DINKY
°RAPIER IS A PERSON WHO
CAN'T ONE UP MORE THAN ONE
DINKY PART Of HIS HEART!

IF I WERE
MCNIND INTO
%NUR MAK,
HOW MUCH Of
YOUR CLOSET
WOULD YOU
GIVE ME?

mg CLOSET??
NONE!
ARE YOU
KIDDING??
NO ONE

"Now now now ...You won't be a lonely road forever,
you know."

TOUCHES
5114 CLOSET!!

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
FIERE811E IS THE GIRL_

HI,MsCHAF-1-.

INE.1301T-I LOVED FIND
1-irr1E_D THE GIRL

CRED FleoUT—THEGIRL
oio-rmewme.Awsy..
NOW LUFINTS ME
BACK!

gre,

GARFIELD
REMEMBER CINPV? THE GIRL
WHO SAiP SHE COULDN'T GO
OUT WITH ME TONiGHI?
JUST SAW HER AT THE STORE

A PIM BULB
BRIGHTENS
0

(?AV1h 8-7-0
PEANU TS

1 Once and
for —
4 Make
suitable
9 Mock
12 Split — soup
13 Merrymaking
14 Female:
colloq.
15 Kin to beret
16 Image
17 — 'n' roll
18 Buffalo
20 Astaire ID
21 Delirium
tremens:
abbr.
23 Indian weight
24 "Candid —"
28 Tattered
cloth
30 Soaks
thoroughly
32 Masqat is
its capital
34 Make lace
35 Tennis

strokes
36 Adversaries
39 Born
40 Adhesive
substances
41 Chapeau
43 Army off.
44 Spielberg
alien
45 Enthusiasm
47 "The — and
the Beautiful"
50 Walk wearily
51 Mature
54 Female sheep
55 Pertaining to
the nose
56 Offspring
57 Mr. Koppel
58 "Murder.
She —"
59 Possessed

Answer to Previous Puzzle

00U OWOU 0000
000 U000 0000
000 00 000 oJ
000 MU UMW
0000 0010 00
00 000 1300
OM 00000 O Ma
00000 DO D UM
DU oLjM OMB
UOD EJD UU0
BO 01110 0000MU
OUUM 0 lid jO0
MOO 00U0 0 El

10 Nommen
11 Antlered
animal
17 Having
branches
19 Exists
1 Dwelling:
20 Distant
abbr.
21 Sag
2 Meadow
22 — Bay
3 Charles E. —
Buccaneers
24 Assassin
10 11
9
25 Kind of
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
collar
26 "— Without
14
a Cause"
iu•uu
12
27 Item of
property
hi
15
29 Openings
31 Summer
al
highlight
33 Famed
II
il
il
111
37 Tennis game
WI
IIIill
necessity
38 Seat on horse
ill
IA
iii
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on the use of estrogen therapy. I used
it for five or six years and for reasons
that I will not detail here was without
the therapy for three months. During
that time the hot flashes stopped and I
was able to retain my normal weight.
After discussing this with my personal physician, I still have nagging
doubts about the benefits of this
therapy.
DEAR READER:Estrogen,female
hormone, is prescribed to ameliorate
the symptoms of menopause and to
retard the development of osteoporosis (bone softening). It should be used
in conjunction with progestin, another
female hormone, to lessen the risk of
uterine cancer. Estrogen can cause
fluid retention and patchy darkening
of the skin.
If you experienced hot flashes during the time you took estrogen, you
probably were getting the wrong type
or an improper dose. Apparently, you
are one of a handful of women who
have an uneventful menopause with
sudden cessation of symptoms. You're
lucky. You evidently don't require estrogen therapy — unless you have osteoporosis and your doctor believes
the medicine would help that
condition.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Menopause." Other readers
who would like a copy should send
$1.25 with a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 91369,

Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I was recently
diagnosed with erysipelas that necessitated a hospital stay. During the
hospitalization I suffered a high fever
and my scalp was very painful. On
discharge from the hospital, my hair
began falling out and it still is. Is
there a connection between erysipelas and my hair loss?
DEAR READER: Erysipelas is a
type of streptococcal infection involving parts of the skin and underlying
tissues. Typically,the area is hot, red,
painful and swollen; any part of the
body can be affected. High fever is
common. And this is the cause of your
problem, I believe.
Patients frequently lose hair —
sometimes quite a lot — during illnesses marked by fever. Most of the
hair loss may occur at the conclusion
of the illness, when the fever has disappeared. Ordinarily, the hair grows
back in time.
Without doubt, if the erysipelas involved your scalp, this could cause

hair loss. However,in most instances,
the hair loss is caused by-the fever,
not by the infection knelt which is
treated with high doses of penicillin.
•en Newsnopen IMIRPIOIE ANN
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Sanitation worker saves biker's life

Obituaries
Mrs. Aline

Ernest Lee Edmonson
Ernest Lee Edmonson, 49, of Rt.
5, Murray, died Wednesday at
12:52 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah. His death was from
injuries sustained in a car accident
List Sunday.
He was an employee of Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company,
Union City, Tenn.
Born May 30, 1943, in Ohio, he
was the son of Herbert Edmonson
and Alpha Johnson Edmonson.
He was married Feb. 16, 1%3,
to the former Janice Faye Watson
who died June 26. 1989.

••••

Survivors include one daughter,
miss. Rhonda Russell and husband.
Darrel!. and one granddaughter,
asha Nashea Edmonson. Rt. 6.
M..rray, one son, Greg Edmonson
and wife, Kelly, New Concord; his

parents. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Edmonson, Murray.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Martha Hale and husband,
Bobby. Rt. 5, Murray, and Mrs.
Joan Shelly and husband, Buddy,
South Carolina; three brothers, Larry Edmonson and wife, Sharon.
Oklahoma, and Sam Edmonson and
wife, Paulette, and Danny Edmonson and wife, Vicki, all of Murray;
his mother-in-law, Mrs. Hattie
Watson, and a brother-in-law,
Donald Watson and wife, Charlene.
all of Murray.
The funeral will be Saturday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate. Burial will follow in
Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. Friday.

Housing authority program
receives national award
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) -- The
Paducah Housing Authority's after..:hool program has received a
nat,onal innovation award.
The Merit Award from the
N.e.:onal Association of Housing
ard R.:, development Officials was
27CSented Tuesday night to Peggy

Researchers urge
caution before
treating disease
BosTGN ,Ap) _ People bitten
1.,K. in areas where Lyme disrare shouldn't be treated
show symptoms of the
7:searchers say.
%ason - The risk of side
:rorn the antibiotics out.ne rlsk of getting the
,::.ease. carried by ixodid
•, ;07.-ron in parts of the
'•
can cause arthritis and
But the antibiotics
17:•al it can cause nausea
se

. 77hca.

here the risk of infec1 percent. 12 pco.
.,..ffer side effects from
Inc
for every case presaid Dr. David Magid.
of a study in today's New
Journal of Medicine.
-However. in areas where the risk
vf infection is 3.6 percent. the ratio
Is !-1. Magid said.
That justifies treating everyone
.7, higher-risk areas — even
c.on't show symptoms —
;be disease is more severe
7, 7C costly to treat than the
the study suggests.'

Texas company
recalls imported
canned juice

•

LANSING. Mich. (AP) — A
Lompany is recalling canned
imported from Mexico that
-)e contaminated with lead,
said.
JOi,:e7 used to seal the sides of
L.17-,s is believed to be the cause of
conlamination in several varlet:es of lumex fruit nectar and juice,
t.he Food and Drug Administration
st,..te Agriculture Department
sad :n a statement.
The recall was issued after a
cHd in San Diego developed lead
poisoning, apparently from drinking Jurnex daily, officials said.
Vilore Foods Co. of Laredo,
Texas. imports the juice and sells it
to dealers throughout the United
States.
The number of cans recalled was
not immediately known.
Regular exposure to high levels
of lead can cause permanent damage to the nervous system, severe
developmental problems in children and even death.
There was no answer Wednesday
night at Vilore Foods headquarters.

Henault. housing authority executive director, and Pat Earles, program director.
"The whole concept of the afterschool program was that children
needed someone to come to to tell
about their day in school." Earles
said.
The three-year-old program
serves about 250 children from
public housing sites. The youngsters spend two hours a day four to
live times a week in supervised
sports and education activities at
five locations. Earlcs said.
The program is a combined
effort of the Paducah Housing
Authority and the city Parks and
Leisure Services Department. The
program finished runner-up for last
year's award. Earles said.
The Paducah program was
selected for the award from more
than 3.000 housing and community
development programs nationwide.
Henault said.

Federal inmate
files $50 million
suit against warden
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — An
inmate at the federal prison in Lexington has filed a S50 million lawsuit against the warden, claiming
she was not allowed to attend the
funeral of her daughter and son-inlaw.
Clementine McMullen says even
though a federal judge had suspended her sentence for five days,
Warden Margaret Hambrick still
would not release her from the
Federal Medical Center to attend
the funerals.
McMullen. who is serving a
34-month sentence for a cocaine
conviction. said Hambrick violated
her constitutional rights.
McMullen, who was sentenced
in 1991 out of Detroit, said her
sentencing judge sent an order to
the prison suspending her sentence
for five days so she could attend
the funerals. But on the day she
was to leave, McMullen was told
she would not be leaving the institution on Hambrick's orders.
McMullen says her daughter and
son-in-law were killed in a traffic
accident after a visit to the prison.
Prison spokesman Jan Jacobson
said Tuesday that the prison would
not comment on pending litigation.

OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — An
alert city sanitation worker may
have saved the life of a motorcyclist when he stopped a semitractor trailer before it ran over the
fallen biker.
Larry J. Klee, 21, was driving
eastbound Tuesday morning when
a Roadway truck pulled out, an
Owensboro Police Department
report said.
"I put on my brakes and saw the
trailer coming toward the top part
of my body," Klee said. "I tried to
slide the bike down, but there
wasn't enough time."
Klee said he struck the bottom
side of the tractor trailer and he
and his motorcycle slid under it.
The semi's driver, 52-year-old
Donald L. Neu of Newburgh, Ind.,
did not know Klee had hit his rig
and continued on, police Officer

Burton Veazey
The funeral for Mrs. Aline Burton Veazey was Wednesday at II
a.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Paul Veazey and the Rev. Joe
Walker officiated.
Pallbearers were David Allbritten, Morris Jenkins, Lacy Downey,
Ricky Hughes, Thomas Alexander
and Ron Myers.
Burial was in Puryear City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Veazey, Puryear, died Monday at West View Nursing Home,
Murray. She was a member of
Puryear United Methodist Church.
She was married April 7, 1978.
to Joseph M. Veazey who died in
1982. One brother, John T. Burton,
also preceded her in death. Born in
Henry County, Term., she was the
daughter of the late Braxton Burton
and Christina Meador Burton.
A retired teacher at Purycar
School, she attended Murray State
University and received a degree
from Bethel College, McKenzie,
Tenn.
Survivors include a stepdaughter,
Mrs. Mary Louise Riley, and a
stepson, Dicky Veazey, both of
Calvert City; nephews and nieces,
J.T. Burton, James Burton, Terry
Burton, Jan Brown, beverly Hardy
Vogel, Tina Jo Burton, Brynna
Hardy, Ken Hardy, Amanda Lee
Burton, Jeffery Lee Burton, Tony
Brown and Tim Brown.
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Town criers deliver news
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Hear ye!
Hear ye! The strikebound Pittsburgh Post-Gazette sent town criers
into the streets at lunchtime to proclaim the latest news.
Dressed in colonial garb, Brian
Boyd, 28, and Ann Frances Ivory,
24, read summaries by reporters for
the newspaper, which has published only twice since May
because of a drivers' strike that has
also shut down The Pittsburgh

Press.
Holding his news sheet like a
scroll, Boyd, in a wig and threecornered hat, relayed word Wednesday that talks had resumed to
end the walkout.
Oliver Poppenberg, 30, said he
enjoyed Boyd's performance, but
added, "It makes me wish I had
my newspaper back." The town
crier is "more entertaining but less
informative," he said.

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Pnce

Mrs. Odelle
Boggess Smith
Services for Mrs. Rita Odelle
Boggess Smith were today at II
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick
Lewis and the Rev. Lee Gamblin
officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was
organist.
Pallbearers were Tim Starks,
Ken Starks, John Gorman, Buddy
Anderson, Jimmy Anderson and
Leslie Boggess.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs. Smith, 69, RI 1, Almo,
died Monday at 10:35 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
Survivors include two sons, Greg
Smith. Murray, and Doug Smith
and wife, Karen, Savannah, Ga.;
one sister, Mrs. Lola Mae Starks
and husband, Brent*Att. 1, Almo;
two brothers-in-law, Willie Smith
and wife, Nell, New Concord, and
Marvin Smith, Paris, Tenn.; five
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
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NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Help In Claim Filing
For All My Clients

753-7890
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,000 a month. Who will pay
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.
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truck driver to stop, but apparently
the trucker did not understand what
Stogner was doing.
"I ran my pay loader in front of
him," Stogner said. "I knew he
wouldn't run over that."
"Stogner stopped the truck driver just before Klee would have
been run over," Bramschreiber
said.
Klee broke a bone in his shoulder but was not admitted to the
hospital.

John Bramschrciber said. The truck
was about to roll over Klee's legs,
so he began to roll the same way as
the tires, he said.
Lawrence Stogner, who drives a
pay loader used to pick up limbs
around the city, shw the accident.
"I saw the man underneath the
truck and the truck was still moving," Stogner said. "He was pushing against the wheels so they
wouldn't run over him."
Stogner attempted to flag the
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2,910*
A.P.R. Financing
Up To
48 Months

*2.1% A.P.R. Financing available to qualified buyers with
approved credit on 1992 lull
size pickups,long or short bed,
automatic or manual, V4's or
V-es.
(Limited to Western Kentucky
counties and adjacent counties in
Missouri. Tonnessoo, and Illi-

nois.)
EFFECTTVE THROUGH
SEPT. 23, 1992.
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